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INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE   
              The course Plan Implementation and Management-II is our 6th core
course of M.A-EPM programme. This course has been reviewed and revised 
to up date the data and to make it closely related to the needs of the students.

               The Format of the course in similer to that of other courses fo the
Programme, at include objectives, and introduction followed by the content 
of unit of this course.

               The unit    “Personnel Selection and Recruitment” starts with the
review of present practices of recruitment and selection in education  departments 
in Pakistan. Then the purposes and goals of recruitment, sources of Personal 
recruitment and problems faced in this connection are discussed. Selection 
of Personnel as the next sequential step is discussed with its objectives, Process 
and evaluation of the procedure. The unit ends with the discussion of Islamic
Concept of job assignment and equity and equality in human dealing.

                The unit  on  “Education Decision making” includes the importance of 
decision making in educational administration and the various is contexts and levels 
of decisions. Various elements of decision making like goals, information 
Diagnosis. Alternative and methodology of this process have been explained.

                Steps in rational decision-making and technique used in this connection
have been reviewed. Examples have been quoted at various steps to enable the 
readers to simulate the same in their particular context.                 

                 The unit on “Organizational Structure and job Description” gives a 
detailed description of the theories and concepts of organizational and various 
structures of organization. Various linkages and hierarchies have been
discussed. Then the techniques and procedure of organizational e valuation 
have been reviewed.

                  In the last part of the unit the various job designs and their description 
have been explained in a systematic manner.

                  The concept of  MIS is quite familiar on modern management. The basic 
concept, the importance of information for Planning information and its maintenance
have been discussed in detail, Various case studies and system of MIS in Asian 
countries have been given to 
suggested to build a sound MIS programme in Pakistan.     

highlight  the  concept. A programmes  has  been



        The unit“Organizationalbehavioral dynamic”includes discursion on three main

Topics,
organization plays an important role in its functioning.  The mode  and  effectiveness
and channels of explained with  examples  . Motivation   and   providing   incentives 
workers boost up the pace and progress of work.The various techniques of motivation
 and forms of  incentives  have  been  dissociate  in  detail . Human  relations  among
 workers develop and directly or indirectly have their impact on the efficiency of the 
personnel A  good  manager tries to understand and develop healthy  relation  among
the workers . Healthy relations play a very  important  role  as the  teachers and 
learners have  to  work    for   achieving  specific  purposes.  The  factor   underlying
human relation and their implications have been dealt with in good details 

  communicate  on.   Motivation   and   Human  relation,   Computation  in  an

.

Evaluation and apprisal of performance of personnel in an organization is essential 
to know how far the  objectives are  being  achieved.  The  objectives of   evaluation 
components of development oriented evaluation have been  explained. The concepts 
of efficiency, effectiveness. and efficacy have been  given .  A prescribed  preformsa 
used for writing ACRS in Govt . Offices and organization has been  given at  end  of 

the unit.

The unit on educational management structure in Pakistan deals with the general
description of educational administrative structure  at  Federal  and  Provincial  levels. 
It  also  includes   discussion  on  responsibilities  and  roles  of  various   educational
officers and authorities. This unit   reviews   the   effectiveness  of  various  planning 
officers and agencies. In this unit effort  has  been  made  to  enable  the  students  to
comprehend the structure of educational management from bottom to top.

The unit on “Problems of Plan Implementation in Pakistan”deals  with the factors
affecting the implementation of educational plans in  Pakistan.  Short  falls  and  gaps 
in the plan targets and their achievement in fifth  year  plan  have been explained and
Analyst. 
taken  to avoid such problems in the implementation  of educational Plans.  

Suggestionshave  been  enlisted  what  administrative  measures  should  be 
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Course coordination  

Computers  are  being used   in   many   fields now  a  days.  It  has  tremendous
contributions in  the  modern developments in various areas of work. In industry, 
defense, business  and education its use in increasing day by day. Computers are 
now capable of doing hundreds of functions in seconds and minutes. In Pakistan 
we find considerable expansion.  In  all  big  organization like  banks.  PIA.  Pak.
Atomic Energy Commission etc. Use of Computers is very common. Educational
managers and administrators have started using it in different ways. 

The last unit provides basic computers concepts and information regarding the 
Possibilities of its use. The application of computer and the possible problems
have  been  discussed.  The information  in  the  unit  opens  a  wide  range  of
possibilities and challenges in Planning and Management.         



MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AN INTRODUCTION  

Constitutional provisions for the education sector 

        Progress and prosperity of a country depend largely on the choices of Education

made available to its people, as it is one of the most powerful  interments  of  change.

Therefore, the government of 

Pakistan fully recognizes the  importance of  Education in  shaping the  future destiny 

of the nation  and achieving national goals through producing  young  minds  imbued 

with knowledge, values, skills, and competencies.

        

          Though the education is a provincial subject under the 1973 - Constitution  but

the areas like “policy, planning, curriculum, syllabus, Centers of Excellence, standard

of Education  and List,which makes the federal government of responsible for certain

duties, given below, for promotion of educational  facilities  in  the  federating  unit to

meet  the  needs  and  aspirations  of the people, protect  ideological  inspiration,  and

develop national cohesion:

          

          a. Promote, with special  care, the  educational and economic interests of  back

              ward classes or areas. 

          b. Remove illiteracy , and provide free and  compulsory.  Secondary Education

              within minimum possible period.

          c. Make technical and professional  education  generally  available  and Higher

              Education equally accessible to all based on merit.

          d. Enable the people of different areas, through education, training, agricultural 

              and industrial development, and  other  methods to  participate  fully  in  all 

              forms of national activities, including employment in the service of Pakistan.

          e. Decentralizes   the  Government   administration   to   facilitate   expeditious 

              disposal  of  its  business  to  meet  the convenience and requirements of the 

              public.

          f.  Provide the basic necessities of life such as food, clothing housing education

              and medical relief for all such citizens,  irrespective  of  sex,  caste  creed  or

              race,  as  are  permanently  or  temporarily  unable  to earn   their  livelihood 

              because of infirmity, sikness or unemployment.    



Responsibilities of Ministry Education  

             The  “Rules of Business” of the federal government allocates Ministry of
Education the following responsibilities in order to achieve the above-mentioned
constructional provisions:

i.      Development and co-ordination of national policies, plans and programmes
        in  Education.
ii.     Development of curricula and textbook. 
iii.    International aspect of development and planning of Education.
iv.    International assistance in the field of education.
v.     Copyright.
vi.    External examination.
vii.   Equivalence of degrees and diplomas.
viii.  Development of instructional technology.
ix.    Promotion and coordination of educational research. 
x.     National language and other languages used for official purposes including
        medium of instruction. 
xi.    National education intuitions and organizations
       (including National Book Foundation), and grants-in-aid to them (excluding
        administrative control of law  colleges  and  national  educational  Council)
xii.  Education in the capital of the federation, and the states. 
xiii.  Financial assistance to educationists, and men of  letters and their bereaved     
        families.
xiv.  Pride of performance awards in academic fields.
xv.   National libraries. 
xvi.  National Service eorps / military training  for students.
xvii. Boy  Scouts  and  girl  Guides  along  with youth actvites and movements.
xviii Welfare of Pakistan  students  abroad  and  foreign  students  in  Pakistan.
xix.  Relationship with UNESCO and participation in its activities, and liaison 
        with  other   international   agencies   and   organizations   in  educational
        programmes.
xx.   Intentional exchange of students and teachers. 
xxi.  Foreign studies and training.
xxii. Promotion of special  studies  designer  to  identify  problems  of  national
           integrity and of measures to protect  the  mainsprings  of  ideological  ins-
           iration and develop national cohesion.
xxiii.  Administrative control of the Federal College of Arts and Design.
xxiv.  Administrative control of Islamic Research Institute.
xxv.   Pakistan Chairs abroad.         
xxvi.  Integrate plans, proposals and programmes proposed,
         prepared,or adopted by Higher Education Commission (not under control
         of   Ministry  of  Education  now-a-days) in  the Higher Education sector. 
           



Vision 

The National Education System Should be meaningful and relevant to alleviate 

poverty and sustain growth though the provision  of  quality  education  for  all 

Pakistanis, with  out  any  discrimination, thus  facilitating   the  creation  of  a

knowledge - based  society  that  would   be  able  to  protect   the    ideological 

inspirations of the land and develops national cohesion.

Literate all the young of 14 + age group by the year 2015.

Provide free and compulsory Secondary education to all by the year 2015.

Develop quality access in vocational , technical, commercial and Higher 

Secondary education at least for 10% of age group 14+ population by the year 

2015.

Train sufficient teachers to achieve the above - mentioned targets as early as

possible.

            The ministry of Education, the apex body on  education  at the  national 

level, is consisted of six Wings and a Cell named as “Monitoring  & Evaluation

Cell” with the status of a Wing. The  Administrate on  Wing  deals  mainly  with

work force of the Ministry and its subordinate offices  whereas  rest  of the  five

Wing sand M & E Cell are technical in nature  and  look  after various technical

aspects of the education sector at Federal level. The Ministry is functional under

the  leadership  of  Federal  Ministry  for  Education  and   Ministry  of State  for

Education with one Parliamentary Secretary. The executive head of the Ministry

is a Federal Secretary whereas one Senior Joint Secretary,  two  Joint  Secretaries

(as Joint Education Advisers), one Director  and three  Joint  Education Advisers

are working under him as heads of the  Wings  / M & E Cell.  The  Ministry  has

now-days honor  of  having  the  guidance  of  an  Additional  Secretary  as  well.

The Ministry also has the  support  of  Deputy  Secretaries /  Deputy Educational 

Advisers  and  Section  Officers  /  Assistant  Educational  Advisers  /  Education

Officers / Research Officers in delivery of  its work efficiently

(Organogram at Annex)

          

               

.

.

.

.

Organization of Ministry of Education



Functions of various sub-unit of the Ministry  

            The functions of Wings / Monitoins Cell are briefly as under:

1.          Administration Wing (headed by Senior Joint Secretary):

                 

                    Administration Wing takes care of  the  work force of the whole

                    Ministry and its 20 organization. 

                    Manage Presidential award to  the  educationists,   teacher   and

                    Students.

                    Administer and manage operational budgetary allocation for the

                    ministry,  and   its   organizations   and   Bodies   especially  like.

 i.       Islamabad Boys Scouts Association, Islamabad.

ii.       Pakistan Boy Scouts Association, National Headquarters,

          Islamabad.

iii.      Pakistan Girl Guides Association, ICT Branch,

          Islamabad.

iv.      Pakistan Girl Guides Association, Nationa Headquarters,

          Islamabad.

v.       Pakistan National Commission for UNESCO (PNCU)

vi.     Contribution to UNESCO Office, Paris, France 

vii.    Contribution to UNESCO Office, Islamabad.

viii.   Office of the Permanent Representative of  UNESCO, Paris.

ix.     Contribution to ISESCO 

x.      Deputy Permanent Delegate Office, Paris 

xi.     Inter Board Committee of Chairmen, Islamabad 

xii.    Federal Board Intermediate & Secondary Education, Islamabad



:

        Administer  10 Organizations / National Institutes as under:

i.      Federal Directorate of Education, Islamabad.

ii.     Directorate of Libraries, Islamabad.

iii.    Federal College of Education, Islamabad 

iv.     F.G. Polytechnic Institute for Women, Islamabad

v       National Institute of Science & Technical Education Islamabad 

vi      National Museum of Science  and Technoloy, Lahore

vii.    Sindh Madrassa-tul-Islam, Karachi 

viii    National Education Foundation , Islamabad 

ix.     National College Arts, Lahore 

x       National College Arts, Rawalpind

        It also administers 12 Centers  of  Excellence,  5  Pakistan 

        Study Centers   /  one   Pakistan   Study   Institute,  7 Area  

        Study Centers , 3 Islamic Research  Centers,  13  Pakistan 

        Chairs Abroad in “Quaid-e-Azam, Allama Iqbal. Pakistan 

        Studies and Urdu” 

        Manage local and foreign scholarship up to under graduate 

        levels.

         This Wing is  dealing  with  implementation  of  major  development

         schemes on education including schemes announced under president

         and prime Minister’s Directives.

         It looks after literacy, Madressah and non - formal  education  in  the

         country.                

.

2.     Training Wing (headed by Joint Secretary)

.

.

.

.

3. Projects  Wing (headed by Joint Secretary):



         The Wing carries also  the  responsibility  of  timely  release  of  the  funds

          allocated  in the Public  Sector  Development  Programs  to  its  on   going

          project,  plans and programs. 

       
  At present,  this  Wing  is  implementing   47 development  projects,  as per

       
  detail given below, worth about rupees 5.5 billions:

   i.     Projects for establishment of 5 Polytechnic Institutes  in  Balochistan   and 

          Federally administered Northern Areas (FANA)  

  ii.     21 projects  of Federal  Directorate  of   Education   for   development   of

          Primary, Secondary and College education in Islamabad  Capital Territory:

 iii.    Projects   of   National   Institute  of   Science  &    Technoloy,    Islamabad

 iv.     Projects   for  Impilementation  of  the   directives   of  President   for   and

          Prime Minister like:

  a)       Establishment of Girl Inter College in Kohlu, Balochista-m

  b)       Establishment of  Boys Degree College Tando Bagho, Sindh 

  c)       Establishment of  Boys Degree College in Puran, NWFP

  d)       Establishment of  Boys Degree College in Alpuri, NWFP

   v.      Projects for establishment  of  Quality  institute  like  Cadet  in  the whole

            country.

            Projects Wing  also  looks  after  National Educational Equipment Center,
            Lahore.

4.         Learned Bodies Wing (headed by Joint Educational Adviser):

            This Wing has recently been established to  look  after  the  affairs  of the

            following three organizations and one national institution:   

  i.       Pakistan  Academy  of  Letters 

  ii       Urdu   Science   Board,   Lahore 

  iii.     Urdu Dictionary Board, Karachi 

  iv      Dawood College of Engineering and Technology, Karachi 

  

.

.

.

.



Develop scheme of studies for classes I-XII

Develop National curriculum and textbooks for classes I-XII

Administer National Book Foundation, Islamabad 

Formulate, review and implement National Education Policies, Plans and

Programs.

Monitor  Millennium  Development  Goals ,  Medium Term Development 

Framework 2005-2010, “Education for all” Plan, etc.

Organize Inter Provincial Education Conferences of Ministers and

Secretaries.

Processing, including approved and revision, of all development schemes at

the national and federal levels.

Organize inter provincial coordination. 

Process and monitor the implementation, including releases of development

funds, of Public Sector Development Program (PSDP) along with Medium

Term and perspective Plans.

Manage foreign assistance-in kind grant, loan, etc-from bilateral sources or

multi national agencies like Islamic Development World Bank, Asian

Develoment Bank, European Union,

UNICEF,  UNESCO,  UNDP,  UNFPA,  ILO,  WFP,  US  AID,  CIDA  of 

Canada, DFID of UK GTZ,of Germany, JICA of Japan  NORAD of  Holand, 

AUS, AID, etc.

Coordinate with provincial Area Government for development of Education.

Administer  Academy  of   Education  Planing  &  Management,  Islamabad.           

Monitoring and Evaluation Cell (headed by Director)

    

Monitor  and  evaluate  the  development activities and projects of thez 

ministry and its organization. 

Conduct investigations and enquires on the administrative matters and

issued of the ministry and its organization.   

    

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

6.   Policy and Planning Wing  (headed by  Joint  Educational  Adviser):

5.   Curriculum Wing (headed by Joint Educational Adviser):

7.



 

Ministry   of    Education  has been entrusted with control of 20 Organizations,

12 Centers  of  Excellence, 5 Pakistan   Study  Centers  1  one  Pakistan  Study

institute, 7Area Study Centers. 3 Islamic Research Centers, 13 Pakistan Chairs 

Abroad   in   “Quaid-e-Azam,   Allama   Iqbal,   Pakistan   Studies   and   Urdu 

(detailed list at Annex-II) 

.
Organizations and national institutes of Ministry of Education 
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OBJECTIVES 
 

 After studying this unit, you should able to: 

1. Be aware of this significance of manpower input in the field of education. 

2. K now some systematic and scientific techniques of selecting suitable 
personnel for educational jobs. 

3. Be able to identify critical and crucial points in our present system of 
selection and recruitment of educational personnel. 

4. Be able to apply the most suitable and possible objective ceriteria for 
selection and recruitment procedures. 

5. Identify and locate the sources of recruitment and selection of suitable 
personnel. 
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1. RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION PRACTICES IN    
EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENTS IN PAKISTAN 

 The human resources of any system are viewed as their most important 
assets. The success or failure of the system is largely determined by the caliber of 
its workforce and by the efforts it exerts in recruiting and selecting the most 
appropriate personnel. The effectiveness and efficiency of working personnel 
mostly depends upon the criteria of selection used by the administration. If the 
candidates are not selected keeping in view the objectives of the whole system 
and the kind of duties to be performed by them, their output will definitely be 
against the expectations. 

 Pakistan is rich in manpower resources. There is no shortage of talented, 
gifted and intelligent people, but the most different problem is to attract and 
engage the people according to their aptitude, interest and natural bend of mind. 
In most of the cases, it can safely he said, that people undertake the jobs only by 
chance and not keeping in view their capacities, likes or dislikes. The first 
screening of the educational personnel is at time of admissions to the training 
courses. At this time, the academic achievements in public examinations is the 
general criteria used by the head of training schools and colleges. No aptitude, 
interest or intelligent test is applied. Secondary, the most generally used criteria is 
the achievement in the form of marks or grades achieved in the training schools or 
college examinations. Thus, no comprehensive or universal criteria is used by the 
various appointing authorities. 

 On the contrary, the recruitment and selection procedures in case of Public 
Service Commission are somewhat better. They advertise the post and give 
enough time to apply and interview the applicants. Some screening is made by 
giving some written tests. But the only use of interview is not sufficient to 
determine the worth of people. The candidates selected by the Commission are 
considered better and placed at better posts. If the intelligence and aptitude tests, 
previous performance in practical fields, social adjustment and opinion of the 
experts are also added to the selection procedure, Public Service Commission can 
select more appropriate personnel. 

2. RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION 
 The recruitment process is only part of a total personnel strategy aimed at 
maximizing an organization’s human resources in terms of optimum efficiency 
and productively. In fact recruitment and selection of personnel is an integral part 
of any administration, which contributes most when it is closely coordinated with 
other administrative actions. Hence, recruiting, is the process of locating, 
identifying and enlisting the potential candidates or a preliminary enlisting and 
partial screening of candidates are included in recruiting. 
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INDUCTION

(2) 

 

 Final evaluation of qualification, personnel merits/demerits, and retaining 
or rejecting on some basis is the part of selection process. Thus, the aim of 
personnel selection is to identify people who can do a particular job effectively 
and efficiently. Following fig. Indicates the framework of procurement of 
personnel in the process of recruitment and selection. 

2.1. Framework of Procurement of Personnel 
  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2. Determination of Recruiting Needs 
 Recruiting activities are based upon some estimate of manpower needs. 
These needs are implied on recruiting activities. Estimates of manpower needs are 
expressed in quantative and qualitative terms, that is how many and what kind of 
people are needed. These estimates should take into account the anticipated period 
of need. This period may vary in various situations. Furthermore, frequent 
revision of estimation of needs is necessary because large and expanding 
organizations conduct recruiting activities fairly frequently and the small 
organizations have less regular recruiting needs. For correct estimation of needs, 
the knowledge of development and expansion and the current vacancies in 
necessary. Determination of qualitative recruiting needs can vary with the level 
and type of position responsible for determining qualifications. 
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JOB DESCRIPTION

JOB SPECIFICATION

(1)  APPLICATION CHECK 

(2) REFER ENCE CHECK

WORK LOAD

WORK LOAD  ANALYSIS

EMPLOYEES REQUISITION 

RECRUITMENT 

PROGRAMME

APPLICATION (3) TESTS

(4) INTER VIEW

(5) PHYSICAL EXAM

OR

      MEDICAL EXAM

SCREENING DEVICES

(1) 

(3) 

(5) 

(4) 



 

 There is no single and specific approach for every organization to 
determine the needs. Administrations over the period of time collect data, and on 
the basis of the information received from various quarters of the organization 
determine the needs. 

 Newman has mentioned some of the steps which are involved in 
determining the personnel requirements. The steps are as follows: 

i) Determination of duties of the personnel from the study of the 
organizational structure. 

ii) Developing main specifications of the qualities and other 
characteristics needed by a worker. 

iii) Analysis of the age, ability, and future prospects. 

iv) Collecting the information in quantitative terms. Nevertheless, in 
any study of the need of personnel, it is important to see the 
number of people required, over the period of time, under the 
working conditions and with the required qualities and 
qualifications. 

2.3. Steps in Recruitment 
 Four basic steps may be noted: 

i. (A) Assessment of the job. 

ii. (A) Attracting applicants. 

iii. (P) Placement and follow-up 

iv. (A) Analysis of the applications. 

i) Assessment of the Job: Every vacancy presents management with an 
opportunity and with a choice. The opportunity is freedom to consider 
whether the job is necessary. The choice is between recruitment and 
other courses of action”. Every vacancy should be studied very 
carefully. Most institutions, especially in the private sector, attempt 
whenever possible to avoid redundancy situations and prefer to let 
natural wastage reduce the workforce gradually. Each job is, therefore 
studies critically though job analysis and job description and the final 
analysis must be why the job exists at all. 

ii) Attracting Applicants: Having established that there is a necessity for 
recruitment, the next stage is to advertise the vacancy. In this context, 
you should have a precise idea of what you want, thoroughly spelt out 
in the job specification. Furthermore you should have a firm idea of 
your requirements in terms of age, qualifications, experience, the 
salary you are prepared to offer and your willingness to relocate”. 
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Translating these requirements into a recruitment advertisement may 
be placed internally of externally, or both, but ought to be based upon 
some assessment of the effectiveness of advertising in a particular 
medium. The following is a comprehensive summary of advertising 
outlets, with their advantages and disadvantages: 

 

 

S. No.  Advantages Disadvantage  

A. FORMAL 
i) National Press 

 

Minimum delay, speed 
of circulation, good 
quality printing, wide 
circulation. 

 

Comparatively 
expensive, volume of 
competing 
advertisement, brief 
period exposure. 

 ii) L ocal Press Lower costs, little 
delay. 

Not much read for 
senior appointments, 
confined geographical 
coverage and restricted 
circulation. 

 iii) Specialist 
journals  

Compact target 
readership, 
comparatively 
inexpensive. 

Delay between issues 
slower circulation 
variable pulling power.  

B. INFORMATION 

i) Internal transfers 

 

Candidate already 
known and appraised. 
Candidate already 
knows organization and 
personalities involved.  

 

Possible further 
recruitment necessary to 
replace transfer. 

 ii) Files (persons 
interviewed for 
recent previous 
vacancies) 

Time in recruiting 
procedure saved. 
Candidate interested. 

 

------------- 

 iii) Personal 
recommendation 
(from existing staff)

Organization has 
already recommended 
as good employer. 
Recommender already 

Should candidate be 
rejected might have 
adverse motivational 
consequences on 
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knows about job and 
capabilities of 
candidate. 

recommender.  

C. OFFICIAL 
AGENCIES 
) Government 

agencies, 
mployment 

offices, job centers, 
professional and 
xecutive 
ecruitment). 

 
No direct cost. 
Vacancy will be 
continuously registered 
and preliminary 
interviewing done. 

 

 i) School, technical 
olleges and 

universities 

No direct cost. 
Vacancy will be 
continuously 
registered. 

 

D. COMMERCIAL 
SOUC-RCES 
i) Employment 
bureau 

 

 

Continuously 
registered. 

 

 

Comparatively high 
cost. 

 ii) Personnel 
consultants.  

Preliminary 
interviewing done and 
short list produced, 
saving of time. 

High cost. 

 

iii) Placement and Follow-up: “It is said that the selection process in 
never “completed”; like education it is a continuous process or re-
selection on a mutual basis. The subsequent process of transfer, 
promotion, demotion and termination could also be said to reflect and 
rely upon similar methods and techniques to those of initial 
recruitment. Certainly, the final employment decision stats a chain of 
events which includes inductions and training, works through the 
process and is completed when the employee leaves the organization. 
There are two particular aspects of this relationship between the 
individuals and the organization which have a considerable bearing on 
the total recruitment process. First, recruitment in the dictionary 
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definition of the term means not only adding to, but maintaining, and a 
case can be made out for including the period during which the new 
recruit is being converted into a settled employee. Second, the process 
comes full circle when the employee leaves. The exit interview 
therefore forms an integral part of the total recruitment process. 

Placement, as such, is inextricably bound up with the contract of 
employment. It should be ensured that new employee is fully aware of 
exact nature of duties to be performed and the terms and conditions 
under with they will be carried out. This contract is an offer by the 
employer and an acceptance by the employee which is normally given 
in writing at the outset. 

There are three distinct phases of an employee’s life with the organizations. 

A) The Induction Crisis: During which unsettled or unsuitable recruits 
leave when their aspirations or expectations of a particular job fail to 
be met. 

B) A Period of Different Transit: When the new employee has 
overcome the problems of starting the new job and is coming to terms 
with the organization. 

C) A Period of Settled Connection: Which suggests that the employee is 
now completely reconciled to life with organization. 

 iv) Analysis of Applications: The important stage is sifting the job 
application with reference to the job specification. In practice, about 
half the respondents to any recruitment advertising cannot be 
realistically considered and those who do no match up to the 
specification must be told immediately. The application form is the 
basic selection instrument and is much more valuable than is generally 
recognized. It must be carefully designed, administered and 
interpreted. Its principal purpose is to ask pertinent questions and elicit 
relevant responses. Obviously, what the selector wants to know, and 
what the candidate has to say and is willing to disclose, vary widely 
according to the type of job to be filled and the age group of the 
candidates. Seen in these terms, a standard form used for all jobs must 
be inefficient. Theoretically, the form should always be tailor-made to 
suit the particular appointment to be filled, though in practice 
personnel officers find that three or four basic versions are adequate 
for most of their recruitment work. The number of candidates selected 
for interview needs thought in the light of such factors as: 
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(a) (S) Should internal candidates be automatically interviewed “as a 
courtesy”? 

(b) (T) Time available for interview: Sufficient time must be allotted, the 
length    often depending on the seniority of positions. 

(c) (N) Number of suitable candidates: If there are only a small numbers, 
do not    build up a longer list, perhaps from habit, since that would 
be a waste of    everyone’s timer. 

Most interviewers receive little formal training, with the result that each 
develops methods that are somewhat unique. A formal structure on job 
specification will, therefore, he essential and invaluable tool in framing the 
interview. 

Interviews have two primary objectives: 

a) Getting information from the applicant that can be used to 
make a selection decision. 

b) Giving information to the applicant about the organization and 
the job so that he can make his decision. 

2.4. Getting Information 
 The job specification will form the basis for obtaining information from 
the candidate and one would assume that the interviewer can frame his questions 
accordingly. L isting, however, plays as vital a part in the interview as questioning. 
Many candidates under pressure dodge the question or give a response which is at 
best limited. The applicant must be probed about specific points and the follow-up 
continued until truly relevant information is obtained. For this purpose following 
points should be kept in view: 

(A) Avoid formulation of conclusion too quickly. 

(G) Get the candidate to talk by asking open-ended questions and listen to 
the answers. 

(F) Follow a plan: decide what you want to know, and make sure you find 
it out. 

(A) Avoid “Leading” questions – those expecting a “Yes” or “No” 
answer. 

(T) Try to remain in the orbit of the subject. 

(O) Omissions should not be discouraged. 

(P) Put the candidate at case. 

An assessment form should be completed immediately after each 
interview is over. 
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2.5. Giving Information 
 Certainly, the candidate must be given as accurate a picture as possible of 
the job for which he is being considered. The stronger the content, the more 
important it is that he should have a full understanding of what the job entails. Far 
better it is that the candidate withdraws at this stage rather than shortly after his 
appointment. A new employee, who believes he has been misled, is unlikely to 
stay in the job for long. 

2.6. Test 
There are for main types of tests: 

a) (P) Personality 

b) (A) Aptitude 

c) (P) Proficiency 

d) (I) Intelligence 

a) Personality: Personality tests seek to measure motivation to work to 
identify potentially disqualifying “defects” in temperament and to 
discover personality characteristics that may affect fob behaviour. 
Typical test claim assess the strength of such traits as ambition, self-
confidence, decisiveness, optimism, patience and willingness to 
assume responsibility. 

b) Aptitude: Aptitude is the ability to acquire knowledge or skill. Such 
test predict the likelihood that an applicant, given adequate training, 
will be able to learn a specific job. Individuals differ in their ability to 
learn various types or technical jobs and also in their ability to master 
certain psychomotor skills. 

c) Proficiency: The simplest and perhaps most obvious type of testing 
procedure is the work sample or performance test in which the 
applicant is asked to demonstrate ability to do the job. Typing, 
shorthand and driving tests are examples. 

d) Intelligence: On the assumption that alert, bright people can learn 
almost any job more quickly that those who are less intelligent, many 
organizations use modified intelligence test. In fact intelligence test do 
not measure a single factor but a combination of such factors as verbal 
comprehension, mathematical aptitude etc. all agree that such test 
should be carried out and interpreted by experts. 
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3. PROBLEMS IN RECRUITMENT OF TEACHING 
PERSONNEL 
There are several problems which make the recruitment of teaching 
personnel difficult. 

3.1. Inadequate Salaries 
Apparent unwillingness of talented personnel to adopt teaching as 

profession is mostly due to the inadequate salaries, slow speed of promotions, 
lack of fringe facilities and unrecognized attitude for personal efforts on the part 
of the administration. 

3.2. Negative Attitude of Teaching Personnel 
Many teachers speak against their profession, because of their personal 

appointments. They often grumble about their low social status and prestige. It 
creates a bad image of teachers in general and the candidates turn to teaching 
profession as a last resort. 

3.3. Teacher’s Apathy 
There have been few systematic attempts to make the enthusiastic and 

young people interested in closing teaching as a career simply because the 
teachers have failed to recognize the significance of contributing their efforts in 
the directions. 

3.4. Failure to Utilize Research Findings  
School administrators and the teaching personnel have failed to take 

advantage of research which indicates the reasons underlying the problems of 
vocational choice. 

3.5. Unfavourable Public Opinion 
Ever since the colonial days, teachers have been portrayed as meek 

hearted, passive impractical and impoverished individuals. This image of the 
teachers tends to make the candidates consider teaching profession as dull and 
uninteresting. 

3.6. Mass-Media and Teacher’s Image 
In the past year, teachers have been seldom portrayed in a favourable way 

in the mass-media. Such portraits create a public image of school teachers that is 
lacking prestige. 

3.7. Indifference of Teacher’s Associations 
Uptil recently teacher’s associations had nothing to do with creating 

interest in the profession. They have nothing to say about recruitment procedure 
and recommending desirable techniques of selection. 
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3.8. Factors Making Teaching Profession Attractive 
Not to be overlooked are the conditions under which the teachers must 

work. Improvement of the prestige, salary and working conditions for those now 
in profession would be a definite spur to recruitment. 

According to some researchers, following are some of the factors which 
can make the candidates consider this profession as a valuable one: 

i) A belief that education is important. 

ii) A desire to render public service through teaching. 

iii) A belief that teaching profession is respected and accepted one. 

iv) A conviction that teaching children is interesting and 
enjoyable. 

v) A belief that working conditions of teachers are favourable. 

vi) A realization that teaching profession provides rich 
opportunities for the development of personal talents. 

3.9. Recruitment Standards 
Most of the educational systems like other organizations adopt 

qualification requirements which lack a proven relationship to success or failure 
in the profession. Education attainment is the principal recruitment hurdle used by 
the administrators. An elementary training college certificate in case of primary 
school teacher and a training college degree in case of secondary school teacher is 
usually the minimum requirement to become candidate for teaching profession. 
As a screening device, education and training requirements are considerable 
measures of merit. The process of going to the training institution is itself a sound 
screen. By and large those who complete the institution is itself a sound screen. 
By and large, those who complete the requirements of professional degree are 
considered to possess the ability and skill to work under the specified conditions 
in an educational system. They are presumed to have right kind of education skill 
and talent. But acquiring a teaching certificate or degree is not an assurance of 
success in the profession. A realistic policy is to be set regarding the educational, 
professional qualification, as well as of personal and social merits. 

4. PERSONNEL SELECTION 
4.1. Introduction 

As the process of securing competent personnel moves from the 
recruitment to the selection phase, a number of formidable problems confront the 
personnel administrator. These include. 

i) Determining the kinds of data needed to select competent individuals 
from the pool of applicants. 
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ii) Deciding what devices and procedures are to be employed in gathering 
the data. 

iii) Securing staff participation in appraising the data and the applicants. 

iv) Relating the qualifications to position specification. 

v) Screening the qualified from the unqualified applicants. 

vi) Preparing the eligibility list and selecting suitable candidates for 
appointment by the authority concerned. 

In brief, the personnel administrator is responsible for designing, initiating 
and maintaining an effective process for selecting school personnel. It is evident 
that selection does not operate independently of the recruitment process. Unless 
the numbers of applicants exceeds the number of placements to be made, the 
selection process becomes unproductive. 

4.2. Aims and Objectives of Selection 
i) The primary aim of selection is to fill vacancies with personnel who 

meet established qualifications and who appear likely to succeed in the 
job. When this central operation is properly planned, additional 
benefits are derived. 

ii) A personnel administrator is a responsible executive and is supposed 
to eliminate the candidates unlikely to succeed. By personnel selection 
the administrator provides assurance that merit is the only factor 
determining acceptance or rejection. The techniques and methods of 
selection are basis justifying this selection. 

iii) Whereas the goal of recruitment is to create a large pool of persons 
who are available, qualified and willing to work in a particular system 
under specific working conditions, the selection process has its 
objectives as sorting out or the elimination of those judged as below 
required standard. Thus, in a sense, recruitment tends to be positive in 
that it seeks to persuade people to apply for work under some 
administration, whereas selection tends to be somewhat negative 
because it rejects a good portion of those who apply. 

4.3. Some Consideration in Making the Selection Decision 
i) These are a number of important factors that must be taken into 

account when attempting to make a decision regarding an applicant or 
applicants. The most important factor is organizational and social 
environment. 

ii) The selection process necessitates the matching of a person with the 
job in a particular organizational and social environment. Those 
administrators responsible for selection must have available a 
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complete set of descriptions and specifications for fill the job. A prime 
objective of the selection process is to find out enough about the 
applicant’s background, training, personality, aptitude, skills, and 
interest so that the matching process can be done accurately. But there 
is more to it than this. Even if a person is eminently qualified to social 
environment. 

iii) The best that can be done is for the employers to perceive and be 
aware of the environmental situation and judge whether a particular 
applicant will adapt himself successfully to the situation. 

4.4. Approaches to Selection Procedure 
i) There are many approaches to selection procedure. The most common 

approach to the selection problem is to choose individuals who possess 
the necessary skill, ability and personality to successfully fulfill the job 
requirements. But there is another approach to selection that 
admittedly is more feasible for a large organization. According to it, 
certain basic entrance standards are established such as minimum 
educational age and physical requirement, minimum score in interview 
or an ability test etc. all those who meet or exceed these requirements 
are enlisted merit-wise and from the top of the list required number is 
selected. 

ii) Successive hurdles approach is also a common approach. The vast 
majority of employee selection programmes are based upon the 
successive hurdle technique. This means that applicants must have 
successfully passed each and every screening device. Some candidates 
are rejected at ach step. For person to go successfully from one hurdle 
to the next, he must meet or exceed the requirement for each hurdle. 

iii) The multiple correlation approach which is less commonly used is 
based upon the assumption that a deficiency in one factor can be 
counter balanced by an excess amount in another. For example, the 
education of one candidate may be below the job requirement yet the 
employers may decide to carry the man in the selection sequence 
because of his superior related work experience, or high motivation. 

4.5. Designing and Organizing the Selection Process  
Whether a school system is small or large some type of plan is necessary 

to determine who should be employed and in what position. The care with which 
the selection process is designed and implemented depends to a considerable 
extent on the importance the school officials attach to attracting competent 
personnel for employment in the system. The expenditure of time, money and 
effort is wasted when people selected for appointment fail to meet the 
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expectations. The impact of poor teaching on children is so serious that the 
selection process in education has become a matter of critical concern. In the 
selection planning following questions are to be kept in view. 

i) who is responsible for administering the selection process? 

ii) What kind of techniques are needed in selection? 

iii) What are the budgetary implications of the selection process? 

iv) What behaviour characteristics are needed to be emphasized in 
selection? 

v) Is there sufficient number of applications to undergo a selection 
process? 

vi) After selection, who are responsible for induction, appraisal and 
compensatory aspects? 

After this, the job description or position guide must be prepared. Job 
description or position guide as it is differently termed by various theorists, will 
include title of the position or post, primary functions, major responsibilities and 
duties, special assignments, qualification, organizational relationships and other 
professional requirement etc. 

4.6. Characteristics to be Appraised in Selection Process 
The kinds of characteristics needed to perform effectively in a given 

position are difficult to identify; many defy precise measurement. Many school 
systems develop a comprehensive programme to secure as much meaningful 
information as possible about each applicant. The data gathered enables the 
selection team to understand each applicant better and to make valid judgement as 
to whether he is likely to succeed or not in the position for which he is likely to be 
selected. The information to be collected about the applicants for teaching 
profession is as follows: 

a) (P) Physical Characteristics 
Physical and mental health are unquestionable requisites 
for the employment of school personnel. Effort should be 
made to appraise the actual and potential physical 
conditions of the applicants. If any disease and disability 
exist to any extent the educational programme may suffer 
and cause additional expenditure. Mentally or physically 
unfit candidate are not be considered. 

b) (A) Academic and Cultural Background 
One of the Characteristics of a competent teacher, of 
course, is having a thorough knowledge of the concerned 
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phase of curriculum for which he will responsible. In 
addition, teachers need a broad cultural background to 
supplement the teaching skills. Comprehension of the 
purpose of education in the society, relationship of the 
teacher and culture, and implications of cultural change for 
education the most important attributes which are needed. 

c) (P) Professional Qualification 
The professional qualification of a candidate includes: 
teaching skills, style of instructior, and understanding of 
teaching-learning process. Not only the certificates and 
testimonials speak of the qualification but observing the 
individual and the way he views these teaching aspects can 
reveal much of him. 

d) (P) Personal-social adjustment 
Nearly everyone agrees that personal, social and emotional 
adequacy is important as professional adequacy, and should 
be given due attention in the selection of all school 
personal. There are many kinds of techniques employed to 
secure data regarding personal and social adjustment. These 
include: 

i) Self descriptive inventories or personal reports. 

ii) Rating scales of personal and social conduct. 

iii) Observational and anecdotal records. 

iv) Free association and projective methods. 

v) Autobiographies. 

vi) Sociometric techniques. 

vii) Interviews and situational tests. 

e) (I) Intelligence 
There nature of the activities in which the school personnel 
engage requires high caliber. It is admitted that present 
practices of selection have little regard for intelligence but 
it does not justify the practices. The intellectual level of the 
teacher should depend upon how he views the teaching 
functions. If one views teaching function as: embracing, 
planning, creative, imaginative, interesting, enjoyable and 
academic sophistication, then it must be assumed that he 
may be of a high order of excellence in teaching profession. 
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4.7. Six Standard Ceriteria 
According to Philip B. Niles six standards of conduct should be given 

considerable attention while selecting the personnel. These six standards are as 
below: 

a) (T) Truth and Objectivity  
Although it is physical and ethical question to decide what 
the truth is but the professional people must be in the habit 
or reporting the facts as they are. Every professional must 
adapt himself to see what the things are in their real 
perspective. The personal standards of truth and objectivity 
require honest, accurate and complete transmission of facts 
purely to assist the others in decision making. 

b) (L) Loyalty 
Loyalty is an ethical imperative in corporate life and 
accordingly must be established as a personal standard. 
Loyalty is a fundamental quality. It ranks with honour, 
charity and justice. It has battles when all is lost. Without 
loyalty, no professional can be truly effective. It is 
generally defined as an act bearing allegiance to the 
profession and the cause of the job. A professional must be, 
in his thought and action, loyal to the profession, to the 
boss, to the colleagues, to the institution and to the people 
around him. 

c) (R) Rational Decision  
Conclusions and decisions are made on the basis of truth 
and facts. The soundness of the decisions of the 
professional personnel can have deep effects. With 
reference to the personal standard of reasoning, there is 
required a discipline of thought involving the approach to 
conclusion through induction, evaluation of the situation.  

d) (I) Interest and Cooperation  
Interest and cooperation implies working with willingness 

and it must be listed as a personal standard of operation. 
Interest, cooperation or willingness starts as a state mind 
and evolves into a method of working with people. It is 
vital in bringing together the coordinated branches of the 
situation into consistent and smoothly functioning unity. In 
this are, the professing is required to be able to compromise 
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and give while still supporting the professional honesty. 
This is a healthy attitude and helps in the recognition of 
another man’s problems and of his right to his own 
particular view. One must by willing to listen to his 
colleagues and seniors thoughtfully and carefully. A 
cooperative professional is helper in any system and an 
uncooperative, though blessed with many other virtues, is 
always a problem. 

e)  (S) Staying in Channel 
This trait which is required from the professional personnel 
is their attachment to the objectives and goals of their jobs 
and adopt correct and proper channels.  

f)  (K) Kindliness 
During the professional service one has to deal with all 
kinds of people. There may be abborred stinkers or will-
loved people around them. Man is loved by others more for 
his personal qualities than for his professional efficiency. 
For smooth adjustment and well going, it is wise to be kind. 
K indliness must be tempered by intelligence to avoid any 
emotional approach that may lead to trouble. But 
professional people along with kindliness must be just and 
fair.  

5. SELECTION PROCEDURE  
Selection procedures are most properly made to meet the needs of the 

employing organization. The thoroughness of the procedure depends upon 
number of factors. Steps in the selection procedure may vary to meet the special 
needs of the system. Many theorist like Beach, and others have mentioned some 
important steps in which adoption can be made to suit a particular situation. These 
steps are as follows. 

i) (R) Reception and Preliminary Interview 
According to the theorists, it is advisable that reception in the 
office and preliminary interview should be conducted by one and 
the same person. Thus all candidates may be given a small 
screening interview. 

In this, the interviewer will inform the candidates about the nature 
and procedure of the selection process. Data from the candidates 
pertaining to their education, experiences, skills, job interests and 
acceptance of employment may be obtained in this step. If these 
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data seem to match the requirements of the school system, then the 
candidates should be given a detailed and comprehensive 
interviewer. Selection test, which are often called psychological 
and personnel tests, should be administered prior to the main 
interview so that the interviewer can have the results before him 
when he evaluates the candidate. 

ii) (B) Background Investigation 
Investigation in the candidates background requires a little time 
and money. There are several sources of this information among 
them as school and college officials, previous employers if any, 
character references, neighbours and police records etc. what is of 
considerable importance in the background investigation is the 
presence or absence of conflicting information. 

iii) (S) Selection Tests 
In the recent years selection test, which are usually constructed by 
industrial physiologists, have become a well accepted part of the 
selection procedure. Its widespread use commenced in United 
States in World War I when Army Alpha Test was used in the 
selection and placement of soldiers. The testing movement has 
become so popular that now there are thousands of tests that can be 
used in the selection of personnel including: intelligence, aptitude, 
interest, achievement and personality tests. The primary aim of 
their use is to predict the ability of the applicant to perform 
effectively in a given position. Whether or not tests should be used 
in the selection process is a question that cannot be answered 
categorically. Tests are useful under certain circumstance, but 
because of the costs, the specialized personal needed, variation in 
validity and realability in selection process, tests become a matter 
of careful deliberation. It is generally agreed that though tests can 
yield useful information about the applicants but an education 
system must be aware of the administrative, technical, social and 
financial problems involved. 

iv) (A) Application Blank 
Application Blank is used to obtain information in the applicant’s 
own handwriting, significant to identify him properly and to make 
tentative inferences regarding name, address, sex, age, height, 
weight, marital status, and personal qualities etc. the application 
form should be complete and clear enough to relieve the burden of 
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the interviewers, in connection with recording the factual data. 
Each item or question should be relevant and predictive. 

v) (L) List of Merit, Selection and Appointment  
By preparation of merit list, it is generally taken to mean that those 
persons responsible for selecting education personal have prepared 
a suitable list of the applicants who have established their 
eligibility; and this list adheres to the merit principles and provides 
a rank order. Final selection of personnel should be based on the 
merit principles which hold that vacancies should be filled by those 
candidates who best meet the establishment qualifications. 
Departure from this concept sooner or later leads to a staff of 
inferior quality. 

vi) (I) Interview 
The interview is one of the most important selection tools for 
securing information and impression about applicants. Despite it 
liminations, the interview can yield data and observations about 
candidates that other methods are incapable of providing. No other 
device makes it possible to initiate face to face communication, 
observe certain attributes, to secure information not provided in 
transcript and application forms although the variety of 
interviewing techniques for selection purposes is too extensive to 
discuss, some of its important principles and forms are mentioned 
here: 

The chief purpose of interview is to eliminate from consideration 
candidates who, for a variety of reasons are clearly unqualified. 
The interview should be diagnostic and aimed at determining the 
fitness between man and the job. Team interviews involve several 
persons interviewing the same candidate at the same time. Group 
interviews are used when a single interviewer discusses position 
openings with several candidates. There are various types of 
interviews which can be used by a school system to get into get 
information from applicants. The structured or patterned interview 
is the form of interview in which a standard list of questions is 
prepared in advance. Among the selection tools available the 
interview is the most widely used, and according to its detractors, 
the most misused. 

vii) (E) Evaluation of the Selection Process 
The selection process like any other sub – system of the 
organization is designed to achieve certain important aims of the 
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school system. It should be focussed upon such matters as 
determining whether personnel selected fulfill the promises made 
at the time of selection, how far the selection process is valid, and 
how far the education system is successful in attracting and 
holding the competent staff. The evaluation should reveal what 
adjustments and improvement must be made to make the selection 
process meaningful and purposeful. 

viii) (M) Medical Examination 
The pre – employment  medical test plays an important part in 
screening process. Medical reports from the physical or medical 
doctor serve four major purposes: 

(a) To reject the candidates physically unfit to perform the 
duties efficiently. 

(b) To obtain a record of physical condition of those who will 
be selected. 

(c) To prevent the employment of those who are suffering 
form contagious disease. 

(d) To place properly those who are otherwise employable but 
whose physical condition requires assignment to specified 
jobs only. 

ix) (A) Agreement  
Agreement between selected and the appointing authority. Before 
the appointment of the candidate, a mutual agreement must be 
arrived at. The general elements of agreement must include: 

(a) Mutual assent (offer and acceptance). 

(b) Terms of employment. 

(c) Legally competent authority. 

There are many people who became disgruntled and negative 
towards their profession due to the non – fulfilment of promises 
made during the selection period. Consequently, it is always useful 
to accept the appointment in written form, and agreement should 
be clearly recorded in black and white. 

6. ISLAMIC CONCEPT OF JOB ASSIGNMENT  
 Islam provides no distinction among human beings with regard to colour, 
country and clan. It is the personal merit that counts in Islam. The Holy Prophet 
(Peace Be Upon Him) appointed to people on various positions purely on merit 
basis, keeping in view their fitness to the job. This fitness covered many factors, 
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psychological, physical and mental etc. a very young and bright gentleman Usama 
Bin Zaid was appointed a general at the heads of very senior and capable persons. 
Among them were Hazrat Umar and other. Hazrat Ali was sent as an officer to 
Y amen, keeping in view his physical and mental capabilities. Hazrat Umar 
appointed people on various official position purely keeping in view honesty, 
sincerity to the cause of Islam and such like capabilities. 

 Islam gives equal opportunities to its followers with regard to the 
beneficial positions. No one is allowed to monopolize the policies. Nepotism, 
bribery, red tapism and unfair recommendations are bitterly condemned. No 
underhand policies or hypocrisy is admissible in Islam. Everything should be 
clean and fair and everyone has the right to inquire about the reasons of any 
official policy or performance. Even the highest ranking officer is accountable 
before the masses and it is his duty to satisfy them explaining the basic reasons. 
Consultations with the capable and scare persons is a fundamental requirement 
while making important decisions but the consultation is within the likits of the 
Teaching of Quran and Sunnah. 

 In the personnel policies, the basis policy is quite clear from some 
sentences of the last address of the Holy Prophet in which he said. “No preference 
has the white over the black, Arab over the Non – Arab and the rich over the 
poor”. It is personal merits in items of piety, sincerity, faith and practice of the 
tenets of Islam. 

7. THE EXIT INTERVIEWS 
 Few organizations arrange exit interview as standard practice. Quite 
simply, the individual has reason for leaving and the exit interview should 
discover what these are. From the individual’s standpoint, the organization which 
takes the trouble to interview him obviously still interested in what he has to 
contribute, and for the disgruntled employee this may well help to take the sting 
out of the situation. If the organization did not listen to him before, they listened 
to him in the end. 

 Though the exist interview is an ending, it is also a beginning, because it 
starts the whole process of recruitment. It should be conducted in exactly the same 
way as a recruitment interview, by a sympathetic interviewer in quiet room free 
from interruption. It should be done for all leavers, including those retiring and 
those mad redundant. 

 For the majority of individuals who terminate their jobs voluntarily, the 
exit interview must attempt to find their reasons for leaving the organization. The 
interviewer has now wealth of information about the employee from the original 
application form. The result of the selection interview and the results of training 
courses may be used so complete appraisal forms and confidential reports. It is 
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important that a member of the personnel department conducts the interview and 
is trained to elicit the responses which might be repressed or restrained is front of 
personal colleagues or immediate superior. Preparatory to the interview the 
employee might be asked to fill in a questionnaire, the answers to which will 
assist greatly at this interview. Basically what is needed are answers to questions 
relating to: 

a) (S) Salary structure 

b) (W) Working conditions 

c) (R) Reasons for leaving 

d) (A) Attitude for seniors 

e) (T) Things you dislike 

f) (T) Things you like 

g) (O) Organizational training 

h) (O) Organizational overview 

 Authorities disagree as to the level of the truthfulness to be obtained either 
by questionnaire or interview or both. There may be a certain reluctance on the 
part of the leaver to cooperate. But logically, if the employee has already handed 
in his notice, it would not appear that he has anything to lose by being truthful. 
Whatever the difficulties, the exercise should be undertaken. A clearer picture of 
the failures (and successes) of the organization will be drawn information elicited 
which may be of immense help in future job design, recruitment, training and 
career developing. 

8. SELF – ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS  
1. Analyse and review the present procedure of selection and 

appointments at various levels of education. 

2. What are basic elements to be kept into consideration while adopting a 
rational policy for selection and recruitment of educational personnel? 

3. Critically examine the sources of personnel recruitment for various 
jobs in education. 

4. What are the rational procedural steps to recruit suitable educational 
workers? 

5. What are the problems and issues being faced in our system of 
selection and appointments in the field of education? 

6. Differentiate the various processes and steps in recruitment and 
selection of educational personnel? 

7. L ist the main reasons for termination of employment. 
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8. What are the benefits of the exit interview? 

9. What are the main purposes of the employment application form? 
Design a form for use in recruiting secondary and higher secondary 
teachers. 

10. How useful a part can psychological tests play in personal slection? 
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Objectives  
 

 When you have intensively gone through this unit, you should be able to: 

1. Describe and discuss clearly the concept, nature, process and various 
steps of rational decision-making. 

2. Express verbally and in writing the various elements of and 
considerations and steps involved in educational decision-making. 

3. Appraise, appreciate and use in practical situation where necessary, the 
techniques of decision-making. 

4. Identify, indicate and deal with various pressure groups effectively 
while making educational decisions. 

5. Discuss and describe in detail with examples, the methods of arriving 
at rational educational decision. 
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1. THE ART OF DECISION-MAKING 
1.1 Introduction 

University defined as, “The process of choosing from among various 
alternatives”, decision – making is important in educational management. 
“Making a choice among many possibilities is an art rather than science”, says 
Hutchinson (14:103). Decision – making is choosing the best solution to the 
problem. Bross “in design for decision” defines decision – making as, “The 
process of selection one action from a number of alternatives” (4:1). Pfiffner and 
Preshthus note that in a behavioural context, the main activity of administrator is 
both the goals of the organization and the assumed best way of achieving it 
(27:116). 

Decision is a straight forward mental process. Every human being makes 
decisions during every moment he is awake. He makes choice from among 
several alternatives. Every choice is explicitly or implicitly designed to achieve an 
objective. At a junction, one meets on journey, one turns right or left according to 
the destination one has in mind. Such decision like picking the correct road is 
based on knowledge acquired either through past experience or from information 
provided by road maps and other travelers. Sometimes, the decision is made on 
the sport by consulting an expert or somebody living in the area. In conducting an 
organization towards a predetermined goal, the manager makes similar choices in 
identically similar circumstances. 

The concept the administrations is essentially a process of decision – 
making is credited to Herbert A Simon (29:75). 

McCanney defines decision – making as, “The complex of human 
associations, events and words leading to and including any conclusion for a 
programme of policy or operation” (20:41). Synder and Paige look decision – 
making as a logical sequence of activities, which results in the selection of one 
course of action intended to bring about the particular future state of affairs 
envisaged by the decision maker (30:347). We can define decision – making in 
the light of these statements as choosing from the alternatives the best way of 
achieving the goals. 

1.2 The Complexity of Decision – Making in Education 
Decision arise out of many different conditions. Some decisions are 

prompted by the performance of daily routine work; some come from need to 
change or to make more effective the objectives or strategies, other decisions may 
be generated by unexpected occurrences.  

Dale has classified decisions under five heading. (6:8): 
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(i) Decisions which are of routine nature. 

(ii) Decisions which affect several areas. 

(iii) Decision where uncertainty is a factor. 

(iv) Decision where uncertainty is a dominant factor. 

(v) Decision about policies and strategies. 

An example of each type is as follows: 

A school administrator’s decision to adjust the periods of a teacher on 
leave is a routine work. Selection of visual aids for classroom use affects several 
areas. Having an un tested assistant with little experience, involves a limited risk 
and finally transferring school teachers who are thought to be unfit by the 
influential members of the community may bring massive uncertainties. 

Among the myriads of decisions which an educational manager makes 
every day, there are a few which are more important than others because they 
have the characteristic of guiding later decisions as well as decisions made by 
others. These big decisions which provide a framework within which others are to 
make their decisions are known as policies. 

For example: A parent applies to the manager for exemption of his child 
from school fees due to his low income and the manager allows it. The 
manager, while allowing it, gives instruction that children of all parents 
under similar circumstances be exempted likewise. 

Managers in the higher echelons of administration are conscious of the 
fact that their decisions could become policies. So when they have no intention of 
allowing them to be policies they would specify clearly that the particular 
decision shall only be a single shot decision. They expressions commonly in use 
are “it shall, however, not be a precedent” and “it shall be without prejudice”. 

Policies are very important for the working of an organization. They make 
the action of each member of an organization in a given set of circumstances more 
predictable to other members. They guide action and enable decisions made by 
different members of an organization to follow a common path. In view of these 
uses of policies, decisions which give rise to policies are made with greater care 
and circumspection. 

Strategies are also a kind of decisions or, sometimes, a better of 
related decisions designed to meet unpredictable contingencies or resistances and 
obstructions. A strategy, like a policy governs or guides decisions made by 
different members of an organization. 

A minister of education, determined to get qualified teachers to contribute 
to rural education, may decide that promotion to higher grades requires a certain 
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number of years of service in a rural school. He calls it “My strategy to counteract 
the resistance of qualified teachers who refuse to work outside urban areas. 

A strategy has a time dimension. It can remain operative only under 
circumstances under which it was designed. When the circumstances change, the 
strategy too has to be modified to meet the new contingencies, resistances or 
obstructions. A particular contingency under which strategies are designed is 
when the available information is too fragmentary and insufficient to formulate a 
policy. 

Monahan has categorized the educational decisions of substance and 
decisions of procedure (23:230). Decisions of substance are primarily concerned 
with the aims, purposes, content, emphases and tendencies of education 
programmes. Where and what school buildings should be constructed and how 
should they be equipped? Who should be the administrators and other staff 
members? What should be the content and organization of the curriculum? These 
and other many similar decisions are the decisions of substance. The decisions of 
procedure are concerned with the modes of operation which will bring about prior 
basis of substance, for example, how the work of the teachers has to be supervised 
and monitored and how the institutional activities have to be made more effective 
and decisions reliable procedure. It can safely by said that some decisions are 
concerned with ends other are concerned with means. 

1.3 The Nature of Decisions 
There is general scholarly that a decision concludes and terminates a 

process (21:22). However the end point of one process can be viewed as the 
starting point of another. Everybody decides about his affairs. Which school to 
attend, what profession to choose, what job to take, whom to marry, these are the 
decisions which everybody makes in his life. Every one wishes to make good 
decisions. What is good decision is a major concern of ethics because without 
defining good, one cannot conceive of a good decision. Many philosophers have 
maintained (21:23) that good is a relative term and generally it implies what a 
particular person wants, chooses and wishes to achieve. Goodness of a decision 
would be measured by the extent to which its result satisfied the decision maker’s 
objectives. This also solves the problem why decision must be made. It is obvious 
that the decision maker wants to achieve some purposes, goals and objectives or 
there is some state of affairs which he wishes to achieve. The decision maker will 
choose an action which he believes will help him most to obtain his objectives. 
This action will take the form of some kind of utilization of his own efforts and 
the resources at his disposal. 

This is also a hard fact that we do not always achieve our objectives 
despite our best efforts. The reason is obvious that certain factors that affect the 
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achievement of objectives are either outside the control of decision makers or the 
course of action has been wrongly chosen. These factors which relate to why, 
when, what and how are the problems of decision – making which must be dealt 
with and finally any administrator is assessed or evaluated in terms of his success 
in making good decisions. 

1.4 Cultural Context of Decision – Making  
As a matter of fact, decisions do not occur as discrete and isolated 

activities. As Fisher and Thomas put it, “They are the part of the warp and woof 
of life and we lift one out here and there in an artificial manner for the purpose of 
analysis” (8:19). This lifting out and such momentary isolation is necessary for 
we cannot look at all the factors at the same time in a thorough and systematic 
fashion. 

1.5 Levels of Decision – Making  
Even a cursory glance at the organization of our school system will reveal 

its hierarchical structure. From the classroom teacher up to, through headmaster, 
supervisor, director and curriculum designer and other higher officers and 
personnel in administration; a general observer often assumes that educators 
below the level of the headmaster or supervisor do not make decisions but merely 
carryout the decisions fashioned above and handed down. This belief is mistaken. 
In the words of Fisher and Thomas (8:19), “It is more accurate to say that the 
decisions made at the higher levels of educational hierarchy have consequences 
broader in scope than those made at lower levels.” Nevertheless, though narrower 
in scope the decisions made by individuals, teachers or headmasters are bound to 
be very important. Decisions are made on the following levels: 

(i) Decision Made by Teachers: 
In such decisions the teaching methodology, individual attention, and 
classroom activities will be included. The teacher decides: how and 
when he should conduct the classroom activities, how he should 
present the contents of the curriculum, and to whom and how much 
attention. 

(ii) Decision Made by Headmasters: 
The local administrator and supervisor is the headmaster. He has to 
decides: where, when and whom to recommend for certain work etc., 
how he/she should assign duties, and what and from whom he/she 
should expect? These and many other decisions are to be made by the 
headmasters
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The level of decisions includes like controlling, appointing, and other 
educational matters regarding policy making etc. 

(iv) Individual and Group Decisions: 
Some educational decisions are made by individuals and others by 
groups. Further analysis also reveals that the individual educator or 
administrator, whatever position he/she occupies, makes decisions 
while functioning within policies fashioned by group. Chester I. 
Bernard distinguishes between personal and organizational decisions. 
According to him, organizational decisions can by delegated to others 
whereas personal decisions are not (2:180). For example the decisions 
on construction, scope and sequence of the curriculum, provisions of 
equipment, and preparation of textbooks are generally made by groups 
of educators. Matters relational to lesson planning and checking 
student assignments are to be taken up by the individual teachers. 

(v) Politicians and Educational Decisions: 
The main concern of the politicians in education is the political 
background to the policy of the educational system. Any educational 
organization can be viewed in the light of the policy provided by the 
public authorities and the law of the country. The efficiency of the 
educational administration is influenced by the policies of the political 
powers, and the fact is that politicians tend to take decisions according 
to their own interpretations. The views of the politicians are influenced 
by the pressure groups. 

According to the Gaymond F. L yons “It is the great problem in low 
income countries that the interests of the politicians and those of educations 
usually do not coincide” (19). We may, therefore, bear in mind that the extent to 
which both the politicians and educationists agree and show conformity in 
objectives, may be the level of healthy trends in educational decision. 

1.6 Changing Pattern of Decision – Making  
History provides documented evidence that, in the past, in almost, all 

phases of human activities, decisions, in the form of order, were handed down 
from a selected few to the many. The imperial command was long the single 
modus operandi of societies. The accepted mode of behaviour for the bulk of 
workers in any field was to carry out decisions made by the elites in an 
unquestioning manner and often without any understanding of the reason for, or 
probable consequences of, their actions. 
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For varied and complex reasons, this pattern has been more or less 
modified. Three of the most important reasons for this change away from 
autocratic decisions have been: 

(i) The significant rise in the general level of education of the population 
throughout the world. 

(ii) The tremendous impact of the industrial development and subsequent 
rise in technology. 

(iii) Defusing ideas which include a healthy respect for the intelligence and 
educability of common man. 

The changes in the direction of more democratic decision – making are 
supported by the mounting evidence supplied by the research in social physiology 
that speaks in favour of including workers in the making of decisions concerning 
their work. “When decisions are arrived at through cooperative efforts, the 
productivity rises, morale improves and the workers, become strongly committed 
to the purpose of the organization” (8:11). Similarly, when teachers have had a 
hand in determining educational procedures and curricular goals, their morale is 
higher and they work much harder and with more enthusiasm. By contract “in an 
authoritarian setting, where decisions are handed down in a hierarchic structure 
and where communication is limited and occurs mainly in one direction, morale 
and productivity tend to be low and the accumulated resentment and hostility find 
outlets in various undesirable ways” (10:781-85). 

 
2. ELEMENTS OF DECISION - MAKING 

To achieve the goals systematically and effectively, it is desirable to 
develop a clear understanding of the elements affecting the decision. In a very 
general sense decision making covers almost every phase of human activity. If 
one reaches far enough he could bring societal cultural, economic and political 
variables in decision – making. The possible selection of these approaches is as 
under (14:108-111). 

2.1 Goals 
Goals determination is an important process and requires a careful 

consideration. Goals to be served include personal, institutional, professional and 
national etc. since personal goals often conflict with those of the others, therefore, 
what successful decision – making process calls is the unity of objectives or 
harmony of goals. When conflicts exist, then the matter of emphasis and the 
philosophy of the society comes in. but in all situations the decision maker must 
have a clear understanding of the goals and objectives. 
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2.2 Information 
Information is the basic element in decision – making. The quality and the 

quantity of information both play an important role. Wrong and incomplete 
information may mislead, while sound and complete information ensures and 
leads to correct decision. The information should always be reviewed carefully 
and confirmed before integrating into decision – making process. 

2.3 Diagnosis 
Diagnosis or problem recognition is an important element. It brings with 

what Newman called “Felt Difficulty” or a ‘sense of trouble’  (21:216) and then 
attempts to separate causes from symptoms. Problem recognition tries to identify 
the relative norms and use these deviations to detect the strategic factors 
influencing the decision. It is a common human failing to proceed to reach 
solution without really defining the problem. But it must be remembered that a 
systematic and effective diagnosis will play definitely an important role. 

2.4 Alternatives 
The fourth basic element of the decision process is creation and 

structuring of alternative solutions. Creating alternatives brings up the concept of 
individual and group creativity. Thought an individual’s inherent creativity 
probably cannot be improved, recent studies have shown that better utilization of 
existing levels of creativity can be obtained (14:109). Methods and techniques can 
be developed, which can be structured by simple rational listing of the factors 
influencing the problem. 

2.5 State of Nature 
States of nature have a basic influence on the decision process. Decisions 

are made under conditions of complete certainly, complete uncertainty or some 
point between these two boundaries. Techniques and methods used to solve 
problems differ according to where the problem lies or appears to lie on the 
certainty uncertainty continuum. The techniques chosen to solve the problem are 
often derived from the way in which it relates these uncertainty boundaries. When 
an outcome has been preordained and is known in advance, as when an 
organization has inside information, than the decision and the resource employed 
to implement it may be quite different than those committed in a situation where 
the decision maker has a very sketchy knowledge of future and other influencing 
factors. 

2.6 Methodology 
The nature of the methods used to order alternatives has as much variety 

as those used to diagnose alternate courses of action. Simple intuitive judgement 
falls at one end of the range, while the highly sophisticated techniques appear at 
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the other end. The details and variety of the methods and techniques is to be 
discussed in the next section of this unit. 

2.7 Values 
Values of both individuals and organizations are the basic element 

entering the decision process. Individuals hold values are influenced directly by 
the system and goals of the organizations in which the individuals function. 
Governmental welfare agencies obviously have different values guiding their 
activities from the profit-centred organization and industrial concerns. Value 
systems are critical in decision – making since their meddling the basic decision 
rule or rules which result in a particular solution to the immediate problem. Thus, 
value system enters directly into the ordering recognition and choice of 
alternatives.  

2.8 Decision – Maker’s Personal Philosophy 
Outlook of life or what has been popularly called one’s philosophy of life 

also enters the picture. People approach life problems with different sets of 
assumptions. One may assume as Rousseau did, that “people are inherently good 
or bad” (8:9). One may look upon the learning process as painful and unpleasant 
or as an exciting and pleasant adventure. One may formulate different sets of 
assumptions concerning any significant aspect of life. Similarly administrators 
and decision makers act upon different assumptions in the analysis and solution of 
their problems. 

3. STEPS IN DECISION – MAKING  
Though the subject matter of decision – making constantly changes the 

goals, the values, methods and diagnostic techniques alter very little. Preferences 
do shift, of course, but the other factors move slowly enough. Decision making 
can be visualized as a saries of steps taken within an exiting set of goals, values 
and methods etc. In the effort to clarify the process of decision – making, a 
number of leading authorities have represented it in simple steps. Peter F. Draker, 
for example lists the steps. Newman, Warren and Herbert Simon discuss them in 
more detail. All of them attempt to systematize decision making into a logical 
series of steps much like those in the scientific methods. Following their 
discussions and conclusions, decision making can be represented as a seven – 
steps process. 

3.1 Recognition of the Problem 
This stage is not always as simple to execute as it may appear at first 

glance. Organizations and institutions are often not aware of problems until some 
unusual or different happing occurs. Problems can exits without being evident to 
even, apparently well informed executives. The ability to recognize problems 
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before they become crisis gives any oberating management an advantage 
expressed in the saying, “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”. A 
failure to recognize a felt difficulty can turn it into an actual one.  

3.2 Diagnosis and Definition 
The stage of problem definition and diagnosis seeks to perceive problems 

and to state them in concrete terms. The first step is definition. One must ascertain 
that the right problem is being taken up. The diagnostic stage involves all the 
possible techniques and devices to help clarify what the problem is. At this point 
the generalities are reduced to sharply defined specifics, for example, instead of 
stating the problem like “Why the standard of secondary school examination has 
fallen”? the systematic diagnostic step would be, “To determine the cause of the 
fall of standard of secondary school examination of the year such and such while 
the previous year the standard was such and such”. The basic function of this step 
is to get to the truth, to be precise about it and not to jump to hasty conclusions. 

  3.3 Collection and Analysis of Informational Inputs 
Collection and analysis of informational inputs call for a great deal of 

technical and conceptual skill. The kind of data needed may call for thorough 
analysis of records and resources. Selectivity is quite important here, for only 
pertinent data is to be collected. It involves judgement of what information to 
collect and what sources are best able to supply it.  

3.4 Development of Alternatives 
There must be some data before the alternatives can be developed. With 

data in hand the process of developing alternatives first involves creativity and 
then structuring. 

The creative parts of developing means of solution emerge. In this step, 
the possible blocks and impediments must be perceived. Creativity is, of course, 
more than just knowledge and ability to overcome the blocks, but this is very 
important in developing alternatives. Since the number an quality of alternatives 
depend in large part upon imaginative handling and interpretation of data, 
creativity ranks high on the list of most wanted qualities in decision – making. 
Structuring a problem involves the mechanistic handling of critical variables in a 
scheme that identifies and relates them in a way that allows them to be evaluated 
effectively. Proper structuring is important because it provides a systematized 
way of organizing the masses if relatively complex variables are encountered in 
all but the simplest decision. Unless some orderly analytical framework is 
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adopted, a good probability exist that one or more critical decision factors may be 
overlooked. 

3.5 Evaluation of Alternatives  
The evaluation of alternatives takes over where the structuring ends. 

Evaluation includes weighing the variables, their states of nature, the total impact 
of the problem being considered etc. in the means, actually chosen to evaluate 
decision and the conditions surrounding the decision, knowledge, skill and 
inclination of the decision maker play a major role. Parkinson (25:32)notes that 
very small and very large decisions often receive strikingly little attention, the 
former because of their lack of importance and the latter because of the inability 
of the decision maker to comprehend their scopes and impact. 

3.6 Making the Decision or Choosing the Best Alternative 
Parkinson notes that making a decision, as a matter of fact, is a balancing 

act which requires the individual to balance his personal judgement and values 
against the results obtained in the formal evaluation of alternatives. The final 
choice of alternatives involves judgement (25:35). This  is the outcome of the 
steps from 1 to 5. 

3.7 Implementing the Chosen Course of Action 
Once the decision is made, the implementation comes to the fore front. 

Implementation means taking steps to ensure that a course of action is carried out 
in accordance with the chosen alternatives. Implementation also involves gaining 
acceptance of the decision from those directly influenced by it and developing 
controls to see whether the decision is carried out properly. If the decision is not 
carried out then some follow-up action is needed. Druker says that 
implementation is a very important step in decision making (26:260). 

In the typical decision – making process this is merely the description of 
logical steps. 

4 TECHNIQUES OF DECISION MAKING 
In view of the magnitudinal development in the behaviour and physical 

sciences, it is not easy to approach any solution of a problem. There are several 
way and techniques to reach a reasonable decision. Here are some of them. It is 
not the intention to list all of them but they are chosen approaches considered as 
representatives rather than all inclusive. The review and discussion indicates how 
these techniques may be utilized in operational situation. 

4.1 Judgement Techniques 
Judgement is a time honoured methodology and is most useful in making 

routine decisions, or decisions of limited scope but its use is questionable where 
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large commitments are involved or where future is critical. They are necessarily 
based on past experiences and observations. 

Some of the things favouring the judgemental approach are that it is easy 
to use, it costs very little in terms of time and money and it can be invoked 
rapidly. On the other hand unless judgement is combined with other techniques, 
its use tends to be risky. Any methodology whose consistency varies with the user 
is not capable of giving consistent results. Since high quality decision – making 
depends upon a large number of high quality decision – makers, few 
organizations and institutions can be assured that judgemental techniques will 
generate high quality decisions. 

To says that the use of judgement is hazardous is not to say that it should 
not be used at all. It has no peer in cases where few guidelines exist. General 
propositions do not decide concert cases. The decisions will finally depend up in 
the judgement or intuition more subtle than any major premise. It probably does 
not exclude the use of specific techniques to buttress the judgemtn but the point is 
well taken. Even when the best techniques are used, judgement may be the final 
factor in determining what choice to make how to carry it out. Used alone, it 
invites risks. 

4.2 Principles of Management  
Only a few people believe that principles and general rules can provide 

specific approach to decision – making. But however, the principle, rules and 
regulations are guidelines of the process of total system: so the rules are roads to 
decisions. For example, in private educational enterprises the decisions will be 
based on the framework of their principles and regulations. Many authors like 
Greenlaw and Richard have listed the rules and principles and an approach to 
decision making (12:126).  

4.3 Behavioural Techniques 
The use of behaviour science techniques in decision – making is an 

extremely useful approach. Its major contributions are to provide information on 
and insight into decision – making process. 

The contribution of behaviour science can be summarized best by citing 
how specific behavioural findings enter into decision – making methodology. One 
such concept is group decision – making as advocated by Rober P. Blake and Jane 
S. Mouton in “Group Dynamics. K ey to Decision Making!. (3:109). In this word 
they illustrate that group participation is necessary for decision making. Another 
example is that behaviour science has entered directly into decision process with 
regard to selection. Psychological tests have in many instances replaced 
judgement in the selection of applicants. To the extent of making final decisions 
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psychological tests play the role of basic determinant. In all such examples the 
behavioural techniques are designed to provide insight and information rather 
than actual analysis and solve the specific problem. With the improvement, 
anyhow, these techniques are destined to play a more important role in 
contemporary decision – making process. 

4.4 Heuristic Approaches  
According to Gore, it is an alternative to rational decision – making. It 

allows a strategy to be reached when a preferred path is blocked (11:130). In other 
words, heuristic approach allows decision maker to consider less rational paths. 
There are three basic problem solving steps in this approach as described by 
Hutchison (14:126). 

The first step classifies the problem and identifies whether it can be solved 
with a given routine. Assuming no solutions occurs at this point there is then a 
break down of major problem into sub–problems. In the third step again problem 
solving techniques are applied to sub–problem. If there is no solution to a sub-
problem according to routine, then there is continuing break down of large 
problems into smaller problems and routines are applied until the solution is 
reached.  

4.5 Economic and Financial Techniques 
Economic theories and analysis of the situation in their light are very 

useful in some cases of decision – making. In the study of costs and profits, 
economists have developed a frame – work which though not always directly 
applicable to real situation, does provide a means for reviewing the factors 
hearing upon economically oriented decisions. This approach depends upon three 
factors: costs, outputs and benefits or profits, and allows those routes which call 
for maximum benefits specifically the criteria of absolute profit or the rate of 
return on invested capital. 

4.6 Model Approach to Decision – Making in Educational Planning and 
Administration  

As discussed by Hector Correa, (5:206-211),in any educational planning 
and administration, whether for an institution or for a national system, three basic 
factors must be considered. They are: 

(i) The inputs of education such as teachers, buildings, financial resources 
etc. 

(ii) The demand for education from the school age population or the 
number of students. 
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(iii) Outputs of the educational system that determine the educational 
structure of the population. These are explained in the following 
figure:

In it, the educational system appears as the combination of teachers, 
building financial resources and other inputs. Another point is that the inputs and 
the demand for education are determined outside this system and the educational 
structure of the people must satisfy the socioeconomic needs. The interaction of 
these factors determines the decision – making process, administrative role, and 
evaluation of the educational system. On this premise, two approaches have been 
discussed by Hector Correa. 

In the first approach, one of the three factors mentioned above receive 
priority and the others must adapt to it. With the characteristics of the priority 
element and those of the educational system, which are considered fixed, it is 
possible to estimate what value the other elements must have. For instance, if the 
number of students is given the priority, the inputs and outputs must adapt to it. 
Naturally, the estimates might not bear desirable relationship to the inputs that are 
likely to be available and the education structure of the population needed for 
socioeconomic development. A symbolic representation of these conditions is 
expressed in the figure: 
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This approach is mainly with the assumption that school age population 
receives priority and is used to estimate the required inputs and outputs of the 
system. The inputs represented might be in conflict with those available and the 
outputs with that required. Similar conditions may exit if socioeconomic needs or 
inputs are given priority. 

In any of these cases, conflicts are likely to appear. The advantage of this 
approach that is simplifies the process of decision – making. They begin at one 
point; the priority element and proceed to the required. On the other hand, this 
approach has a very important limitation. It gives no indication of how to solve 
the problem when the estimated value and those which are available do not 
coincide. When this occurs, there is very little that can be done systematically. 
The only possibility is to repeat the decision process with changing assumptions 
and hoping that eventually agreement will be reached between human and 
physical resources, needed and available for educational development.  

The second approach to decision – making and planning is characterized 
by the consideration given to the interaction among the different elements of the 
educational system. This does not means that no factor has priority but rather that 
its value is determined taking explicity into consideration the characteristic of the 
other factors. For instance, the educational structure of the population could have 
priority. But, however, in this approach this only means that the priority factors 
will receive all the attention compatible with the characteristics of other factors. 
The educational structure of the population is not used to determine the inputs and 
demand for education required; rather these two factors are used to evaluate the 
educational structure that will be feasible. At this point, the difference between 
the first approach, lip service is paid to the educational structure of the population 
because it is said to have priority but inputs and demand for education are used 
determine the characteristics of the educational structure of the population. 
However, this impression may not be true because the approach is altogether 
different. In this approach, the characteristics of educational system are 
considered to be variables. Each variable will, give a different value to the output 
structure. 

Now a problem appears. Which of the alternatives available should be 
chosen? The answer is that the alternative to be chosen is the one that is optimum 
from the point of view of the decision maker, that is the one that satisfies most the 
needs and goals of the institution or system. The success of this approach depends 
on the choice problem namely the goals, methods and limitations should be kept 
in view. The basic assumption in the solution of the decision problem is that the 
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objective sought must be maximized within the limits of the human and physical 
resources available. 

Pay-off Table: A school principal planning the annual prize giving will 
find PAY  OFF TABLE, like the following, very useful to make a sound decision.  

 

Events and Results 
Choices  Too sunny Fine but cloudy Rain 

Outdoor Positive 

discomfort 

Real comfort 

all very happy 

Disaster 

Outdoors 
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4.7 Decision - Tree 

When a series of decisions have to be taken, the technique of constructing 
a decision – tree is more useful. An administrator, organizing a refresher course 
for teachers, can build a decision – tree as below. Its complexity will increase 
according to the numbers of chance events involved and its value as a tool lies in 
being able to anticipate the future and be ready with an alternative solution: 
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Apart from facilitating you to arrive at prompt and sound decisions, the 
management techniques of the kind we have so far discussed have an additional 
use. This particular use is important to you if you are more decision – preparer 
than a decision – maker. They help you to make a more systematic presentation 
either in defence and explanation of your decision or in clarification of relevant 
aspects to enable the decision – makers to arrive at a sound decision. Some of 
these techniques utilize graphical and tabular methods of presentation and they 
are more expressive than more words. 

5. RATIONALITY IN DECISION – MAKING  

The questions of rationality have long preoccupied decision theorists. Why 
does the decision – maker choose one alternative over another? What is rational 
choice? Before these questions can be answered, the meaning of rationality must 
be determined. 

Webster’s New World Dictionary defines rationality as the quality or 
condition of being rational, reasonableness or the possessing or using of reasons 
(32:1179). Nicholas agrees with this view as he says, “The definition stated in 
dictionary is in actuality an operational description attempting to convey the 
universal meaning of rationality and reasons” (24:116). It indicates that reason is 
the foundation of rationality. In other words, human behaviour is considered 
rational when it is guided by reason and conversely irrational when reasoning is 
absent. Donald Taylor has coined the term means – end rationality that means if 
appropriate means are chosen to desired ends, the decision is rational (31:48). 
Miller and Star have further explained means – end rationality (22:43-44). 
According to them, “one way to clarify means – ends rationality is to attach 
appropriate qualifying adverbs to the various types of rationality. Thus, rationality 
can be applied to decisions that maximize given values in a given situation. 
Subjectively rational might be used if the decision maximized attainment relative 
to knowledge of the given subject. Consciously, rational might applied to 
decisions where adjustment of means to ends is a conscious process. A decision is 
deliberately rational to the degree that the adjustment of means to ends has been 
deliberately sought by the individual or organization. A decision is 
organizationally rational to the extent that it is aimed at the organizational goals 
and personally rational if decision is direct to the individual goals. 
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5.1 Pressure Group and Decision – Making  
Pressure groups are groups of human beings identifiable by their like – 

mindedness and community of interests and their desire to act effectively in 
modulating the affairs of the society or organizations to which they belong. 
“Whether ideologically inspired or driven by a selfish motive force, whether 
appearing as a subtle current of opinion or in the form of mob hysteria, the 
pressure groups constitute a force to be reckoned in the process of decision – 
making”, is the opinion of an administrator (13:51). 

Today, it is hard to imagine any system of decision – making in which the 
element of pressure groups would be wholly excluded. On the other hand, it 
would be true to say that ever since man learned to make decisions, he has not 
made one without some kind of pressure operating upon him. This is quite 
understandable. After all decisions are not made in vacuum they are made for 
human beings by human beings in a social background with a view to regulate 
human affairs. If a pastoral society becomes more complex, human awareness 
improves and the man gets more deeply intertwined with social events around 
him, the pressure groups then not only get multiplied but also get individually 
more powerful (13:52). 

When we talk of pressure groups, it is generally in a derogatory sense 
although there is no reason why it should necessarily be so. As a matter of fact, 
they can play a positive role as well as a negative one. For one thing, they can 
contribute in exposing all the facets of a problem and placing some concrete 
alternative before the decision – maker. Decision – maker is not a computer or an 
automatic machine. Machine has got no sentiments, no greed, fear, sympathy and 
anticipations etc; while human decision – maker has all of these. But the function, 
both of them perform, is somewhat identical. Just as a computer must be fed with 
data before we get a result; the decision – maker must also receive an insight into 
divergent points of view supplied by the pressure groups before well rounded 
decision could be expected. 

5.2 Objectives of the Pressure Groups 
The pressure groups can have three objectives, which are: 

(1) To help the decision – maker in taking a correct decision. 

(2) To save the decision – maker from taking a bad decision. 

(3) To cause withdrawal of bad decision. 

They can also play a negative role and when doing so, there objectives are 
just converse of what is positive objective. While discussing the objectives of 
pressure groups, it would be useful to identify some of the pressure groups, it 
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would be useful to identify some of the pressure groups operating in educational 
situations. 

(i) Pressure groups within the institutions: 
They are far more important then outside groups they are strong 
enough where unity of workers obstruct the course of smooth decision 
– making. Often they have outside links and without taking them into 
consideration no decision can be effective. 

(ii) Associations and unions: 
The employees and workers of a department are allowed to form their 
associations and unions. The objective of these associations is 
generally to protect the rights of the workers and assure them a fair 
deal. The interests do not necessarily coincide. Often, there is a friction 
between the leaders and the decision – makers. In such conditions, the 
unions are undually prone to exercising pressure in favour of 
individuals rather than national goals. 

(iii) Politicians: 
As the representatives of the people, the politicians deserve due 
respect. However, it is not an uncommon sight to see them visiting 
administrators for recommending or opposing a teacher, whom they 
hardly know. When facts are candidly explained to them their 
vehemence does not subside and they show no readiness to understand 
the rules, regulations and difficulties of decision – maker and they 
insist upon their immediate demand. In very few cases, however, it 
must be stated that where administrators are slack or inattentive, they 
have saved some persons from injustice and red – tapeism and 
nepotism. On the national level the politics plays a vital role in 
decision – making. Often, in the presence of vested interests, of strong 
political groups, many national schemes are either reshaped, curtailed 
and amended or abolished to suit their purposes and personal benefits. 

(iv) Press: 
Press is the voice of the people. The press owned by powerful groups, 
whether commercial, business, can have a strong influence on decision 
– making. In societies where press is free and is supported to reflect 
the feelings of the masses, the impact is really spectacular. In less free 
societies, the decision – making authorities and the press work side by 
side even hand in hand. In such a milicu, the press is expected to pave 
the way for a decision that has already been decided to be taken and 
afterwards pursue the task of justifying the decision before public. 
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One can name many other pressure groups operating in educational 
spheres. Every organization, every section of society has its own set of pressure 
groups of varying magnitude. The question arises, how should the administrator 
deal with pressure groups and how can be reconcile the objectives of the 
administration with those of the pressure groups? These questions are not easy to 
answer nor is there any formula for grappling with them because each individual 
case may have a number of variables. However, some suggestions may help the 
decision – maker in dealing with the situation. 

5.3 Suggestion for Decision – Makers 
(i) The decision – maker should analyse the problem and try to 

identify the pressure groups apparent or invisible. 

(ii) He should have an open mind and pay due attention to the voice 
articulated by the pressure groups. 

(iii) He should not hesitate to meet the spokesmen of the pressure 
groups because face to face discussions are far more useful than 
correspondence. 

(iv) He should have an independent source of information to verify the 
versions of the pressure groups. 

(v) Discussions with the spokesmen of the pressure groups should be 
made with a view to compromise but not necessarily a compromise 
on principles. 

(vi) The decision – maker should choose right time for right decision. 
Hasty or late decisions often bring disaster. 

(vii) He should try to prepare ground for the decision, particularly if it is 
expected to bring controversy. 

(viii) He should have the ability, courage and sound background to 
explain why the decision has been taken. 

(ix) Often, when the pressure groups are involved in decision or taken 
into confidence before time, they don’t interfere rather they help in 
its implementation. 

(x) The decision – maker must not always resist and refute the opinion 
of the pressure groups. In case of positive contribution, he must be 
thankful to them. 

6. SELF – ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS 
1. What is the difference between decisions, policies and strategies? 

Explain with examples. 
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2. What are the various elements and factors which affect the 
decisions? 

3. What steps should be taken to arrive at rational decisions? 

4. Review the effectiveness of using various methods and techniques 
while making educational decision. 

5. What is the nature and role of pressure group which in one way or 
the other influences the educational decisions? 

6. How can decision – making in education system of Pakistan be 
more valid and rational? Give your suggestions. 
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1.             ORGANIZATION 

               An  organization is an institution of human interrelation and a man made
system in which vast complex of man, material an other resources are combined in
to an effective, efficient and viable enterprise. The primary cohesiveness is applied
by man himself to systematize and activate the organization. The organizational
function is vital to plan implementation. This unit includes the discussion on
theoretical concept, concept, need, functions structure of an organization and the 
job description of the working personnel. 

               The words organization, systems, department and agency have more or less
similar connotations. Family, General Electric Company, Ministry of Education,
Teachers Welfare Association, United Nations and so on, is a continuum ranging
from individual activity at one end and highly formalized and complex organized
groups at the other. However, there are common elements inall these groups:

               This definition of organization emphasizes the systematic relationship 
between people working together to accomplish certain purposes. According to E.
Wight Bakke An organization is a continuing system of differentiated and
coordinated human activities utilizing, transforming and welding together specific
set of human, material, capital, ideas, and natural resources into a unique problem,
whose function is t o satisfy particular humanneeds in interaction  with other systems
of human activities and resources in its particular environment”. 

“An organization is the pattern of ways in which large number of people, too many

to have intimate face-to -face contact with all others, and engaged in complexity of

tasks, relate themselves to each other in the conscious, systematic establishment and

accomplishement of mutually agreed purposes”

               The  similarity  between  this  and  the  previous  definition  is  evident.
Organizational behaviors in contrast to individual behaviors is highly structured,
more predictable and stable.

i)             These are groups of people.

ii)            these groups are formed for specific activities.

iii)           There are goals and purposes of each group.

               According to Pfiffner and Sherwood:

1.1          What is an Organization?
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               Organizations are assemblages of interacting human bemas and  they are the
large assemblages within a society. According to Raymond E. Miles, “Organizations
tend to be more or lesscomplex; in the abstract they can be made to appear rather
simple”. It is, in fact, true that anorganization is nothing more than a collecting of people
grouped together around a technology, whichis operated to transform inputs  from is
from is environment into marketable and serviceable goods. 

An  abstract  model  of an organization  is  as below:

Environment 

Material

Resources 

Environment 

Output Goals

Needs

People 

People 

Technology 

The organization

               Presthus points out that ,  “Organization is a system of structural interpersonal
relations.”   In organization,  anticipated reactions tend to occur while while ambiguity
and spontaneity  are  reduced. Organization has built-in safeguards. Organization is able
tgo counter balance the influences of human action which traanseends its established

Patterns. 

               Organization theories provide the ground for management activities in a
number of significant areas. It is not, however, a homogeneous science based on
generally accepted Principle. 

1.2       Theories of Oganization

               Human organization takes a wide variety of forms , for example strict
military organization, business organization, political organizations, voluntary
associations, and educational organization. With the characteristics of modern lite, 
the size and complexity of human organizations have increased Organizations
increases stability in human relationship by reducing uncertainty regarding the
nature of the system’s structure and the human roles. Organization enhances the
predictability of human action\because it limits the number of behaviourial alternatives
available to individuals.  
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This theory embarked on the task of compensating for some of the deficiencies in

classical doctrine. This theory is commonly identified with the human relations

movement. Generally, the meocallical approach takes the pustulates of the classical

school regarding the pillars of organization. But these postulates are regarded as

modified by people acting independently or within the context of the in formal

Organization.  

Neocalssical Theory of Organization

(S)   Scalar  and functional process, which “requires specialization and
     departmentalization of functions for grown of the chain of command,
     delegation of authority, responsibility and unity of command.
(S)     Structure, which is the logical relationship of functions in on organization.
(S)          Span of control relates to the number of subordinates, a manager can effectively 
               supervise. 

               Modern organized on theory has recently merged. It is a logical and vital
evolution in management thought. Three theories of organization the having
considerable influence on management thought and practice. Theses are labelled as
classical, neoclassical and modern theories of organizations. Each of these is fairly
distinct but they are nor unrelated. These theories are ongoing, being actively

supported by several schools of management thought.

on four pillars i.e. ds where:-

The classical doctrine deals with anatomy of formal organization. It is built on four
key pillars; which are the division of labour; the scalar and functional process,
structure, and span  of  control. Division of  labour is cornerstone among four
elements. Other elements emerge form it, for example, scalar and functional growth
requires specialization and departmentalization of functions. Scalar and functional
processes refer to the growth of the chain of command, the delegation of authority,
responsibility, unity of command and the obligation to report. Structure is the logical
relationship of functions in an organization. It implies system and pattern and is the
vehicle for introducing logical can consistent relationships among the diverse
functions which comprise the organization. The span of control relates to the number
theory has relevant insights into the nature of organization but the or this theory is
limited by its narrow concentration on the formal anatomy of organization. It also
fails to incorporate the contributions of belravioural sciences in any systematic way.
In other words, classical doctrine deals with anatomy of formal organization and built

i)          Classical Doctrine

(D)        Division of labour. 
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One of the main contributions of the neoclassical school is the introduction of
behavioral sciences in an integrated fashion into the theory of organization. Through
the use of thses sciences, the human relations demonstrate how the pillars of the
classical doctrine are affected by the impact of human action. It also includes a
systematic treatment of the informal organization showing its influence on the formal
structure. Some fo the examples of amendments and changes are as below:-

Stemming from the growth of industrial specialization, the neoclassical school has
developed a large body of theory  relative to the field of human relations including
motivation, coordination and leadership. Much of this theory is derived from the
social science. 

a)          The Division of Labour 

The classical doet-rine a sumed something of perfection  in the delegation and
functionalization processes. The neoclassical school points out that human
problems arecaused by imperfection in the way these processes are handled.
For example, too much or insufficient delegation may render an executive incapable
of action. The failure to delegate authority and responsibility equally may result in
frustration for the delegatee. Neoclassical school says that, “The scalar and
functional processes are the theoretically valid but end to deteriorate in practice and
it is recommended that various human toolssocial science. should be used to facilitate
the operation of these processes”.

The neoclassical theory prescribes the elimination of conflict in structure Among the
more important harmony rendering formulae are: participation, junior boards bottom
up management, joint  committess, recognition of human dignity and better communication. 

b)           Sealer and Functional Precess 

c)           Structure 

According  to the neoclassical, executive span of control is a function of human
determinants and some of the determinants of span are individual differences in
managerial skill and the extent of communication effectiveness.

The distinct qualities of the modern organization theory are: its conceptual
analytical basis, its reliance on empirical research data, and above all its
integration nature. The philosophy of modern organization theory is that the

d)           Executive Span of Control 

iii)           Modern Organization Theory
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The key question, to be seriously considered in this theory, are:
i)            What are the strategic parts of the system?
ii)           What is the nature of their dependency?
iii)          What are the main processes to the system, which link the parts together
              and facilitate their adjustment to each other?
iv)          What are the goals sought by the system?
v)           What research tools should be sued for the stud of the system?

               Actually, modern organization theory is the meaningful way of studying
the organization as a system having the following major steps:-

i)             (S)          Strategy
ii)            (T)         Tools
iii)           (A)        Action and Process
iv)           (R)         Resources
v)             (T)        Targets ans Goals

meaningful way to study an organization is to is to study it as a system. As
hendeson puts is, the study of a system must on a method of analysis: involving
the simultaneous variations of mutually dependent variables, which defy the most
complex simultaneous equations to solve. System analysis has its own way tot
study organization Modern theory of organization, accepting the system analysis, 
shifts the conceptual level of organization study above the classical and neo
classical theories. 

               Organization is not and end in it self; according to druker,  it is means to
the end of  a service of accomplishment of an objective. Organization structure is
an indispensable means; and the wrong structure will seriously impair its performance
and may even destroy it. The first question in discussing organization structure must
be as to what the main purpose of the organization is and what it should be.
Organization al structure must be designed so as to make possible the attainment of
the objectives of the organization. It is quite obvious that an organization must be
designed properly, if it is to be effective. Managers and administrators  disregard this
dimension when problems occur. One reason they do it is that it is mush easier to
change other aspect of management, for example, to appoint a dynamic leader int the
hope that improving behavioral process will correct the problem. The structure of the 
organization is difficult to alter since this type of change typically involves redefining
job, changing the reporting relationships between individual units and even eliminating
some units. If the organization, design is not appropriate for the work to be performed,

2.      THE STRUCTURE OF AN ORGANIZATION 
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2.1          (D)       Distribution of Line and personnel Staff for Handling Problems
                            and Production

Line personnel are those directly involved in providing the service of the organization,
 for example, the worker at the grassroots level, who actually achieves the goals of the
organization. Staff personnel advise, assist evaluate the workers and create conducive
working conditions, for example, the Principal or Head of the institution actually
handles the problems and makes the organization run smoothly. When an organization
is small and uncomplicated all or most of its workers are line personnel. 

The degree of centralization in an organization is the extent to which decision
making power is concentrated in the hands of one or few people or positions.
Decentralization refers to the power delegated throughout an organization.
Centralization and decentralization, although appear to be opposites, are 
actually two ends of a continuum. In practice, it is virtually impossible to
achieve complete centralization or complete  Decentralization.

(C)          Centralization  and Decentralization  for Decision Making

if can result in behavioral problems  easily, and te effectiveness fo the system can be
seriously affected. Hierarchy is a critical concept in organization design. It refers to the
existence of levels of power so that some individuals are subordinate to others with
reward system in which some individuals receive more benefits by performing more
responsible jobs. In designing an organization, the importance of the levels and statues
as will as the relationships among individuals and organizational units are emphasized.
A number of eritical concepts relate to hierarchy and organization design. These are
briefly discussed as under. 

Theorists argue that there should be a “Unity of Command”in a 
hierarchical organization. That is, there should be only one leader
and one plan for activities having the same objectives. This principle
appears sensible, since an individual will tend to experience anxiety
and run into conflicting priorities if he repots to two or more superiors
who give him conflicting commands.

It contributes to the effectiveness of an organization if there in an
appropriate span of control. It implies that an appropriate number of
subordinates should besupervised and controlled by an appropriate number 
of mangers within each section or level of the organization. Although the

(C)          Command 

(C)          Control of Span
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As an organization matures, it usually  begins to increases its staff personnel.
This occurs because of the complexity fo work. As the organization grows
the staff personnel are needed to control guide and monitor the line personnel.

There must be linkage form one organization to another for coordination and
sharing of experience proposes. This will lead to greater and qualitative

Production.

(G)           Growth 

(O)           Organizational Linkages 

exact numbers is difficult to determine but it can be estimated. If a superior
supervises and manages the work of too many subordinates he is frequently
unable to spend enough time with each of them, which is necessary to
solve the problems. Resultantly, the subordinates tend to be inefficient, since
thesuperior cannot control and coordinate their work.

Staff executive can exercise a great amount of authority and responsibility
within his/ her own department. However, the basic function of staff personnel
is to advise and assist the line-personnel. Staff officer are more powerful and
important than line-personnel.

(P)            Power

2.2           Coordination in Organization 

           The development of cooperative relationships between individuals and groups,
whose work overlaps, is one of the most pressing problems that organizations face.
The curriculum development agencies have a work which is closely and deeply related
with textbook boards, educational superviosrs and teachers. If they do not coordinate 
and share the problems, achievements and other experiences no improvement and
further development can take place. Theorists suggest to create bridges and overcome
the communication gaps for effective coordination.

                  A very useful approach to create effective coordination has been suggested
by Chaster Barnyard. He that, “an organization should consist of units of small size
in which individuals  can interact comfortably and be made creative and productive.
“ The kind of cooperation between units is shown in the following figure. 

2.3           Linkages 
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               Usually,  in organization; there are permanent  standing  committees, each
formed  for  a specific purpose. For example, curriculum committees, finance
committee, co-curricular activities committee etc exist for their particular purpose.
Sometimes, in an organization special project committee it constituted as an
alternative to standing committee. His a temporary one and its purpose is to complete
 a particular function after which it is dissolved.

2.4          Committees and Task Forces 

Traditional Linking-pin Structure 

Vertical
Linkages 

Horizontal
Linkages 

Cross-depart-
mental l inkages 

         Raymond miles suggests following structures. On one side, there is traditional
organization structure. On the other side there is the same structure rearranged as
linking-structure. In linking pins are individual, who provide communication and
coordination among groups through membership more that one work group.
Ultimately the entire organization is linked by such individuals.
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ii)           Depart mentation by Function 

Director

Social

Science

Studies

Director

National

Schemes

Studies

Departmentalization by  product  or purpose has the advantage that each unit or
department operates independently. It is illustrated in the following figure:

               Task force  represent another approach. It is set up to accomplish specific 
objective after which it disbands. However, it differs form a temporary committee
in that its members are drawn from various departments and units whose work
overlaps relating to an objective.

               Setting up  departments  or distinct-units  allows an  organization to divide
its work according to the kinds of task it has to perform. It is also easier for
individuals to identify with small groups or departments than with the entire
organization. There are four methods in general use:

i)            By Product

2.5          Departmentalizations 

In departmentalization by function, usually each group functions with a special
king of activity. Following is its illustration;

D D D D D D

D.G
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iii)           Department by Palce

The main division is by pace or region in which it is active;

There are a number of questions which can be asked about an
               organization
i)            Is the type of organization suited to its purpose?
ii)           Is the division of work on a sound functional basis?
iii)          Is there a proper ratio between supervisors and subordinates?
iv)          Are divisional or unit objectives  clearly defined?
v)           Are authority and accountability clearly defined?
vi)         Are policies and procedures clearly defined and properly 
              communicated?
vii)        Are decisions made at the lowest competent level?
viii)       Does the flow of work re represent proper functional sequence?
ix)         Are adequate controls installed and operation? 

3.          EVALUATION OF AN ORGANIZATION

In this division of tasks, the departments are made keeping in view 

the nature of the people or persons to be served;

iv)           Depart mentation By Clientele 

D.G
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The above checklist which is proposed for the evaluation of an organization
has  been drawn up with basic criteria in consideration. The soundness of an
organization depends on three factors:

a)             Efficiency
b)             Effectiveness
c)             Continuity

               Efficiency is measured in relation to the energy, activity and vitality within
the organization. In an organization indicators of efficiency are; (i) cooperation
among its organization. (ii) motivation as displayed by their initiative and single-
minded dedication to work,(iii) procedures which are purposeful and conducive to
good work, and (iv) supervision that ensures a healthy working climate. Efficiency
also has an economic connotation, that is, the outcome is commensurate with the
investment in resources or effort.

               Effectiveness is the quality of service which has an impact on the external
world served by the organization. Feverish activity within an organization does not
always mean that such activity produces results. There can be much activity with
no productivity; for example, adozen clerks and officers writing reams after reams
of notes in files without making anydecisions subscribing to accomplishment of the
objective of the office.

The effectiveness of organization is measured by two major factors:

i)             Accomplishment of objectives
ii)           Quality of service.

[ Both these are ensured
[ by the best utilization
[ of all the knowledge,
[ skills and competencies
[ available to the management. 

3.1          Is there a real distinction between “Efficiency and Effectiveness”?

3.2          How is the Effectiveness  of Organization Measured? 

               It means the  information the management has about the wants and needs
of the parties served by it, as well as the knowledge of its own resources.  It  plays
an important role in this respect. 

               Continuity is important to an organization because time is involved in the
accomplishment of an objective. If organization cannot last until the objective is 

3.3          Management Intelligence 
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                 If the objective is one of long range planning, another factor comes in;
that is management training which is essential to provide a strong a strong and
long footing for the  organization to function efficiently and effectively.

               In the previous pages, we have discussed organization, its elements, structure
and evaluation. Now we shall analyse how these variables interact to determine the
managerial behaviour in one specific area - the way in which  individual jobs are designed.

               We shall focus first on the prescriptions for job and organization design
that are derived directly from the models stated set of assumptions underlying the
theories of organization.

               The traditional model prescribes a complete separation of thinking and 
doing. The manager of his staff are responsible for determining not only the precise
duties fo reach job but also for establishing standard procedures and methods for
carrying them out. The manager is expected to specify the flow and pace of work
moving through the job and to determine which steps should be taken in what order,
and to establish time, quantity, quality and standard appropriate for each step.

               A  basic principle of job design under this model holds that job should
contain a limited number of related tasks, each requiring similar skills and roughly
comparable learning periods. The job holder is thus expected to be able to learn
quickly, follow precisely the method prescribed, and come upto the required standard
of performance. He is also expected to turn to his seniors for direction. Work contacts
with peers are formalized and controlled. Scheduling and pacing of sequential work
flow are the responsibility of superior or senior. The assumption in this model is that
the job holder is neither interested nor capable of exercising self direction and self
control. He performs best under the conditions and directions provided and conveyed to him.

4.1          Job Design Under the Traditional Model

4.               JOB  DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION

i)            Adequate financial resources.
ii)           Satisfying the consumers or the party served. 

accomplished, it is not a sound organization. Continuity of an organization is
guaranteed by two main factors:
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               Job design in this model is more complex than it is with either the traditional
or human relations approaches. This is because the manger is expected to achieve high
levels of performance by using his department members’s creative talents and their
capabilities for self- direction and self-control while at the same time providing
opportunities for them to satisfy their individual needs. This model assumes that;

               The proscriptions for job design in human relations model are essentially
unchanged from those of traditional model. Its assumptions are about human needs.
It tends to focus more on the context of the job and condition under which the work
is performed than with the actual content or make up of the job itself. This model
still calls for basic separation of the making and doing. The manager is still
responsible for most, if nor all,  work related planning, scheduling, and control
activities and the employee is responsible only for carrying out his directives. Figure
that follows, illustrates that human relations view of job design, the development of
relationships among peers and the provisions of some opportunity  for growth.
In this job design, if the organization members fit the assumptions of the human
relations model, that is even though they are limited in capacity for self direction and
self control, they s till seek to satisfy their needs for belonging and importance on the
job-they should respond positively and cooperatively to work environments.

4.2          Job Design Under Human Relations Model 
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5.    DEVELOPMENT IN WORK IMPROVEMENT

               In   the early  part of this  century, Taylor (1911) working in America  and
Fayol   (1929) in France were concerned with work improvement. Their studies wer
 centered upon the creation of an efficient workforce through various jobs. The basic
approach was to achieve improved productivity through the desingning of job and
division of workforce. Each job wasbroken down into simple talks an the employee
trained to repeat them as many times as practicable. The work was simplified and the
one”best” procedure for performing each job was determined and specified for each

               Further, he is expected fo move rapidly to the point where he can contribute
effectively to joint planning with his peers and seniors in setting priorities and in
scheduling and coordinating the flow of work within the department as whole. 

               These were the  first recorded attempts at job design based on  the  theory
that everyone would benefit. Unfortunately, not enough account was taken of human
needs. As ime passed, political, social and cultural changes meats new expectations.
The “dark Satanic ills” needed a whitewash at least. In addition, technology increased
in sophistication; it took longer to train people and needed more varied and specialized
skills. Labour’s power increased. Trade unions organized themselves, there were
strikes and, as the work-forcebecome more militant, the machine model began to pose
its relevance. Consequently,

management began to look for ways in which to placate the work force an to ensure
their tractability, allegiance and above all, productivity. The social scientists were
called in. In the Hawthorne experiments, the evidence form the relay assembly test-
room showed a dramatic tendency for increased productivity by workers to be
associated with an increase in job satisfaction. On the other hand, in the bank wiring
room, there were both production restriction and mediocre employee morale. With
this background, is easy to see why both social scientists and managers believed that
if job dissatisfaction could be reduced, the human brake on production could be
removed and turned into a force that would increase Performance. 

 it is through the utilization of their abilities in self-derected and self-comtrolled
activities, towards jointly planned objectives that members obtained satisfaction. In
this medel, the manager is expected form the day new mamber enters his department
of work with him to broaden the area over which he can exercise self- direction and
self-contorl. The new member may initially need substantial substantial guidance
and assistance but the manager’s task is to move him as quickly as possible to the
point where he is able to structure and control many of his own activities, determining
his own work, pace and positively and cooperatively to work environments.
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               Studies during the early1950s (Walker and Guest, 1952; Whyte1955; Guest
1957) concentrated on this aspect but it was not until 1959 when Hezrbert, Mausmer
and Snyderman published, “the Motivation to Work”, the a second and far more
important dimension was brought into prominence. A differentiation was made
between enlargement on the horizontal dimension (adding to the number and variety
of operations that an individual performs on the job) and enlargement in the vertical
dimension (which adds autonomy and responsibility). Bawler suggested that jobs
should be enlarged both horizontally and vertically. hen a job is structured in a way
that makes intrinsic rewards appear to result form good performances, the job itself
can be a very effective motivator. The job must allow for meaningful feedback, test
the individual’s varied abilities and and allow a greater amount of self-control by the
job holder.  

               Despite the fact that jobs are often enlarged both horizontally and vertically,
the vertical progression has received most attention, which is in no way a small
measure due to the championship of Herzberg. He suggested that work should be
enriched to bring about the effective utilization of personnel and he counseled again
using the term enlargement because it had become associated with past failures
stemming form a misunderstanding of the problem. Jobs are  enriched by allowing
employees more and opportunity to perform interesting, challenging and meaning
ful work. 

Enrichment programmes usually include such steps as:

5.2          Job Enrichment 

               Job enlargement was on of the  first ideas to be put into practice During the
Second World War, when high productivity was essential, labour was searcc. It was,
therefore, necessary for jobs to be combined and the number and variety of the
operation which each individual performed to be expanded. The resultant success in
achieving higher output was hailed as a major breakthrough. With hindsight one can
surmise that, this waw probably as much to do with the general spirit of the tiem to
the work enlargement programmes. 

5.1          Job Enlargement 

i)            (S)          Skill   Variety :   The degree to which a job requires a variety of
                             different activities and the use or a number or different skills and
                             talents of the employee. 

ii)            (T)         Task   Identity:   The  degree to which the job requires completion
                      of a “ whole” and identifiable piece of work, that is, doing a job
                               from beginning to end with a visible outcome.
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vi)         (C)     Collection of Feedback: The degree to which carrying out the
                 work activities required by the job results in the employee’s
                             obtaining direct and clear information about the effectiveness of
                             his or her performance. 

               Hackman and others (1975) suggested two stages for the implementation
of  a job enrichment programme. They pointed out that programmes often fail
because of inadequate diagnosis of the target job and employee’s reactions to it. First,
therefore, they proposed four questions which must be answered before implementation
can begin. Each question must have a positive answer before the next question is
considered the cause. 

a)           Are the motivation and satisfaction central to the problem?

Thus question presupposes that there is in fact a problem with work performance,
and by carefully designed questionnaire attempts to pinpoint the cause.

iii)          (A)         Autonomy :     The  degree to which the job provides substantial
                             freedom, independence and discretion of the employee in
                             scheduling the work and in determining the procedures to be used
                             in carrying it out. 

iv)           (T)         Task  Significance:  The degree to which the job has a substantial
                             impact in the lives or work of other people, either in the immediate
                             organization or in the external environment.

v)        (I)      Improvement (Quantitative and Qualitative):  The degree to
                             which the job provides improvement not only in quantitative terms
                             but also in qualitative from.

b)           Is the job low in motivating potential?

If am motivationa  l problem is discovered in step one, it has to be
determined whether of not the job itself is the probable cause. 

This step involves examining the job on each step of enrichment in order
to identify its specific strengths and weakneses as it is currently structured.

An important factor to be taken into account is the level of growth  needs
of the employees. Not everyone is able to become internally motivated in
his work, even when the motivating potential of a job is high.

e)           What specific aspects of the job are causing the difficulty?

d)           Howe “ready” are the employees for a change?
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               A systematic attempt to analyse jobs will begin by breading down the job
into its components and associated tasks. This process determines by observation,
study measurement and questioning the detailed content of a job and the relevant
factors that influence it. It includes the identification of the tasks performed, the
machines and equipment utilized, and the materials, products or service included.
Gathering this information is a long and tedious task and one suspects that this is
the main reason why so few organization maintain up-to-data analyses. Yet it must
be appreciated that without a basic analysis, it is practically impossible to introduce
more sophisticated from of personnel management practices such as job descriptions
and specifications and manpower planning. Not only that, the analyses form the
basis of training, recruitment decisions, job redesign and evaluation, management by
objectives schemes, and performance appraisal. it is, therefore, difficult to envisage
a successful personnel programme being carried out without such essential research.

               The source for the information must initially be supervisors and workers,
but both have their drawbacks. A salutary exercise may be carried out by asking the
supervisor what he thinks his subor dinate should be doing, by asking the
subordinate what he thinks he should be doing and then by study of the job to find 
out what is actually being done. Surprising differences are normally found.
Supervisors are often ill informed about the detailed content of subordinate jobs.
Whilst, on the other hand,  the subordinate quite naturally tends to inflate the content
and importance of his work. One balance, it is probably better practice to interview
the job-holder  first and then cheek the information obtained with this superior. If
marked differences emerge, the job should be discussed with both together until a
common understanding is reached. 

6.           JOB ANALYSIS, DESCRIPTIONS, SPECIFICATIONS AND
              EVALUATION

6.1          Job Analysis

               Actual observation is very desirable to acquaint the job analyst with the
materials and equipment used, the working conditions and hazards, and to obtain a
sharp visual impression of just what is involved in the work. It is, however,
imperative to gain the confidence of the person doing the job. Most people are
sensitive about what they do, and apprehensive if they think that they are going to
be subjected to analysis. To gain the best results, it is, therefore, necessary to explain
the purpose behind the investigation, and confidence is consolidated if staff see that
the purpose originally explained is in fact achieved. 
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               However, as Strauss and  Sayles (1980) state.:Job analysis should go
beyond simply recording existing job practices; it should also question whether these
practices are appropriate”. Whilst analysis must be based on the actual job being
done, it is important to ensure that what is being done is really necessary and at is
being done in the most economical or satisfying way. The content of each job is a
critical element for determining the level of personnel that will be required, the
satisfaction they will derive and the kin gof co-ordination and work-flow problems
that will persist. Foff and Watson (1961) point out that care  has to be taken in job
analysis to ensure that both the “job as a whole” and the “job in relations to the total
work flow” are given adequate attention. Without this, purring together of what is
otherwise broken down, the outcome with be nothing more than a meager description
of a number of different activities divorced form the context which gives them
meaning and the king of rationality which is a necessary foundation for any of the
further activities such as the descriptions, specifications, evaluations, manpower
planning and training already mentioned.   

               A  job description sets the analysis of tasks within an organizational context.
 It normally includes job title, responsibilities, a summary of job functions, an analysis
of duties perhaps less detailed than the actual job analysis), details of the environment
and conditions of employment, together with any specially hazardous operations, and
 training required. 

6.2          Job Description

(c)         Job Content: This is the body of the job description and usually includes:

Identification   of  the Job:  First, the title of  the job is stated,  the section
or department in which it is found and sometimes the grade. Second, the job
must be placed in its hierarchical context by delineation of its place in the
organization al chart. This necessitates spelling out to whom the job
occupant is responsible, for whom he is responsible and with whom it is
 necessary for him to have contact. 

(a)

 areas of responsibility and particularly sensitive lines of communication. 

Summary of the Job Function:   This usually sets out briefly the main tasks
which go to make up the job, indicating how the job differs from others which
may, superficially, appear similar. It is also important to emphasize specific

(b)

Training required :  This would include an analysis of the
skills, knowledge attitudes or behavior needed to perform
the job satisfactorily, together with details of any essential

I)           (T)
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What is done :     An analysis of activities and tasks, whether
manual ro mental. This is a description of the job in its more
“mechanical aspects”.

iii)          (W)

Organizational Linkage :    This part of the description will
attempt to relate one job to another job and organization to
organization close to or connected with it, and link it to overall
objectives or the sections, department or enterprise. Without
this attempt to give meaning to the job by linking it to its work
context, the necessary foundation for monitoring manpower
utilization or changing relative evaluation will be lacking.

ii)           (O)

training which the operative must  have had to must undergo.
Essential physical requirements should be emphasized, such
as strength, good eyesight, manual dexterity. 

Necessary Performance Standard:     This is often  left out
of manual workers descriptions but is frequently included in
managerial description. Whether or not standards are included
openly. They are always implied. There is usually some
standard of performance which is regarded as normal. 

vi)          (N)

Identification of Conditions of Employment:   This covers
the physical working condition of the work place with a
special note of, those conditions that depart from the
“normal” for instance: special hazards excessive dirt, heat,
noise, dust or fumes and exposure to weather necessitating
protective clothing; work done in confined spaces; monotony
and so on. This section might also include details of abnormal
hours or shift work of state whether travelling away form
home is required.

v)           (I)

How it  is  done  :  This will shoe what tools, equipment and
assistance from others are necessary. Sometime these will in
clude office equipment, measuring instruments, manuals, or
proceeders or palant; sometime the job will depend upon
team work. Notes should be made of those aspects of the job
which require physical strength, mental agility and / ora
capacity for exercising individual judgement. 

iv)           (H)
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               The total job description gives precise terms of reference and serves as a
basis for the next logical step, which is to produce an “Identikit” picture of ideal 
person to do the job. It has been augured that such descriptions may act as a
 “ Straightjacket” around those with initiative and, confining them within the
 limitations of the descriptions may stunt their natural flair and talent. It is also
argued that in rapidly changing conditions, such descriptions will soon be out of
data. Personnel managers are well aware of these dangers and counter them by
ensuring that descriptions are checked regularly and that there is plenty of scope
allowed for personal development. In dynamic organizations, it may be useful to
keep job descriptions more general and flexible. In craft an unionized industries,
narrowly defined job duties may act against the organization-as, for instance, when
a carpenter refuses to do any work but carpentry and also refuses to let other em
ployees assist him, even thouth this may mean leaving the others to stand idle. In
such industries, job descriptions could be broad and cover a variety or activities of
define jobs in terms fo the work that needs to be done rater than in terms of abstract
job skills.  

               An enlightened management will be well aware of the drawbacks and of 
the cost to the organization in terms of the time and effort needed to draw up the
descriptions. The benefits, however, should more than compensate. Completed job
descriptions are part and parcel fo good organization planning and vial to successful
administration. Specifically, the benefits of these descriptions include the following:

a)            Genuine manpower planning is not possible without them.
b)            Job evaluation cannot be undertaken unless they are available.
               Short of full evaluation, they assist in establishing job groups
               and rates of pay.
c)            They act as one of the bests aids for diagnosing training needs. 
d)            They form the basis for job specifications and hence for
                recruitment decisions. 

               We have already alluded to the difficulties of terminology and the way  in
which “descriptions” and “specifications” are used i interchangeably. When one
discusses specifications, the difficulties facing one are compounded by the fact that 
some authorities use the terms “person” personnel” or “employee” rather than
“job”. A good case can be made out for using any of these terms, since what is being
dealt with is detailed description of the person who can best fill the post dealt within
the corresponding job description. The specification is actually derived from the

6.3       Job Specification 
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Circumstances  :  The main consideration under this heading
is; “How well will the job be compatible with the eandidate’s
home life?” It may call for long periods away form home or
for shift work or unsociable hours. In key managerial
positions in America, firms have gone so far as to meet and
“interview” the wife to determine her attitude to the job her

iv)          (C)

Aptitudes and Abilities  :  Aptitude in the ability to acquire
knowledge or skills that may be important in occupations
which are mechanical, manipulative, mathematical and
artistic. The job may not call for a trained person but for a
specific aptitude, for which training will be given. 

iii)          (A)

Intelligence :    It is first important to note the general level
of intelligence necessary to do the job. For instance, does the
job call for someone especially quick on the uptake or having
a capacity for deep thought, or is the job routine repetitive
where intelligence will play little part?

ii)           (I)

Physical Make-up :      Certain standards of physical health
and fitness may be required - good eyesight, hearing or
manual strength. There may be a need to make an impact on
others-for instance, in the case of a salesman,the specification
may call for a “smart” appearance, clear speech, poise and
so on.

i)            (P)

               Professor Dodger produced a seven-poing plan for specifications as the
result of the scheme of assessment fo r personnel selection and vocational guidance
developed over a period of the last many years at various professional institutions.
Thus, policis and methods devised by these institutions are most widely used for
assessment in educational institutions and industries. There are many common
factors for the observance of job specifications. Some of them are being discussed
Below:-

description - by means of translating the job activities and requirements into
particular skills and abilities. It is important that it is drawn up not in terms of
abstract human qualities but in those that may be recognized and measured
objectively. Rodger (1971), who was one of the firstto popularize the idea, warned
that, “It nothing is to be done satisfactorily, the requirements of an occupation
(or job) must be described in the same terms as the attributes of the people who are
being considered for it”.
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Attainment   Qualifications  :  This deals with the general
level of education required for the job; with specialized
training or experience and professional, technical or academic
qualifications. 

vi)          (A)

Interests  :  In a number of jobs, there is the policies of 
capitalizing on a candidate’s outside interest. These could be
practical, as in the case of manipulating, repairing or
constructing things; artistics, as in the case of designers and
commercial artistis; intellectual-problem solving, writing,
scientific; social, and so on.

v)           (I)

husband will perform and should entertaining be part of the
job, to determine whether she is socially acceptable. Also
included in this section are the levels of expectancy the job
will satisfy as regards remunerations and prestige. 

This is the most frequently quoted for the introduction of job evaluation
schemes. Companies often find that their current method of appraisal and
grading is vague and arbitrary. Some find anomalies arising and find it
hard to explain why certain jobs are rewarded with better pay than similar
jobs at a different location.

A growing number of organizations are using job evaluation to create a
corporate personnel policy which treats all staff similarly. In the case of
firms with diverse product division operating in number of localities,
transferring staff between them may be difficult if each uses a different
grading structure. A centrally controlled continuous policy of job evaluation
may help to overcome this problem. Group-wide schemes may also reduce
leapfrogging wage claims and other anomalies. 

6.5        The Reasons for Job Evaluation Schemes
a)          Demand for a Rational Grading System

b)          Rationalization 

               The British  nstitute of Management defines job evaluation as the process
of  determining without regard to personalities,  the worth of one job in relations to
another”.  To elaborate slightly,  it is the process of analysis and assessment of jobs
to ascertain reliably to

6.4         Job  Evaluation
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Particularly in white-collar jobs, trade union recognition often leads  to an
immediate demand fro job evaluation. Once a union has been recognized
for collective bargaining purposes, it will almost certainly what the
company to disclose information on pay structures, which  if considered to
be unclear or unjustified, may be dealt withby a joint job evaluation exercise.

The combination of management and employee representatives, necessary
to formulate a scheme, is often seen by companies as a useful participation
exercise. Experience has shown that conflict has been reduced and industrial
relations have been improved.

c)           Union Recognition

d)           Participation 

A carport restructuring scheme may often be accompanied by a job
evaluation scheme, thus providing a firm basis for a salary and wage policy.
Companies starting up a new part of the enterprise of relocating a factory of
office block may take the opportunity to introduce such an exercise at the
beginning in order prevent pay anomalies arising. 

e)           Restructuring and Relocation 

f )           Status 

6.6         Problem Areas 
a)           Commitment 

Companies wanting to provide  the same benefits for all employees may 
meet considerable resistance from certain staff, who will see such a step
as a threat to long. Established differential and statues. A scheme that takes
in all jobs with a cleanly defined compensation policy should alleviate such
fears. At the same time, the new structure can remove rivalries between
department and all employees will be able  to see their roles in the
organization more clearly. 

In the long run, more problems have been created when organizations have
used job evaluation as a palliative or as a method of appraising the trade
had taken on more than   they could  cope  with,  much  time  and  man 
resources having to be devoted  to a project to which they were not
project to which they were not sufficiently committed. 
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Although most job evaluation exercises tend to confirm the current and
traditional hierarchies within companies, the results cannot be assumed to
justify the present grading or salary structure. Nor, on the other hand, can
employees expect that revaluation will automatically lead to regarding. To
be successful, there must be a general acceptance of the scheme without
undue expectations of the outcome. 

An expensive time-consuming exercise is unlikely  to be suitable if only a
small number of jobs (e.g. less  than fifty) are to be assessed. In these
situations, a simple rank order backed up by adequate job descriptions
should be enough.

b)           Expectations 

c)           Small Companies 

One of the major strains on job evaluation structures can be pressure caused
by the technological change. Either job titles or job description become out

f)           Technological Change 

Pay, according to the statistics, is by far the most frequent cause of disputes.
This is not, however, because the levels of pay are so seriously out of line
but because grievances are expressed in the form of a demand for more
money in order that may he counterbalanced. Pay policy, by limiting this
unscientific but flexible process, has probably over-emphasized the
frustrations linked to pay. Companies and trade unions which see job
evaluation and new pay structures as the solution to all personnel problems
are quite likely to be disappointed. Management may realize that they have
passed on the responsibility for solving problems to the job evaluation
committee. If the diagnosis is wrong, the cure cannot work. A job evaluation
exercise may distract management and unions from the real cause of the
claims for more money. 

The implementation of a scheme invariably costs additional money and
considerable time and effort. Therefore, th organization needs to be
absolutely certain that it can carry the scheme through to completion. If
employees are not satisfied and salaries remain lower than those outside.
It may be only a short step to having the newly evaluated structure
examined by the Central Arbitration. Committee to see whether the rates
and levels of pay are consistent with “general levels” elsewhere. 

d)           Cost Effectiveness 

e)           Grievances
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Following agreement, a policy group or overall steering  committee is
usually selected. Must committees are made up of a number of senior staff
and trade-unin and or staff association representatives. Normally, between
six and fifteen members sit on the committee, which must include the
personnel manager. Agreed times of sitting should be laid down and
attendance made a priority. The role of the committee is to set up the
machinery in order to evaluate carious jobs, to coordinate the assessments
andassur an overall consistency. 

While the steering committee is concerned with policy, the evaluation panel
is interested in practicalities. One of the major problems besetting
organizations at this crucial stage is that evaluation panels are not sufficiently
involved with the selection of factors of techniques. The factors chosen by
the steering committee fo not always lend themselves to the practicalities of
the job. Such a situation would be ameliorated if members of the evaluation
panel were involved in the original selection method, the factors against
which jobs are to be measured and the jobs to be chosen as representative
of the whole. The latter are known as “benchmark” jobs and are selected
because:

a)           Steering Committees 

b)           Evaluation Panels 

dated from time to time because new technology alters the content of jobs,
or the introduction of new machines and processes creates new jobs which
are difficult to evaluate against the present grading system. Many companies,
therefore, try to consider how possible developments, particularly in the
setting up of new departments of product lines, might rebound on a structure
in terms of training, recruiting specialist staff and internal reactivities. Where
the organization is involved in rapidly developing processes such as
electronics or petrochemicals, fairly flexible job evaluation methods have be
en more effective in assimilating the growth of scientific staff. 

               As has been stressed previously, there  mush be total commitment form
management and complete agreement form the trade unions, staff committees and
other consultative bodies. All interested parties mush be unanimous in their belief
that the exercise is necessary and worthwhile, and be free of any unrealistic
expectations of its outcome.
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(a)          They have an easily discernibly function and can be evaluated and quantified
              with ease;
(b)          They have a recognizably important function against which other jobs can be
               valued effectively; and
(c)          They are representative  of  a wide number  of  broadly  similar jobs.

c)           Job Descriptions 

Most job evaluation panels are  relatively small, with perhaps four of six
members equally divided between management and employee
representatives. Quite often, the panel is made up of personnel staff and
shop-steqards of staff association representatives. In the majority of eases,
training will be necessary in analysis and evaluation techniques. 

In Chapter  Four,   job descriptions were discussed; in evaluation there is a
prime necessity for accurate descriptions.The final outcome of the exercise
will be only as good as the basic information collected.

1.            What are the characteristics, element and significance of an organization
               in a human society?
2.            Review the various theories of organization with their basic assumptions
               Which theory do you think is most appropriate in out social set-up.
3.            Discuss the various designs of the structure of an organization analyzing
               the characteristics of each of them.
4.            Discuss the need and various forms of coordination in an organization.

7.        SELF - ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS 

d)           Communications and Disclosures 

In is the joint  responsibility of management and trade unions to publicize
the aims, methods and results. Basically, the strategy tells employees why,
how and when good as the basic information collected.

Most companies use a simple letter of announcement or a booklet to notify
every employee of such assessments, which could be backed up by briefings
or films. Question and-answer booklets are the most popular, providing as
they do a number of basic questions.

a)           The initial announcement.
b)           Progress reports
c)           The final disclosure. 
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OBJECTIVES 

It is expected that when you have studied this unit, you will be able to:

1.           Describe  the concept of Management information Service.

2.           Differentiate between  the concepts of data and  information for management

              information Services ( MIS).

3.           Discuss the significant role of information in educational management. 

4.           Present  a brief History of Management Service in Pakistan.

5.           Compare the M.I.S. in Pakistan with the EMIS of Philippines.

6.           Suggest an appropriate Management System for Education in  Pakistan.
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               Management information service (M.I.S.) is one of the significant techniques
used by the managers in education. A it plays a vital role in the proper implementation
of education projects, this unit, therefore, deals with M.I.S. also with reference to its
history in Pakistan. However, the historical development of M.I.S. in Philippines has
also been given in this unit. Philippines is one of the  eastern countries presented a
model programme of data banking and countries planning to adopt M.I.S. For
educational managers. The discussion in this unit, thus, consists of the following:

i.            Introduction to M I S
ii.           M.I.S. in  Philippines 
iii.          History of M.I.S. in Parkistan 
iv.          Suggested porgramme for M.I.S. in Pakistan 

.             It is to be noted that M.I.S .has been used  for  “Management Information
Service” in this unit and it also stands for “Management Information System”. So
the reader needs not to be confused with the words service or system used to be
standing for the same meanings.

.             M.I.S. stands for “management Information Service”. This term has ther
 main elements i.e. Management, information and service. The concept of
management has already been discussed in detail in unit No. 8 of this course.
However, management can be briefly defined as the skill through which the
involvement of the members of an organization is sought in a  coordinated manne
 in order to achieve the objectives of the organization. The second element of M.I.S.
is  information, which is described in detail in para 2.2 of this unit. Briefly speaking,
information includes (specially selected and prepared material related to a specific
problem at a specific time). Service is the third element of M.I.S,. which can be de
fined as a functional unit or a set of elements joined together for the collection and
availability of Management information. 

1.1.         What is M.I.S?

.             M.I.S.  is also sometimes named as EMIS, which stands for “Educational
Management information Service”. It is basically a system that helps the project
mangers and educational administrators promote the delivery of educational services.
It is a system designed to produce data and information required for police
formulation, educational planning, project Development, budgeting and decision-
making at the  operational levels at assists the district education officers, directors
of education and project managers in education to assess the implementation of the
goals and objectives of their projects with respect to equity, efficiency and
effectiveness. M.I.S. also gives the manager the capability to respond to demands
for statistics and information for higher officers and other users.
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In brief  :
Data  are, stored facts and figure, whereas, information is the analyzed or
interpreted data ready for the purpose of management.

               In the  words of Villamar,  mangement information system describes the
full range of process, methods and techniques through which educational data are
collected permuted and dispersed (8:1)

               In brief, management  information  service  is  a fundamental  requirement
and pre- requisite for effective management. It is defined as a system which provides
each manager with all information, which he heeds, in a form that aids his understanding 
Action.

               Management in formation service (M.I.S.)  may also be defined as a  “way”
of entering, storing and retrieving management information to support management
functions.

               For example, every order that a manager issues, is  a piece of information
which  is transmitted and modified bv information system before actions occur.
Information is neededby the project manager or a planner in decision-making.

1.2          What is information?

               Information has a specialized meaning in management. It does  not mean
facts and figures as are generally collected and stored in an organization. The facts
and figures of a general nature are called data information means materials that are
specially selected and prepared for a particular problem, fora specified individual at
a special time and for the  explicit purpose of achieving a definite goal. It is
sometimes called selected data-selected with respect to problems, user, time, place
and function. 

                A ccording to Habib, Wasi and Jamshed,  M.I.S. Is a  functional unit which
is capable of reviling all information to the managers, required for their decision- 
making role at the time when they need it and in a form that aids their understanding
and thus stimulated action. (3:181).

1.3          Role of information in management

               The effectiveness of educational system and education planning depends
on the collection and transfer of data data and information. All the component
elements in the management process are essential and in order to carry them out
effectively information is required in the form of data which give a picture of the
present situation along with the available alternative. Information is important to be
used to select, identify, and evaluate alternatives and to make prediction. 
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               Information  is the core in the management process. It is needed in making
decision and in solving the problems. It is also essential in maintaining proper
human relation and in effective upward, downward or horizontal communication.
Without information, project manager can neither plan his work, nor organise his
activities. The manager needs information for the purpose of giving directions and
for proper control. 

               Information shows a two way  impact. It gives and it receives. All the
managerial actions rest heavily on information. The quality and content of
information is also enriched by the experience gaind through such action.

               If the manager has not got the required  information, or the gets inadequate
or inaccurate information, the decision he / she takes are likely to be incorrect with
the resultant problems, which in turn give birth to other allied problems. 

               The need of information is always there at all levels of administration. They
may vary at different levels for various purposes. Policy makers need information to
the extent to which the education system achieves policy goals. Administrators cannot 
run sound administration without reliable, up to-date and comprehensive statistics
describing the sector of education administered by them.(3:180).

              Briefly speaking information is needed in decision-making process in order to:
(i)          Identify problems and opportunities requiring action.
(ii)         establish priorities. 
(iii)        Determine causes of the problems.
(iv)        Analyse problem consequences. 
(v)        Define, evaluate and select course of action.

               How to obtain information for the purpose of management, is an important
question. In brief, the information can be obtained in two ways:

1.4         How to Collect information?

(i)      informal feedback

Where an administrators collects the information himself by asking questions, 
observing progress and calling for ad hoc reports (6.7). For example, a
manager has to get the information regarding his project about the
construction of a secondary school. He knows his targets. He may hold
informal meetings with the personnel working for this project, ask questions
form the overseers and workers, he can himself visit the site to observe the
progress made on the project or he can also ask the supervisors of the project
to submit infernal reports on the progress of the project. Another example can
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at a decision.

be quoted from the area of an  educational administrator, who wants to
promote some of the teachers working in a school. He wants to be sure that
the most desirable and the most appropriate personnel are given promotion.
For this purpose, be can collect information regarding the teachers working in
the organization in informal way form the personnel working in that
organization along with having a look at the fromal records before he arrives

Where the administrator has assigned the responsibility of collecting and processing
information to subordinates, set procedures and specified the type and timing of
Information.(6.7).

(ii)         Formal Feedback 

For example,  an administrator has to send  some of his subordinates for some
foreign training, or training for some enhanced courses within the country. This is,
certainly, an attraction and facility for the personnel working in the organization.
Unless the manager has some set rules and some standard criteria for the selection,
he is neither likely to satisfy his colleagues nor he can do some justice to the
organization he is serving. He has, therefore, to collect the required information
through formal means regarding the efficiency, performance, qualification and
attitude of the personnel. He has to place these attributes on some set criteria before
he afrives at the final decision regarding the selection of the personnel for the
provision of such facilities. Another example may be regarding the transfer of
teachers. When new schools are established or some new posts are created in some
schools or colleges, the educational administrator has to decide regarding the transfer
of some personnel form one institution to other. How should he do it, is a problem
for the manager. He has to depend on the data formally collected about the
qualifications of the teachers, applications and requests of the teachers alveady
received for the purpose of transfers, years of service put in by the teachers requesting
for transfers, opinions of the heads of the institutions regarding the personnel likely to
be transferred and so on. It will be on the basis of this formal feedback, that he can
take a decision regarding the transfer of the teachers. 

1.5          Flow Characteristics of information

                All management  information,  whether collected by means of formal
feedback or by means of information feedback, has three “flow” characteristics.
i.             Data Acquisition 
ii.            Data Storage
iii.           Data Retrieval 
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               Form these discussions, the reader is expected to be in a better position to
appreciate the significance of M.I.S. in education and can help in the establishment
of an organized data bank in the administrative set up,. When he / She is working
 if he / she so desires. Higher, vocational / technical, non formal education. The
following informations discussed and presented in various phases / modules should
be placed in the data bank.

In the first i.e. Data acquisition,  the data related to various aspects of management
is collected with the help of certain performa developed for this purpose in view.
The second stage is regarding the storage of the data. At this stage, the data are
stored in form of well organized record, which is very much time consuming, needs
a number types of record and well trained manpower. In this age of modern
technology,  these  data  can  be   stored   with   the help of computer, if needed, the
data stored in the memory can be updated. This stored data, whether organized in
the form of files or other record or placed in the memory of a computer, for the
purpose of providing desired information to the manager at specific time, is called
a data bank. The third stage of the flow of data in M.I.S. to bring out the data from
its store  of data bank so that the specific data desired for the solution of specific
problem are provided to the manager for specific purpose. This selected data is
named as information for the management purpose and this provision of information
is the end purpose of the management information service. 

The provision of adequate school plant facilities for school children has
been a prime concern of the school administration. The extent of this
situation can be comprehended better if on examines the statistics on total
population, which includes the number of pupils/ students enrolled by
grade/ year, section, age and by sex. The number of children and their age
distribution are closely related factors. Data on the trend in enrolment and
the number of teachers employed would also help school officials in
determining the number of books needed as well as the amount and kind
of school supplies and equipment needed. Data on the percentage of
overage, normal age and underage children in the different grades should
be included in this in this module. Likewise, the operational standards
regarding entrance practices in the school system, requirements in the

2.1          Pupil/  Student Management Information 
(i)           Population 
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Data  on the canteen space, facilities  and equipment, food service procedure,
nutritional needs of children, means of providing these needs, and nutritional
practices of school children will serve as face for future development programmes.
Persons qualified to supervise school canteens and the schedules of recess lunch in
the different schools should likewise be included. Data on available means of
transportation should also be a part of this module. 

Data  on  the number  and  size  of classes, teacher pupil ratio, instructiona
load of teachers, time allotments and techniques of organizing classes
should be placed in this module. It should also include the procedures used
in systematic filing and checking of books in and out of the library and the

Books.

(ii)         Classroom Organization 

Data on the number of  schools  with health  clines, number of staff  members engaged
to perform health services and the health service activities rendered should be
recorded. Furthermore, the number of children who received dental services; results
of screening tests for vision, hearing and growth; the teacher observations of pupils/
student’s health, communicable disease control, follow-up programme and first aid
may be listed by the health of physical education teachers. Services performed by the
school physicians, dentists, dieticians, special education supervisors, and other school
personnel should be incorporates.d

Data  on the number of schools with guidance counselors, their qualifications, their
guidance duties and the guidance services given to pupils in groups and as individuals
is in this portion. It should also include data on the location, size, arrangement of the
library, the seating capacity, furniture, equipment, library supplies and the collection
of reading materials like books, pamphlets and magazines, the number libraties, 
specifying whether the librarians are working on full-tme or part-time basis, what
their qualifications and duties are; and data on the changes made to bring about a
respectable scope and quality of library services in the schools, colleges or other 
educational institutions. 

admission of transferees like presentation of certifications of good moral
character, clearance from the f ormer former schools and issuance of
permanent school forms and health records should be included.
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i.             School absorption capacity
ii.             School age population
iii.            Admission requirements
iv.            Birth rate
v..            Population by single year
vi.            Enrolment 

i.            Class s schedule
ii.           Available rooms
iii.          Teacher;s schedule
iv           Text books
v.            Number and size of classes
vi.          Teacher pupil rations

(a)          Population

(b)          Classroom organization

The performance of the district, division and region in any  school year can be
determined by such indicators as participation rate, survival rate, retention rate,
dropout rate, completion rate, transition rate, teacher pupil ratio, and others. Data
information in the district on these indicators should be reflected under this module.
It will also include statistics on the number / percentage of pupils who completed
normally the span of years required for the elementary, secondary, and tertiary levels
and the number / percentage of repeaters in the grade level / and the number of pupils
who received scholarship grants / government assistance according to the king. Results 
of tests on different subject areas administered to pupil can also be the part of
this module. 

(iv)         Achievement

Discipline is one of the factors that affects the performance of the  school
system at all levels of education. Measures should be adopted by either the
school, district,  divisinnal or regional authorities to affect desirable and
proper behavior among the student  population.

Activities are sponsored by the student or organizations which allow the
members of the  school system to participare. 

Dat  one the number and activities of students organizations of similar nature
are to be generated form the module. Likewise, reports on casses and deacons
made are to be filled in this module.

* Here school means any educational institution. 

(iii)         Discipline
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2.2          Personnel Management Information

i..            Staffing Policies and Procedures

In the staffing policies, there are three processes, that necessary:
a.            Recruitment,
b.            Selection, and
c.            Placement. 

               In  brief, the data placed in this module on students can serve generate
information of the flow and stock for each type and level fo education, cross
classified by grade, year, sex and age. Achievement level in education can also be
determined and monitored through this module can also help the educational
planners in setting the targets and computing projection for future.

               The personnel management information deals with the production, collection,
analysis and utilization of data information on personnel matters and it may have the
information on the following:

i.            Guidance
ii.           Libraries
iii.          Health Services
iv.          Canteen
v.           Transport

(c)          Ancillary Services

i.             Rules and regulations for students
ii.            Student organization

(e)          Student achievement

i.             Retention
ii.            Survival
iii.           Completion
iv.            Acceleration
v.             Transition
vi.            Pupil performance
vii.           Scholarships 

(d)          Discipline 
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iii.           Selection and Placement

a.            Location of vacancies
b.            Subjects/ job requirements
c.            Working environments 

iv.           Staff Development 

a.            Professional  profiles
b.            Available competent teachers / resources
c.            Training material / aids / facilities
d.            Need assessment 
e.             Scholarships
f.             Seminars / workshops etc.

v.             Promotion 

a.            Avaliable vacancies
b.            Qualification standards
c.            Merit promotion plan
d.            Performance, appraisal, system 

               Based on the records of the personnel, the number of vacancies in the
teaching, non teaching as well as administrative levels can be systematically listed.
Location of vacancies in a particular  school, district  or division  should also be
recorded and the necessary selection of the applicants can be provided for future

placements. 

               The  module should also have the data regarding the number of teachers 
working in different types of schools and the lists should be prepared subject wise,
training wise, level sise, sex wise and the such other categories. This can help the
administrator to know the existing requirements of the personnel in taking decisions
about the training facilities to be provided to them.

ii.            Recruitment 

a.            Number of valencies  (teaching, non teaching, administrative,
               school, district, division, regional, provincial, federal)
b.            Number of personnel
c.            Number of applicants with qualifications
d.            Salary
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The curriculum module should generate data on curricular offerings and
the status of their implementation in every institution. It should also
contain information on the co- curricular activities of the students. Results
in innovations/ approaches being experimented should be made available
to any individual interested in curriculum development. If at various levels
task forces or committees on the revitalization and implementation of the
curricular offerings have been organized, data / information on  these
should be included in this module.

To measure the effectiveness and availability of the curriculum,  it is of 
vital importance to have an evaluation programme. This can be done
through varied evaluation instruments such as diagnostic tests, inventory
record of pupil’s achievement through several types of tests and also non
quantitative instruments. This portion of the module should store findings,
results, and data outcomes fo the various evaluation activities.

An effective curriculum implementation depends to a great extent on the 
availability of  instructional materials. These materials include basic text
books, support materials and innovative approaches / techniques. 

Basic textbooks  are prescribed  for  a particular grade .Every teacher
should be provided with adequate copies of these to ensure effective

ii.            Implementation 

iii.           Evaluation

a.            Basic Textbooks

This module can hace the data of the fooolwing aspects of curriculum:

In the development of the curriculum,  data on the  number of textbooks,
supplementary books, guides, handouts, manuals, courses of study,
learning materials, support materials and audiovisual facilities for
classroom utilization should be made available. 

2.3          Curriculum Management Information 

i.            Development

        In   brief, this  module of data bank can provide information to the educational
managers on personnel retirement, leave, recruitment, placement, training, promotion
and discipline. The current stock and needed number of teaching and non-teaching
personnel could be determined.  Information regarding the position, salary, education
and training of the school personnel can also be drawn form this part of the data bank.
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It is important that a brief description of each innovation and its extent
of implementation be made available. Data / Information on the
various innovative approaches techniques serve as a sound basis for
policy formulation.

c.            Commercially Produced Instructional Materials 

Commercially produced  instructional materials also supplement the
basic textbooks. They are usually utilized by the teachers to challenge
the imagination of the learners  and enrich their learning experiences.
These include globes, maps, posters, science kits, microscopes, flip
charts, educational broadcasts, tape recordings and other. Listing of
these instructional materials being classified accordingly, should be
included in the data bank.

These are textbooks that supplement basic textbooks. They usually
come in varied types of content, closely related to the textbooks.
These are utilized to enhance desirable skills and attitudes in reading
comprehension and oral expression and to promote vocabulary 
growth and knowledge. The filing  of supplementary  books should
be systematized similar to that of basic textbooks.

b.            Supplementary Textbooks

teaching learning processes. Data on this particular item should be
systematically filed and recorded. The condemnable one should also
be accounted.

Following  are the proposed  heads under which the data can be maintained for the
curriculum module of the data bank.

d.            Low Cost Instructional Materials 

e.            Teacher’s. Guides/ Manuals/ Courses of Study, Reference Others.

f.            Innovative Approaches / Techniques

These are prepared by the teachers out of  indigenous local resources.
Data  information on these types of materials should be made
available to determine the adequacy of teaching devices fo aids, which
are produced locally for classroom utilization. 

 The  teachers  at  all levels of learning should be provided with adequate 
instructional materials. To determine its adequacy, there should be an
accounting of  all these materials. 
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i.            Development

ii.            Implementation

a.            Number of textbooks
b.            Number of teaching guides
c.            Minimum learning expectancies
d.            Audio visual facilities

a.            Curricular organizations
b.            Co curricular activities
c.            Innovations / approaches / experiments
d.            Committees 

iii.           Evaluation

a.            Achievement tests, subject wise
b.            Mental ability tests
c.            Aptitude tests
d.            Attitude tests
e.            Personality tests
f.            Non quantitative instruments like checklists, questionnaires,
               interview schedule, observation checklists, opinionnaire, etc.

               In  brief, information  on curriculum development, implementation and
evaluation can be placed in this module of data bank. An administrator can draw
information on the availability and conditions on instructional materials like text
books, teaching guides etc. It can also provide information on the instructional
contents, strategies and modalities for evaluating the outcomes of instructions.

               Data placed in this module can be used to provide in formation on legal
matters such as the control of teaching and non teaching personnel, streamlining the
organizational setup and delineation of functions of the division and the formulation
/  issuance of memoranda, circulars and bulletins to the field.

2.4          Legislation and Control Management Information

               Operationally, the Ministry tried to accomplish its defined goals and
objectives towards which an activity is directed by coordinating with the various
 agencies concerned. These goals and objectives are prerequisites in determining 
effective policies, procedures, methods, strategies, rules and regulations. These
 should be further governed by the ministry guidelines; a synthesis of the totality of 
action planned by decision-makers that would  overcome limitations imposed by
environmental and organizational forces.
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a.            Orders, circulars, bulletins etc, form provincial governments and
               ministries of education.
b.            National guidelines

a.            Regional directorates
b.            Divisional directorates
c.            District education offices
d.            Schools / colleges

a.            Personnel ( teaching and non teaching )
b.            Financial

a.            Record
b.            Reports
c.            Accountability

               In  brief,  information on  legal matters such as decisions, protests, control
of teaching and non teaching personnel, streamlining of  organizational set-up and
formulation of orders, circulars, bulleting, letter and such other communications
can be placed in this module of the data bank for management information service.

i.             Standard Formulation

ii.            Direction from

iii.           Control

iv.           Evaluation

             
(a)          Legislative control
(b)          Administrative supervision and control
              The data collected for this module of data bank can be organized under the
following headings:

               For  example,  the existence of  policy indicates that in any institution there
exists a system of values that governs the types of decisions that will made, how 
these decisions will be made; and how they will be put into action. 

               The Ministry  issues guidelines embracing all activities of the educational
sector. One of these activities is the function of legislation and control.  

  This  module  on legislation  and  control can  be divided  into two  parts:
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a.            New facilities constructed
b.            Number and types of building needed at each level
c.            Resources assignment
d.            Performance indicators
e.            School population

iii.          Maintenance

Which can include the data regarding  the conditions of the buildings and the equipment.

a.            Expenditures for school site acquisition
b.            Expenditures for construction
c.            Expenditures for repairs and maintenance
d.            Inventor y of property
e.            Equipment outlay

iv.          Financial Requirements 

v.             Classification
vi.            Priorities

ii.           Allocation

               The  data regarding  the  existing  number and s tatus of school sites,
buildings, school equipment etc. Can be placed in this module of data bank. These
data can be used in determining the projected requirements for educational
institutions in terms fo physical facilities. It can also serve as basis for equitable
distribution of resources with result that imbalances in the allocation of physical
facilities can be avoided. The suggested heads for the maintenance of physical data
under this part of the data bank can be as under:

2.5          Physical  Facilities Management Information

a.            Number and  types  of existing buildings
b.            Number of existing classrooms used / unused
c.            Status of school sited by schools

i.            Acquisition 

               This module of  the data bank can  have  information on budgetary and
financial accounting practices and on all types of expenditures. Data on estimates for
personnel and operations allocations and disbursements of national and provincial
funds, foreign loans, auditing and accounting rules, and monthly, quarterly and annual
financial reports can be stored in this module of the data bank. The main headings may
be like this:

2.6         financial Management Information 
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i.             Planning 

a.            Estimates for personnel
b.            Estimates for operation
c.            Estimates for special projects
d.            Projections fo expenditures

Which will include budgets at provincial and division levels.

ii.            Budgeting

iii.           Resources Allocations

iv.           Costing 

This will have separate sub heads on allocations for national funds,
provincial funds and foreign loans.

a.            Personnel
b.            Operation
c.            Capital outlay
d.            Special projects

v.            Expenditure Control 

vi.           Financial Record Keeping 

a.            Auditing rules
b.            Accounting rules
c.            Trial balances 

a.            Monthly financial reports
b.            Quarterly jinancial reports
c.            Annual financial reports

2.7           Community Extension Service Management Information

               Data stored in this module may be utilized to determine the degree to witch
non formal and informal education on literacy, continuing education and on the job
training can serve the nation. The sub heads can be developed according to the
programmes run for these types of education programmes. 
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The general objectives of EMIS are as follows:

I:             Provide management with reliable and  timely data and information
                necessary for decision-making.
ii.            Provide the Mechanism   to meet  the  increasing  demand for data and
               information.
iii.           Strengthen the capability to manage, plan, and control the flow of
               information among its various offices as well as from other sectors.
iv.           Institute  and operationalize a more responsive education data bank at the
               national and sub national levels. 

3.1          General Objectives of EMIS

2.8       Educational Planning, Research and
               Evaluation Management Information

               Planning   the development of  educational services,  conducting research
and evaluating the performance of the system have always been the vital functions
of education managers. The data and information form modules mentioned in paras
3.1 to 3.7 are inevitable to carry out the following functions:
i.            Viable policies
ii.          Feasible plans
iii.         Realistic programmes and projects
iv.          Workable strategies
v.           Practical modalities
vi.          Systematic monitoring
vii.         Reliable evaluation

               These are simply suggested modules of data banks for  management
information service. Some more modules can be added or some modules can be
joined together according to the policies and decision of a country. Moreover, they
can also be computerized as per availability or resources.

3.          MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM IN PHILIPPINES 

               Philippines is a developing  country like Pakistan. It developed a module; 
 “Educational management Information System” called EMIS, which is almost on
the similar lines as discussed in part 2 o this unit and which can be followed by a
developing country. The EMIS network in Philippines comprises built-in sub system
 in various areas and has the following general and specific objectives. 
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I:             Produce data and information needed, for policy for data and information 
                project development, budgeting and decision-making.
ii.             Provide the mechanism to meet the in increasing demand for data and
                information.
iii.            Institute and operationalize a more responsive goals and objectives in
                schools in the region / division / district with respect to equity, efficiency,
                effectiveness and excellence.
iv.             Assess the implementation of educational goals and objectives in schools
                in the region division / district with respect to equity, efficiency,
                effectiveness and excellence.

3.2          Specific Objectives

               The EMIS in philippines is computerized. The data are regularly collected
form the field and paced at the proformas. For example, the data pupil and personnel
in schools are daily placed on the prescribe proformas, which are regularly sent to
the district, district, division and regional level for feeding in the computers, with the
result that the data are updated and can be used by the educational planners and
managers as and when they need.

               Pakistan, like  other developing countries is countered with the problem
of increased demand for education. There is a need to use and allocate the limited
resources carefully so that  maximum output is achieved by the use of the resources
available for educational sector. For this purpose, a well organiaed management
information system is the need of the day. It is generally felt that those who supply
\statistics do not take much interest in providing correct, alid and reliable data
because they are not trained and do not realize the significance of providing correct
data (9:13).

               Keeping  in view the shortfalls in  the prevalent system of collecting
educational data, it was considered desirable to introduce the mechanized data
process and a project named “Management Unit for Study and Training (MUST)
was established by the Government of N.W.F.P.

4.1          Introduction to MUST

4.            EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
               SYSTEM IN  PAKISTAN 
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               MUST completed the storage work of the education statistics about N.W.F.P.
on the computer and it became easy to get readily available statistics on education
of N.W.F.P. for theeducational administrators for decision-making.

               Withall the achievements of MUST in the field of E.M.I.S., Must also
               became the target of criticism. Following were some points on criticism
               of MUST:
i.             The data stored was  fractional and did not caver all the levels of education
               and form all over the province.
ii.            The data were once collected  and  stored and had  not  been  updated.
iii.           These data were not being used for the purposes  for which  these were
               collected and stored. 
iv.           The  examples of other developing countries were not kept in vie with the
               result that  it could not produce fruitful results.

4.4          Criticism on MUST

               It   is the first organization in Pakistan  to  set up educational management
information system for collection of educational data on scientific basis and stores
it in computer. This unit was developed with the assistance of experts in education
planning and management and computerization. 

Following were the main objectives of MUST:

i.             Establishment  of modern  management  information system to enhance
               the decision-making and problem solving capabilities the educational
               planners and administrators.
ii.            Identification fo new management objectives and organizational structure
               for the administration of education.
iii..          Development and implementation of training programmes to introduce more
               effective methods of administration fo education through the education system.
iv..          Production of  administration guidelines and operational manuals to codify
               procedures.

4.2          Objectives of MUST

4.3          Achievements of MUST

               MUST developed a detailed questionnaire for the collection of data from
the selected areas of the province. The first part of the questionnaire was about the
information regarding educational institutions starting frm the location of the
institutions and going into the details of the physical facilities. The second part of
the questonnaire was about the curriculum and teachers. The third part dealt wit the
information about students.
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(a)          Initial cost of computer is very heavy
(b)          Skilled staff is needed
(c)          Unnccessary jobs are often done
(d)          Unnccessary increase in staff
(e)          Can get information quickly and easily
(f)          Technical language in difficult to understand
(g)          Difficulties in getting smaller quantities of information
(h)          Difficult to change mechanized operation

               Mr.  Muhammad Aslam Hashmi conducted a research study for his M.A., 
E.P.M Degree at Allama Iqbal Open University in 1984 and had a careful view of

ii.            Disadvantages

4.6          Suggestions for the future plan of M.I.S. in  Pakistan 

               With   the passage  of time  MUST  improved  and it  stared  storing data
from   all the  parts of the province and regarding different levels of education. At
this time, it can provide information to the educational planners and managers in
various aspects of education. The data is also updated after regular intervals. As
regards the last point on the criticism of MUST, it is, in one way, a merit of MUST,
it is hoped that MIS will develop in Pakistan and the proper use of computer in
educational will help the educational planners and managers improve their efficiency
in making times and better decisions. 

4.5          Merits and Demerits of Mechanized Data processing 

              Before going further into the future plans and suggestions for M.I.S. in 
Pakistan, let us go through a few advantages and disadvantages of mechanized data
easy for the readers to judge the use of computers:

(a)          Speedy
(b)          Can handle large volumes of data
(c)          Accuracy 
(d)          Can  do jobs  that cannot be done by manpower
(e)          Reduction in a number of mistakes done by human hands
(f)          Easy storage of information
(g)          Can use in formation in different ways for different purposes
(h)          Can get information quickly and easily
(i)          More upto data information

i.             Advantages 
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(a)          Name of Shool
(b)          School absorption capacity
(c)          Classwise enrolment 
(d)          Number of teachers 
(e)          No. of  class  hours
(f)          No. of books in library
(g)          Play ground area 
(h)          No. of  scholarships in school
(i)          Class wise dropout of students in previous month

i.            M.I.S. -I- Pupil Management Information 

M.I.S. in  Pakistan. The main thrust of the study was to have a trail of E.M.I.S. Modules
of Philippines in Pakistan and propose a strategy for adopting M.I.S. for  the country. 
As a result of his study, he developed four modules, M.I.S. to IV, to be used for the
collection of data to be stored in th shape of four modules and proposed that a system
should be evolved to collect these data form school and college level and to be organized
at tehsil, district, division, regional and provincial levels in  the form of same modules.
A brief description of these proformas is given as under:

(g)          Name fo school
(b)          Cadre-wise number of posts (sanctioned) (teaching and other staff)
(c)          Vacant posts
(d)          Staff statement, with name, qualifications (academic/ professional),
               residence, data of birth, date of entry in to service, present pay scale,
               date of  joining the present scale, position in seniority list and
              present salary

(a)          Estimates of personnel
(b)          Estimates of operations
(c)          Estimates of special projects
(d)          Budgets for schools/ administrative staff
(e)          Allocation from province
(f)          Financial reports (monthly, quarterly, half-yerly, yearly)
(g)         Progress reports regarding research studies, surveys, experiments
              and tryouts

iii.           M.I.S. - III - Management Information on Legislation, Control,
               Finance, Planning, Research and Evaluation 

ii.            M.I.S. - II - Personnel Management Information
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5 .            S U M MA  RY  

I n this unit as effort was made to describe the following:

(i)            Concept of management information service/ system 
(ii)           What should be included in M.I.S.
(iii)          Experience of E.M.I.S. in  Philippines
(iv)          Experience of M.I.S. in Pakistan
                From these discussions, the reader is expected to be in a better position to
appreciate the significance of   M.I.S. in education and help in the establishment of
organized data bank in the administrative set-up, when he/ she is working if he/ she
so desires.

               M.I.S is nothing bur a service or a system to facilitate the educational
manager or educational planner in making correct decision. It is actually the will of
the manager that can use ir properly for the benefit of the organisation. If the boss is
ready to provide issue justice, this system, may be in proper files or computer files,
will help him her in baking quick and correct decisions in different areas like
admissions, appointments, postings, transfers etc. and in case the boss is not ready
to provide social justice, these systems or services simply fail.

(a)          Number and type of existing buildings
(b)          Number of existing classrooms
(c)          New facilities constructed 
(d)          Number and type of buildings needed
(e)          Condition of school buildings and equipments 
(f)          Expenditure for repair 

             These are in brief the data which should be collected and stored in the form
of four modules for educational mar management information system to be adopted
in Pakistan and the proformas of this type should be standardized for use at all levels
education so that the educational administrators and planners are in a position to get
desirable information for making certain decisions related to various aspects of 

Education. 

iv.            M.I.S. IV

1.            Define the concepts management information and system. How will you
               deseribe M.I.S.?
2.            Distinguish the concepts and data from that of information
3.            Describe the role of information management.

6.         SLEF-ASSESSMENENT QUESTIONS
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 Organization is the process by which people and the tasks they perform 
are related to each other systematically to help and achieve the enterprise’s 
objectives. It includes dividing up the work (division or labour) among groups 
and individuals and linking the sub parts together (coordination). 

 Organization concerns itself equally with the two aspect of: 

(i) Division of labour and allotting workloads to individual and groups of 
individuals. (e.g. departments, branches, units) and. 

(ii) Establishing lines of communication, influence and authority among 
individuals and groups of individuals handling allotted workloads and 
ensuring the coordination of their activities in relation to the given 
objectives. 

The major factors that contribute to the efficiency of an organization are: 

(a) Communication 

(b) Motivation 

(c) Human Relations 

 “Behaviour that results in an exchange of meaning is communication”. 

 Communication is a dynamic process by which informations are 
exchanged in an organization. Every manager in an organization performs several 
roles involving transmission of messages. They are continuously communicating 
decisions from the top to the subordinates. An effectiveness of each message is 
maximized. 

 Primarily communication is a purposeful act and as such its success or 
failure is to be judged in relation to the purpose itself. When we try to convey our 
thoughts, ideas, intentions, opinions and desires to another person we use a 
variety of means, such as the spoken words, printed words, graphs and pictorial 
representation facial expression, bodily movements, gestures, action etc. The 
purposeful use of all these means is very important in an organization because 
people act on the basis of communication received by them. There is reasonable 
evidence that if an organization is effective in its communication, it will be 
effective overall. 

2.1 Importance of Communication 
 One of the most important elements in the modern organization is a 
continuous process of feedback and communication between individuals and 
organizational sub unit in formulating as well as implementing plans to achieve 
the objectives. The organization receives a great deal of feedback from its 
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2.        COMMUNICATION



 

environment. Daily, through the mail, telephone calls, interviews and meetings, 
the manager receives all kinds of communications which have arisen fro a 
purpose which is to be accomplished. When the administrator/manager plans, 
organizes his actions and makes decision, he use the communication he received 
to attain the objectives of the organization. The manager communicates with other 
employee on the following occasions, when: 

(i) Orders from the top administration have to be passed on the 
employees. 

(ii) New responsibilities are added to job. 

(iii) New decisions have to be passed on. 

(iv) Procedures for performing tasks need to be explained. 

(v) New goals are set or tasks are changed. 

(vi) Incentives are to be communicated. 

 All the above situations clearly bring out the importance of 
communication because no manager can go ahead without it. 

2.2 Communication Theory 
 Communication, as a discipline, attempts to study the nature and problems 
of communication. It involves the study of: 

(i) Semantics 

(ii) The problems of abstracting 

(iii) The symbolic nature of words 

(iv) The distortion of reality in language 

(v) The confusion of meaning caused by various factors like limitations of 
language and backgrounds in experience and environment of the 
persons communicating to each other. 

 One of the root causes of, almost, all conflicts, and misunderstanding 
among people is the problem of conveying to another person exactly what one 
wants to coney. 

2.3 Channels of Communication 
 An important component of communication structure is the channel 
through which the words and symbols flow between sender and receive. William 
F. Glucck says that, 

“Communication channel is the rout through which a message passes i.e. 
the chain of personnel the message.” (4) 

 The channels of communication are logically of two types i.e. downward 
an upward. 
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(i) Downward Communication 
It means to convey organization’s orders and view points to subordinates for 
the following purpose. 

(a) Giving specific task direction or job instructions. 

(b) Information designed to produce understanding of the task. 

(c) Information about rules and regulations of procedures and 
practices. 

(ii) Upward Communication 
It means providing feed back to the manager. An upward flow of 
communication is also necessary if management is to coordinate various 
activities of the organization. This is necessary to determine if 
subordinates have understood any information sent downward. 

 In addition to the formal channel and established order of communication, 
there are informal channels also. These are usually called the grapevine. The 
formal channel moves directly down and up the chain of command. The informal 
channel moves in several directions. The grapevine instead of being discouraged 
is viewed by management specialist as a very desirable feature in any 
organization and is called “automatic horizontal communication”. Informal 
communication is regarded more effective than formal communication because of 
the following reasons: 

(a) Expediting decision – making by enabling those who need information 
to get it form where it is available without going through the 
hierarchical channels. 

(b) Provides a means of pre – testing a decision and improving the 
accuracy of a decision (visualize a principal using the grapevine to 
find out possible reactions of teachers and pupils to an intended 
increase in working hours of the school). 

(c) Involving in the decision – making process a larger number of persons 
than formal channels permit. 

(d) Finding quicker and more effective solution to problems by utilizing 
the inherent speed and flexibility of the informal communication 
networks. 

2.4 How Grapevines Work 
 Generally, grapevine is a verbal channel. It can become written when 
covers more than one location. Davis K eith has illustrated four patterns of 
grapevine. (2) 

(i) The single chain 
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(ii) The probability chain 

(iii) The gossip chain 

(iv) The cluster chain 

 

 
 

 The most frequent is the cluster chain. In the cluster ‘A’  tells to ‘B’ , ‘R’ , 
and ‘F’  the message. Only some of these employees pass the message on to ‘K ’  
and ‘C’  and some of these term tell to others. Davis calls this pattern a cluster 
because each link leads to another cluster of people. Researches support that only 
a few employees are in a ‘ liaison’  role – those who start the clusters. Most people 
learn the information but do not spread it. Employees become active on the 
grapevine when they have news that is fresh and likely to be ‘hot’ . 

 Since grapevines are speedy and accurate, managers should think of them 
as a good communication channel. It is incorrect to try to eliminate their 
importance. Instead, the manager should learn who the liaison people in the 
informal network are. He should then give these people the information to be 
communicated. This is especially necessary when grapevine have been spreading 
incomplete or inaccurate information. 

 The manager should realize that the members of an organization bring 
with them a complex package of roles, expectations, feelings, norms, prejudices, 
values and so on. To expect them to lay these aside is impossible. However, 
understanding the fundamental concepts of communication will increase the 
probability of adequate communication among organizational members. And 
better communication will always lead to more effective accomplishment or 
organizational goals. A conservative manager prefers to control the 
communication channels. L iberal managers utilize both formal and informal 
channels and encourage communication in all directions. 

2.5 Communication Channels 
 There are three possible channels of communication i.e. Circle, Chain and 
All Channel. These are presented in a figure: 

Three Communication Channels 
Figure: 
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Single Chain Probability Chain Gossip Chain Cluster Chain



 

 The CIRCL E is poor. A manager does not have any position; the group 
satisfaction is how and structure arises slowly. It is not a preferred pattern of 
communication. 

 The CHAIN is preferred by conservative managers. It is fast and accurate, 
having a strong manager us satisfied with this approach but, not definitely the 
employees. It is not good for fast changing problems. 

 The ALL  CHANNEL  APPROACH is very fast and fairly accurate. No 
special leader is present and much structure does not develop. L iberal theorists 
prefer this approach and claim that it is more effective for unstructured and fast 
changing problems. 

2.6 Communication Media 
 The number of possible approaches to communication media are as under: 

(i) Nonverbal 
We need not to use words to communicate ideas but the sign of cross 

sends a message, so does an auto horn. 

Status symbols are the most frequent application of non-verbal 
communication. They include large desks and badges of authority. Wearing a suit, 
separates a teacher from the students wearing uniform.  

(a) Facial Expression 
Eyes tell a story too. Many subordinates learn more by reading their 
boss’s eyes than by listening to what he says. Other facial expressions 
include forming, raising the eye brown. 

(b) Time and Communication (Time Talks) 
It is said, “time talks”. It means how fast we speak, and gestures we 
use, may indicate the intensity of our message. Whether we are in time 
to a meeting may indicate how important we consider the subject to be 
discussed. For example, pausing during verbal communication allows 
nonverbal behaviour to reinforce the spoken words. 

(c) Touch and Body Management 
One typical way of communication is the greeting or farewell hand 
shake. Tapping of the foot or fingers can indicate boredom. How one 
applauds, indicates degree of enthusiasm. It is clear that nonverbal 
behaviour is very important part of oral communication. Most 
unwritten communication is mixture of verbal nonverbal signals. So, 
managers need to communicate through both verbal and nonverbal 
media. One has to be very careful in the choice of words and tone of 
voice to get the meaning across. The difference in communicator’s 
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background, experience, education, upbringing can also cause 
difficulties in communicating the message or information accurately. 

(ii) Verbal Oral 
This is the most frequent form of communication. Although verbal 

communication appears to be a simple process but infact it is a highly 
complicated one involving encoding and decoding elements. One has to be very 
careful in the choice of words and tone of voice to get the meaning across. The 
difference in communicator’s background, experience, education, up-bringing can 
also cause difficulties in communicating the message or information accurately. 
This can be of two types: 

(a) Face to Face 

(b) By Telephone 

(iii) Telephone 
Telephone is a more difficult medium of communication, a though most of 

the executives prefer it to written communication. The key point about telephone 
communication is the use of words. Communication speed and tone must 
compensate for the lack of nonverbal means of communication. 

(iv) Written Communication 
Managers prefer to communicate verbally because verbal communication 

gets there quickers; skill many forms of written communication are used in 
business and educational organizations. Examples include reports, memoranda, 
letters and enterprise newsletters and news magazines. Encoding in writing is a 
more difficult task and calls for several special skills to write clearly with the least 
room left for misunderstanding, one has to develop an insight into language 
usages and the comprehension levels of party for whom the communication is 
meant. 

Example:   A principal addressing the school assembly on student discipline is 
performing an easier function because his audience is his sounding board. He 
reads faces and accordingly rephrases or paraphrases what he says. He further 
uses his voice and gestures to clarify, emphasize and sustain interest. He has no 
such advantage when he drafts a circular on the subject. To get the cold words on 
paper to generate meaning, clarity, interest and motivation, a greater mastery over 
expression is required. 

(a) Sending the Massage 
Communication skills are, undoubtedly, among the most significant 
qualifications of a manager both for issuing and receiving 
communication. The first the first and the most basic, among them, is 
the encoding skill, namely the ability to reproduce one’s thoughts in 
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oral or written words, drawings, graphs, pictures, gestures, facial 
expressions, actions etc. Here, the source of communication reduces 
his message to a code. 

(b) Encode Skills 
To put a message in a code is to encode, which calls for a repertoire of 
skills like: 

(i) Mastery over language (i.e. sound knowledge of grammar and 
a large vocabulary with adequate command over the technical 
words used in the work of the organization). 

(ii) Ability to speak and write plainly and directly. 

(iii) Grasp of the niceties of expressions and control over style of 
speaking and writing. 

(iv) Phrase the message in such a way as to tape the receiver’s 
needs. 

If the communication is orals, there are further requirements 
such as a being able to: 

(a) Pronounce clearly and accurately. 

(b) Use the correct diction, inflection. 

(c) Make appropriate facial expressions and gestures. 

2.7 Fundamental Process of Communication 
 Ideas must be translated into a set of symbols, which are then transmitted 
to the second person. The basic elements of communication process 
recommended by Edwin B. Flippo are as under: 

Sender Transmission of 
Symbols 

Receiver 

1. Speaking  

2. Writing 

3. Activity  

4. Drawing 

1. Words 

2. Actions 

3. Pictures 

4. Numbers 

1. L istening  

2. Reading 

3. Observing 

4. Counting 

  

 Communication always takes place between two or more people. If the 
professor lectures and no one listens or understands, there is no communication. 
The skill of communication then involves sending through speaking, writing, 
drawing or action; and receiving through listening, reading or observing. The 
symbols may be words, actions, pictures or numbers. 
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Activity: 
 Please study the model and try to develop new comprehensive model of 
your own. 

2.8 A Base Formula for Good Communication 
 George S. Odiorne and William F. have developed an analogue for 
communication. 

 

 

 

The figure has been developed for describing and understanding communication 
within an organization. At point (1) we see a sender puts his intention into a code 
which is his language. Having encoded (2) his intention to the best of his ability, 
he now transmits (3) the code by a number of media. This may be the bulletin 
board, the speech, the letter or simply by a grunt. At stage (4) the process has left 
the sender and has shifted to the person who is the intended receiver. Each person 
decodes things according to his attitude toward the message, toward the sender, 
and even the system of communication. This leads to the first of a series of 
difficulties which grow out of communication in an organization according to this 
analogue. For example, if the receiver has a different or a lesser vocabulary than 
the person who sent it, he probably will find that much of the message is 
meaningless to him. In such a case, he ordinarily filters out those parts of the 
message which his decoding equipment cannot cope with. This frequently means 
that he does not receive the whole message and, therefore, his understanding is 
incomplete or incorrect. 

 L inguistic and literary skills besides the knowledge of the subject, medium 
and the source and grasp of socio – cultural differences minimize the chances of 
misinterpretation, hard feelings and resulting confusion or non – cooperation. 

2.9 Major Problems in Communication 
 George S. Ordiorne has described the major problems in communication 
as under:  

(i) Feedback 
 Good communication requires that the sender has a system whereby he 
may test the 

Completeness, speed and accuracy with which his message has been 
received. This is 

Called the feedback system. 
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(ii) Noise

In any communication system, there are also message or simple noses which 
enter the system from outside. These can impede the efficiency of the listener and 
impair the effectiveness of communication between the sender and the receiver.

(iii) Interference

In any communication system, there is the chance that deliberate and 
premeditated interference with the communication system such as competing 
messages may distort, diminish or otherwise impair the efficiency of 
communication.

(iv) Filters

These are in the form of attitudes, preconceptions, habits and ways of 
thinking on the part of the receiver, which means that he screens out certain types of 
messages. He has a capacity to filter out any thing that does not fit in with his 
preconceptions.

All these make communication a very serious matter in management. The 
bigger an organization, more complex the task. Its importance is best expressed in 
these words:

To be a manager is to be a communicator  the persons and the functions are 
inextricably interwoven.

It is very necessary that organization must maintain an adequate system of 
communication. Information, new and even rumors must flow through the system 
freely. “Inner Cabinets” of managers acting as custodians of information and 
decisions, can be major factor in the growth of antagonism in “less privileged” 
circles leading ultimately to the development of 'cliques' working against 
organizational objectives.

Communication does not mean that employees only should know what and 
what the manager has decided. It also includes the very significant need for the 
manager to know what the employees think about what he does. All administrative 
action is of no avail unless members of the enterprise are willing to contribute efforts 
towards the fulfillment of their assigned tasks. Each individual must desire to 
execute his duties effectively. The role of communication is to intensify this desire.

3. MOTIVATION

Motivation may be defined as the discovery and the utilization of the stimuli 

that would bring the desired behaviour in a particular individual. The child who does 

his homework for fear of being castigated in class, the teacher who comes on time for 

fear of the principal's rebuke, the principal who replies promptly all letters of his 



 

 In any case,  no one creates or produces quality work when motivated  by 
fear. If fear of  punishment is not considered in rewarded as the stimulus. 
 
 Example: The child who does his homework neatly and regularly to enjoy 
the pleasure of being praised in class, the teacher who works diligently to get 
himself recommended for a promotion and the principal who spurs his staff to 
work harder to see his school topping the list in Board Examination result are all 
motivated by a reward. 
 
 Rewarding is a positive motivation factor and its advanteage is that iti is 
anxiety reducing and conducive to innovative work. 
 
3.1 The  Need for Understanding Motivation  
 

Managers are involved in planning, organization, coordinating, and 
executing various activities to achieve the organizational goals. Manager 
are constantly with people. As technician, he looks after the technical 
aspects; as administrator, he interacts with subordinate staff in the office; 
the in the field he allocates and supervises the work. Thus, all his 
interaction with different groups of people influence his administrative 
behavior in the organization. 
 

 In dealing with his staff and managing the human resources, he needs to 
understand their nature and dynamites. To perform his task efficiently, he should 
have insight into the questions like: 

Why people behave in the way they behave? 
(i) What are the significant things people look for in their jobs? 
(ii) How could the work be designed or human interaction be monitored to 

provide maximum satisfaction to people and their needs? 
(iii) How can one understand the motives or needs of a particular employee? 
(iv) How can a climate be created in the organization where the exploitation of 

human talents is possible? 
(v) How can the staff be helped to perform to their maximum? 
(vi) How to gain commitment? 
 
3.2 Importance of the Study of Motivation  
 
(i) Often, managers forget the important aspect of direction and feel the their 

function is commanding or leading. 
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(ii) In democratically oriented organization, what is more effective in 
achieving goals is motivation rather than ordering people about. 

(iii) In the emerging concept, of management as the means of creating 
innovation and changes, the task of gating other to accept change becomes 
fundamental  obligation and motivation methodology to accomplish it.  

 
3.3 Approaches to U nderstand Human Behavior 
 

The  manager uses different approaches to know the employer as a person, 
such as: 

(i) From practical experience 
 
Most  learn about human behavior from working with other people. 
During this time, they are constantly observing the behavior others, and 
certain parts of that experience are retained and become part of the 
memory of the manager in solving problems and making decision. He may 
also, if his temperament runs along that line, lear from practical 
experiment. All of us try different approaches to make other see things our 
way. If we find that  one approach inevitably infuriates another, we stay 
away from  that routine and tackle the situation in another way. 
 

(ii) From Experience of Others  
 

It may be that manager is educated in history, literature, biography and has 
acquired some keen insights through study of human relations as spelled 
out in literature. One can acquire keen insights into the minds of workers 
and other figures fund in an environment in novels, plays and poems. 
Learning by exchange of experience e.g. attending, seminars, lectures, 
conferences and workshops is most acceptable method of learning for 
many managers since it provides them with a sense of practicality. 
 

(iii) Scientific Observations  
 

Scientific observations, which apply the methods of natural science to the 
study of humans are behavioral sciences. This term covers psychology, 
anthropology, sociology and psychiatry. The purpose here is to gain 
knowledge, not to establish value system. 
Form these three principal sores of information; the manager acquires, 
insight, 
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K nowledge, skills and information which he may apply to his work to help 
him in the discharge of his responsibility in managing. 
 

3.4 Determinants of Behavior 
 

In order tot be able to manage the human resources, insight into the causes 
of behaviors are required. Managers may come across highly devoted and 
hard-working staff, as well lazy, evasive and superficial employees. At 
times, he may wonder what to do about the generally less motivated 
employees. At times, if he does not do anything to reward the well 
motivated staff, he may lose them. An understanding of what motivated 
people is required. Psychologists have pointed out a few observations that 
increase our understanding of human behavior. 
 

(i) Hierarchy of Human Needs  
 

All behaviorgoals directed. People behave because of their needs to 
achieve certain things. These goals may deal with psychological needs or 
higher social needs. Researchers have shown that human beings want 
things in a certain order or priority. These are: 
(a) Psychological Needs 

The very basic demand of human beings is to satisfy his 
psychological needs such as food, clothing, air, shelter and rest etc. 
after this other needs arise.  

(b) Safety and Security Needs 
Human beings want to be secure and safe, i.e. security of job and 
security of life. Once they have an optimum level of security, they 
know that they have a continuing job and no problem in near 
future. 

(c) Love and Belongingness  
They want affection form fellow beings, often, a few selected 
once, community organizations unions, professional bodies, etc. to 
satisfy this need for power and influence over others and need for 
achievement etc.  

(d) Self Actualization Needs  
These needs include one’s own abilities and potentials and using 
them to the self actualizing need; Thus human motives can be 
organized in the form of a pyramid as shown below. It helps 
greatly our conceptualization of human needs. 
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Example No 1. Mr. Akbar a teacher of teacher of fairly independent means, finds 
his physiological safety and social needs family well satisfied. What will motivate 
him toward better work? His esteem or egoistic needs may use him to crave for 
recognition as the best teacher in the school. He may want  to establish a 
reputation, find his name and picture in publications and see himself bemired. 
Imagine his performance continuing to be on upward movement of r several 
years. He may find these needs satisfied. Then all he needs will be opportunities 
for not nearly performing at his best as a teacher but also as a teacher but also as a 
policy maker, decision maker, innovator and so fourth. It is at this poin, that his 
self actualization needs begin to influence his objectives and his behavior 

Example No.2 : Mr Zahir, temporary office clerk, finds his salary barely adequate 
to bus his food and clothing and to rent a small house. The foremost in his mind 
are physiological needs of a better house, better food, more clothing etc. along 
with that, go his safety needs to see that his appointment is made permanent. 
More money for physiological needs and promise and prospect of tenure will 
serve as effective motivators. But the day he deals that these are satisfied the rest 
of the needs will come to the fore.  

Man is never fully satisfied. He generates new  wants of raises his 
expectations regarding old wants as fast as previous desires are met. This 
restlessness in indeed a fortune from a managerial point of view. Because the 
desire for more satisfactions of some sort is the source of individual motivation. 

3.5 Some Important Motives and Their Indicators  

Table below, presents a lest of important motives relevant to employees 
behavior the motive indicators.  
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ii. Affiliaiton   A concern for   Persons dominated by this motive 
want 

 
establishing affect 

to  have close relationship with 

 

   
people and  
   

tionate relations  

establish emotional relationship with 
    

with others   

others. 
 
iii. Power   A desire to gain  People seek opportunities for  

leadership 
   

control over others  
and enjoy seek opportunities to 
others. 

or to them be
superior 

   
iv. Extension

    
t o A desire to be   

 
People with this  motive are good    

   
helpful to other  

  

social      workers . 
They people are argumentative, talk 

show their strength.   
loudly and   other, at time even  want to 
 
physically  want to show their strength.  

v.   Dependence Need to consult  These people always look for 
directions from    others before   others, 
cannot make any independent decisions,  

 taking any decision  tack initiative.  

3.6 B. Flippo Edwwin in Principles of Personnel Management, has quoted the 
following from some survery studies with regards to employees wants: 

(i) Pay: Although pay cannot alone motivate the whole person yet it helps 
in satisfying physiological and enoistic needs. 

(ii) Security of Job: Because of current threats from technological 
changes, this want is high on the list of priorities tor many employees 
in an organization. 

(iii) Congenial Association: Management can aid the process of 
acceptance of an employee by carefully planned and dexecuted 
induction progremmes, provision of means to socialize work, 
vmenotary rewars for suggestions and public recongnition through 
awards

Mtive  Meaning   Behavior Indicators of Motives  
i. Achievement  A concern for   Person dominated by this motives is  
    excellence  generally active, works hard, takes  
       challenging tasks, derives pleasure 
       from doing difficult things and looks 
       for quality. 



(vi) Comfortable, Safe and Attractive Working Conditions: The want 
for good working condition issues from the security need. Specific 
attributes ssuch as desks and rugs, constitute symbols of status 
devoting a hierchty of importane. May managements find it difficult to 
allocate such status symbols.  

(vii) Competend and Fair Leadership : Good leadershbip helps to assure 
that eh organization and  its job will continue to exitst. It is very 
frustrating to be subjected personally to a command from an individual 
who is deemed unworthy and incompetent. Orders from persons who 
are generally respected do not as much damage to the ego, despite our 
cultural traditions of equality. 

(viii) Reasonable Orders and Direction: The order is the official 
communication of organization requirements. In general, it should be 
related to the requirements of the situations, capable of being executed, 
complete but not unnecessarily detailed, clear and consise and given in 
a manaer that stimulatred acceptance. 

(ix) A Socially Relevant Organization: The Trend toward greater social 
expectation of private organization has impact upon an organization 
has impact upon an organization’s employees’  expectations. This 
responsibility upon the organization’s management. 

3.7 Incentives for Motivation 
While it may be too ambition for a manager to aim at creating conditionas 

that help people reach self-actualization level’ , he will do well in creating 
conditions that help people awayfrom fruistating experiences and that keep ythem 
condstatly to put froth their best. He can do the following: 
(i) Work Motivation and Job  Satisfaction  

These are two dimesions that influence the productivity or work 
effectiveness of any employee. Researches have shown that adequate salary, good 
working conditions, job secirty, physical facilities, conducive policies, 
supervision etc, contribute to job satisfaction. However, presence of these 
conditions does not ensure a motivation to work. Recognition of work done, 
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(iv) A Meaningful Job: This is very difficult want to supply, particularly 

in large organization having mechanaically placed assembly lines. But 
some researches have indicated the possibility of integrating the need 
of employees for significant work and the need of the organization for 
productive and coordinated activity. 

(v) Opportunity to Advance: Not all employees may want to advance. 
However, most of the employees like to know that the opportunity is 
there, they should avail it. 



(iii) create Climate of Interdependent and Independent Working Rather 
Than Dependency  
Some managers are so cerative in their working pattersns that every 

employees looks up to them for advice and sonstant guidance. In some cases, 
managers   may not be allowing their employees to do anything own. In such a 
climate, the employees do only those things are asked to do by their boss and will 
do any thing on their own initiative.  

(iv) Problem Solving Approach Ratehr Than Acoidence  
Approach oriented managers do well because their staff member also 
develop this style of facing problems. Managers should attempt to 
cncouage their staff toe be problemsolving rather than avoiders. A 
manager who cannot take responsibility by himself also cannot let this 
subordinates taek responsibility. Unfortunately no work gets done unless 
people feel and take responsibility to do it. 

(v) Personal Example  
Staff members are constantly looking at their boss for guieacne and 
examples. By setting a good example, he provide good models for 
initiation. If he is authoritarian and non-trusting, his next level staff also 
may attempt to be like that, ultimately creating a climate of suspicion. 
Therefore, he should set an exaple hy his own tasks. 

(vi) Motivation Trugh Guidenace and Counselling 
A good is a conusellor of his staff. He interacts with different categories of 
employees who have different need patterns. He ahs to be very sensitive ot 
them and to their needs.  
The secret of creating and maintaining the kingd of organization climate 
conducive to motivaotin lies in three simple but extremely important steps: 

(a) Relaxing top to bottom pressure. 
(b) Providing more opportunities for unrestrained organization 

performance . 
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status, opportunity for promotion, nature of work, responsibility etc, have been
found to play an important role in creating a motivation to work on the part of the
employees.  

work in extremely frustrating condtions but make their staff feel happy and 
homely. 

(ii) Create Conditions to Meet the Basic Needs of Employees  
Provision of the basic necessities would help in a great way to save

energies of employees which can be used for better purposes. If the management
cannot help in these matters, at least, he can be ssympathtic to the employees and
do the llittle he can in his capacity. There are several examples of managers, who



mem ers an  t at s a un amenta  uty o  t e mangers.  b
        

d h i f d l d f h

4.         HUMAN RELATIONS 
4.1 Definition of Human Relation 

The term “Human Relations” applies broadly to the interaction of people 
in all types of endeavoursin business, government, social clubs, schools and 

(c) Resorting to principles of participative management to the 
maximum possible degree.  

All these contribute to the maintenance of the moral of the organization 

homes. Much of this interaction is in organizations where people wourk together 
in some sort of formal structure ot achieve an objectivbe. The human interactos 
that  develop to recognize that both organizational behavoior and human relations 
cover the same subkecti and having the same general goasl fo I 
mprovedbehavious. The definition of these twoterms is an under: 
(i) Organization Behaviour: It is an academic discipline concerned with 

understanding and  describing human behavioru an organization 
environment.  

(ii) Human Relations: It goes one step further and applies behavior 
knowledge in operating organization to build cooperation towards 
organizational ends. It is action oriented and goal directed. From the vie 
point of a manager: Human Relation is the integration of people into a 
work situation that motivates them tot work together productively, 
cooperatively and with economic, psychological social satisfactios.  

 
A key activity in human relation is motivating persons. A manager is not 
restricting or pusing or driving tehm; rather, he is helping to release and 
guide inner drives which they already have. People are soures of greatness 
in any organization. In the world of work all resoures, expect than their 
input. Man alone can produce, through motivatd creativity, an output 
greater than sum of his inputs. 
 
Both a person and an organization seek results effectively, that is, with 

minimum inputs in relation to output. For an organization, this is the idea of 
productivity of minimum cost for each unit of output. Hman relations seek tto pay 
for itself ecomomically and psychologically by reducing costly costly forms of 
behaviour and increasing desicrable forms of actions. In modern terms, it 
behaviour pullulatns in the environment and improves the quality of life. 

4.2 Inprtance of Human Relations 
When the human relation mobement began in management about five 

decades ago, it defined an organization a a social system, a of cliques, grapebines, 
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informal status system, rituals and a mixure of logical and illogical behavior 
emphasized the need to improve the relationships among organizational members, 
through an understanding of the human nature,the individual social and 
psychological needs, and the role of informal relationship. Its main doctrine is that 
people work better if theriy eated as human beings.  

 
Since environmental onditions are always changing, a sensible executive 

must adjust accordingly. If he hasto surive as efficient manager, eh must change, 
the environment tot suit the conditions or change himself to affect reasonable 

adjustment. The required knowledge of human nature will help him a fot in this 
task. This conducive situation will produce desirable results for the enterprise as a 
whole.  
4.3 Human Relations in an Educational  Organization  

Education is characterized by the intellectual capacity or the persons 
constituting the categories of teachers, learners and administrator. Their ability to 
be effective collaborators ofa team is greater than in many other lorge enterprises.  

Education tnterprises and industial agencies are in many respects 
similar. After the human relation movement , education enterprises are showing 
eagerness to establish a balance between. 
(i) The organization and its members. 
(ii) Organizational objective and individuals goals.  
(iii) Output and the people.  

A people organization, wich is aware of the interests of the people 
concerned as well as the need to maintain the highest possible output is the ideal 
towards which most  
Educational administrators would wish to progress. This is evident in the type of 
motivational forces which are being recognized and used. The older notions of 
reward an punishment are being replaced y a system of motivation, which accepts 
the diversity of human needs, particularly in relation to social, enoistic and self 
actualization needs. L et us see how we can develop good human relationships. 
 
4.4 Principles of Human Relations 
(i) Gaining Knoledge of the Self 

To know one’s self is now self is one of the most difficult things to do in 
life. Even though difficult, it is nonetheless essential for good human 
relationship. 
K nowing oneself implies proper assessment of one’s own shortcoming, 
strong points, emotional conflicts, frustration, adnif possible, one’s 
subconscious workings of the mind or to have a deep look at one’s 
personality objectively. 
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is much less aggressive because of his conscious control of himself. It is 
the blind person who is all the time blaming others and creating ill will all 
around. He can never be an effective administrator. He can’s create a 
sense of loyalth and motivation in others.  

(iv) Counseling  
Counselling is a specialized teachnique. Since the situations are changing 
fast, and the training given to an executive, to run a particular organization 
today may not be helpful tomorrow, it is desirable for them to acquaint 
themselves with the fundamental principles of counseling. 

(v)  Knowing Other’s Values 
One of the most important qualities of a leader for motivating his 
colleagues and subordinates is the he mustknow their goals in life,  their 
standards values and cultural background, their image of themselves, their 
expectations from others, their frustrations, their hopes and fears. He 
should also know the political and occupational groups to which they 
belong .  

(vi) Participation in Planning  
Participation of the colleges and followers in the implementation of certain 
progrmmes is necessary in the organization. What is important to note is 
that the following should not be made to feel that they are being ignored.  

(vii) Kindness 
K indness is a principle which may not be accepted and practiced by an 
authoritarian personality but researches reveal that kindness, there it is 
really neede, always leads to happy results; some time just a par on the 
shoulder saves the individual from many pirfalls in life. Punishemtn, 
wrongly awarded, may lose the individual for ever.  

(viii) Optimum Communication 
One of the reasone for indisciplne of absenceof good human relationship 
seems to be that the real line of communication between the seniors and 
the juniors is broken with the result that they fail to understand one 
another. Consequently, it leads to suspicion, misunderstandings and 
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(ii) Seeing Oneself Through the Eyes of Others  
it is extremely helpful to have a look at one’s self though the eyes of the 
others. We are not only blind to out own image within ourselves but also 
blind to our images in other people’s minds. Therefore, knowing one’s 
knowing one’s ownself can be immensely helped by knowing what others, 
say about ourselves.  

(iii) Self-Realization  
A really satisfied and self secured person is seldom aggressive on petty in 
life. A person who knows that the causeof aggression comes from within 



energy and help the organization in making their policies successful in 
modifying them, through a process of evaluation. 

4.5 Personality Factor in Human Relations  
Sometimes people wonder why some managers and executives succed to 

remarkably well, while others, almost equally qualified in terms of professional 
training  and intellectual eapacity, fail  in similar circumstances. The answer, 
pershps, may be attributed to the type of personality they possess. Personality is 
one of  the most important factors in managers, leaders and commanders nn 
creating a facourable and unfacourale atmosphere of human relationships in any 
organization. Personality factor in factor in human relations is discussed nuder the 
following five headings: 
(i) The Authoritarian Personality 
 An authritain personality is own which demands unquestioning obedience 
and submission. It is rigid and intolerant of the shortcomings of others. Such an 
executive is uusually strict in getting work out of his subordinates  and becomes 
extremely autocrate. He make all dicision s himself and keeps interpersonal 
relationship with an authoritarian atmosphere in the organizational and the in the 
very process of maintaining decipline, sow the seeds of misunderstandings and 
consequently tension and ndiscipline.
(ii) The Frustration

   
, Aggressive Type 

 There are some individuals who are all the time grmbling or cribbing 
irrespective of the objective situation in which whey areplaced without realzing 
that he source of their truble lien within. They are all athe time critical of 
individuals, situations around, and always out with a number of grieveces and 
demands. Even if you meet their demands they will neverfeel satisfied. Such 
individuals become a problem for their subordinates. 
 
(iii) Chronic Oritic Alarmist Type  

An  offshoot of the above type  a person who is all the time critgicizing, 

 

grumbling only the netative aspsects of the things  around,. Unconsciously ,
such people spread alarming news about such happenings and have a khack 
of nisinterpreting thing to their way of thinking which always conveges to 
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f i Th l i l i i ibbirustrat ons. ese may resu t n comp a nts gre veneces , cr ng 
ultimately disobedience, indiscipline and the times asitations and even 
revole. Undoubtedly, proper communication is highly distrable for good 
human relationship and for good administration of an organization. 

(x) Evaluation 
Times are gone for the administer to rely on his rational considerations 
alone or mere impression gathered unreliable sureliable sources. Social 
sciences can provide scientific methodsto avoied wate of time, meney and 



of teir own importance and show scanty regard to the lawful authority. If 
the boss happens to be human,  he will be criticized for not being a good 
administrator, if he is firm, he will be critieized as cruel. 

(v) Mixed Type  
A case can be mentioned of peculiar combination of anti-authority and 
authoritarian types. Such a person is aggressively possessive, tyrant for the 
subordinates and a problem for the seniors. He may by extremely efficient, 
well read and intelligent. Neither his education nor efficiency of 
intelligence is of any avail in view of his personality fastor. Self-relazation 
can help the situation. 
Limitations of Human Relation  

 Athough the study or human relations approach helps in identifying some 
general and broad types of rules and considerations which help us in 
establishing a reappot with other employees of the organization, but it the 
has certain limitations. Ghulam Jilani conceives these limitations as 
follow: 
(a) Vastness of Human Nature: 

Each ind ividual and each situations is unique. Therefore, a 
knowledge of general principles of psychology cannot be blindly 
applied to every situation equally well. Man is a dynamic, 
purposive being with ever changing moods and emotions, desires 
and aspirations, frustrations and aggressions. Every adminisrtor, 
therefore, will have to use his insight, experience, and diseretion in 
delaing with other human beings , instead of handling them 
mechanically of the basis of principles alsone. 

(b) Personal Prejudieces  
During the course fo life, every individual acquires certain 
attituees, motibes, and froms of behavior which make him rigid in 
his relationship with others. Awarencess of this trait does help a 
person to become less gigid and to meet situations of life better. 
Tyot what extent one is capable of adjusting the himself and differs 
from individual and situation to situations. 

4.6
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ultimate destructions. Such are the people who are called alarmists or 
disruptionsts not with any bad intentiosn but by the compulsions of their 
personality set-up .these people them guidance and counseling you amy be 
able to change them. 

(iv) Anti-Authority Type  
These people stander the superiors for their shortcomings, real or 
imaginary. The subordinates contempotou ously look down upon their 
supervisors asw inefficient or incompletent. They develop an inflated view 
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The anixity on the party of some superiors to make peoplw work 
hard to get the maximum without being sincere, defeats all efferts 
of motivation. 

(e) Perfect Human Relationship :An Ideal  
A leader shuld not strain himself to achieve such an ideal. It is not 
only inpossible but also inhuman to extract such a machine like 
behever from others.   
We can conclude from all this diseussion that a  good mangers 
trust workers and gives them freedom to plan their own mechanism 
of doings. Praising before other woerkesrs, gibing increased 
responsibility, writing letters of commendations, and praising 
before the higher authorities are some of the mechanisms that can 
be used for good human relationships. Such a recognitions and 
public acknowledgement hlps woukers to value work, derive a 
sense of satisfaction and feellign of inprotance, which go long way 
in motivation them for better work. 

1. What do you ndershtand by communciaiton and tis signigicance in 
an organization? 

2. E numerate the different chanels of communication. How do t hese 
affect the working of an organization.  

3. W hat are the mojror probmes in communication? Suggest some 
remeduies with reference to ducational management. 

4. What is motivation? Discuss its significance ot enchace the 
efficiency fo an organization. 

5. Discuss the different techniques, a manager can adopt know abut 
the behavior his employees. 

6. A nlyse thtidfferent determinates iof employees behavior. 
7. W hat different incentives you amy use as a manager to enhance the 

O utput of your organization? 
8. D iscus the limiations of human relations in an organization. How 

would you promote them among the personnel in your 
organization? 

5.         SELF-ASSESSEMTN QUESTIONS 

(c) Rigistance to Change 
When we learn more about how tot mitivate othes, it usually calls 
for some chage in us. Unlike a physician or a scientist, here the 
senior himself is involved emotionally in the isutation which 
makes his task all the more difficult.  

(d) Expercting Too Mush From Others  
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OBJECTIVES 

After going through this unit, you are expected to be able to:

1.           Describe  the need, objectives and components of evaluation of personnel.
2.           Identify and appreciate various dimensions of personnel evaluation for
              development.
3.           Explain the key-performance areas for evaluation.
4.           Analyses the concepts of effectiveness and efficiency of working personnel.
5.           Describe the role, trends and training requirements of people assigned the job
              of evaluation.
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Purpose of appraisal
is to fill the gap.

Desired

performance

Actual 

performance

INTRODUCTION

               Evaluation is part  and parcel of our daily life –  the life in which we 
remain engaged  for the whole day. We evaluate not only our own progress but also
our colleagues and subordinates with reference to some established “appraisal”.
Although borrowed from business. In educational administration this process has
been termed as “evaluation”.

               This unit discusses the need, objectives and the process of evaluation in detail.

               Assessing the performance of working personnel in an organization is a
formalized and purposeful activity. The very existence of purpose and specific
objectives of an organization demand appropriate appraisal. Plans and procedures
are adopted to achieve the goals of education. Appraisal concerns with the effects
of the plans and procedures in relation to the attainment of organizational goals
and thus acts as a balance between means and ends.An appraisal must be done
from two aspects: 3:7-8).

(i)            Effectiveness of operation of the organization itself.
(ii)           Contribution of the activities to the larger goals / aims of education.
                Performance appraisal system may be conceptualized from the following
                diagram:

1.            APPRAISAL - A PURPOSEFUL ACTIVITY

1.1          Assessment of the Performance

In case of personnel functions evaluation should be done in terms of the following:
(i)            Extent of contribution of personnel to improve the educational activity.
(ii)           Ability of the field of educational to attract needed personnel.
(iii)          Quality of work done by educational personnel.
(iv)          Attractiveness  of  compensation structure.
(v)           Proper functioning of selection process.
(vi)          Opportunities for staff growth.
(vii)         Usefulness of management programmes.
(viii)        Satisfactory working conditions, benefits, opportunities, and security of 
                service. 
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                  Only a categorical evaluation of the performance of personnel is a
potential tool for development of human .resources as well as for self-renewal of
educational organizations (9:12-24). At present, in most countries performance
appraisal is made confidentially, without the appraisee knowing how he has
counties performance appraisal reports (often known as CRs  or confidential reports)
are generally used to control the behavior of employees. Since the ese confidential
reports are consulted at the time of promotion decisions decisions  or for decisions
on employees request for changes in the job or place, employees want to please their
supervisory officers and, therefore, undertake activities that are likely to please them.
This affects their own initiative and has the danger of reducing their creativity. In
some cases, where the employees are not conformistic to their supervisors  desires,
there is no way left for the employee to know how his performance has been assessed
and most often such employees feel that they have been given a poor  atmosphere.
Thus traditional form of performance appraisal does no good either to the individual
or to the organization.

.             Presently the personnel evaluation system  is undergoing changes. Many
education managers know the limitations of the traditional performance appraisal
system. They are also aware of the potential, a good appraisal system can offer 
develop the employees.

.             Evaluation of the performance can be an effective  instrument for helping
people grow and develop in their roles. It can be used as a mechanism of continuing
education and learning form one another. Through a well organized appraisal system,
every employee can create

1.2.         Categorical Evaluation

learning spaces for himself  in the system in which he works. Recent researches 
have shown that development-oriented performance appraisal and review system,
when effectively practiced, substantially contributes to the health of the institutions
and facilitates multiplication of human capabilities. 

(i)           To  help the employee recognize his own strengths and weaknesses, over
               come his weaknesses, and improve further over his strengths.
(ii)          To generate adequate feed back and guidance from the supervising officers
               to the appraisees.

A good performance appraisal system should have the following objectives:

1.3.         Objectives of Appraisal 
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(iii)         Contribute to the growth and development of the oppraisee by helping
               him in realistic goat setting. 
(iv)         To help in establishing a system of rewards comprising salary increment,
               appreciations, additional responsibilities, promotions etc.
(v)          To promote a desirable culture and traditions in the organization
               to help in identifying motivated people for the purpose of further trainin
               and developing them for new roles.
(v)          to generate significant, relevant, free and valid information about
                employees and their capabilities.

                  A good appraisal system should primarily focus on employee’s
development through training. At the same time, it should provide a significant
input for salary and reward management. It the appraisal system has to  realize
these objectives, it should be designed accordingly. In recent years, “open systems
or appraisal” are proving to be effective instruments in achieving the above
objectives. These open appraisals are based on the principles of development
evolved in the field of psychology of learning. These principals and other
assumptions on which the development-oriented appraisals are based are as follows:

(i)         Employees, irrespective of their age, position, experience, nature of the
               job etc. can continuously grow and develop behaviorally,  professionally
               and technically.
(ii)         Development of people and multiplication of human resources is in the
               interest of the organization as well as the persons working in the
               organization.
(iii)          Organizations can plan to provide opportunities and conditions for the
               development and multiplication of their human resources, which in return
               contribute to the organizational growth, development and effectiveness. 
(iv)         Performance appraisal, appraisal feedback and review, counselling training,
                job enrichment, job rotation, potential appraisal, potential training are some
                useful ways to promote employees development and organizational
                effectiveness. 
(v)           A carefully administered system of appraisal, which is primarily oriented
                to employee’s development, besides providing inputs for salary and reward,
                can be instrumental in creating a healthy climate and higher employee’s
                motivation.
(vi)          Every supervising officer has the responsibility of  creating conditions for
                development of his subordinate, as every employee has the responsibility
                to grow and develop himself.

2.         APPRAISAL FOR DEVELOPMENT
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4.         ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES, AND KEY PERFORMANCE AREAS (KPAs).

                  Performance appraisal should not take place in isolation. Performance
has to be appraised against certain function and objectives about which both the
appraisee and his appraiser  agree and are clear. A good way of starting this may be:
every employee sitting together with his supervising officer years in advance and
identifying the areas of his performance which are considered to be very important
for his role. A headmaster and his supervisor may meet and decide that for the next
one year, improving the image of the school, ‘increasing enrolement of students’
‘helping teachers to evolve community need based exercises for teaching in the
classroom’ and instituting a system of monitoring student performance’ as key

(a)          The individual is interested in his own development,
(b)         The individual is clear about the direction in which he should develop,
(c)          He is willing to receive feedback on his strengths and weaknesses,
(d)          He makes efforts to develop himself, and
(e)          He review his progress periodically with the help of another person in the
              organization.

(i)           Clarity of roles and responsibilities.d
(ii)          Periodic goal setting or work planning.
(iii)         Annual or periodic assessment or performance in terms of such goals or
               plans.
(iv)         Analysis of the achievement of these goals or implementation of the plans
               and identifying the factors that facilitated and inhibited the achievement
               of goals.
(v)          Development of action plans for overcoming inhibiting and strengthening
               facilitating factors.
(vi)         Periodic review of behavior which contribute to effectiveness in the role
               and working out action plans for developing such behaviour.
(vii)        Identification of developmental needs and preparing plans for development
               through training and related activities.
(viii)      Implementation and review of the development plans.

                  In order to meet the objectives spelt our earlier, the following components
could form a part of the performance appraisal system:

3.         COMPONENTS OF DEVELOPMENT-ORIENTED
              EVALUATION

(vii)         Employee’s development can be ensured if:
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               After identifying such key function areas, it is necessary for both of them
to have an understanding about the level of performance expected, nature of
performance expected, quality of performance expected, time in which the tasks
are expected to be completed etc. This is possible only through an intensive
dialogue between the appraisee and his supervising officer. Unless such expectations
are shared, the final appraisal may be more of a reflection fo the supervisory officers
biases rather than a reflection of appraisee’s actual performance on the job.

               Discussion on key performance areas increases the communication between
the supervising officer and the appraisee, clarify the toles and responsibilities and set
ground for the employee to measure his own accomplishments.

               A good performance appraisal system should also have a set of dimensions
that are critical for effectiveness in as given set of roles. For example, these
dimensions for teachers may consist of the following; knowledge in the subject area,
drive, teaching competence, innovativeness in the class, attitude towards students,
planning sessions, acquaintance with new developments in the subject, initiative
taking, honesty, organizing capability etc. These dimensions should be such that
these are, desirable for performing effectively the role he is occupying and are
universally applicable in the organizations for that role. These qualities can be
identified through a review of researches available on each role. 

               Rating  is necessary in any appraisal system to generate data. Such ratings
also form a basis for discussions and exchange of expectations. Some experts
propagate the idea of using the eategory system for assessment. Categories like: out
standing performance, good= performance, average performance, satisfactory
performance, below average etc, are usee Some others use a five point or ten point
scaling systems. Both these systems have advantages as well as disadvantages.
Whatever the system is used the range of assessment (rating scale or categories)
should not make the appraisee  and the appraiser over-comcerned with the numbers

5.         COMMON DIMENSION THAT ARE CRITICAL
        FOR EFFECTIVENESS IN ANY GIVEN ROEL

6.    REVIEW OF PERFORMANCE BY KEY PERFORMANCE
            AREAS AND COMMON DIMENSIONS ON A RATING SCALE 

performance areas for the headmaster. Similarly, a headmaster may sit with one of
his teacher s and identify key performance areas like, involving the students in more
social welfare activities, ‘undertaking a community need-oriented project, ‘conducting 
adult education centers, developing  a package of instructional material on population
education, etc, as key performance areas for that year.
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                  The extent to which people will put efforts to perform their jobs well
depends upon the extent to which people  are cared for and the extent to which
they are helped in solving their problems. Such a thing is possible only when the
higher level officers take time off from their work to listen to the problems of their
employees, understand their difficulties and guide them. Performance appraisal
should provide one such opportunity where an employee and his supervising officer
could sit togther and share with each other the problems, difficulties, perceptions,
views, etc. Therefore, a good performance appraisal system should aim at facilitating
the communication between two, and developing empathy, mutuality and
 appreciation for one another’s problems. Such discussion should not be threatening.
Occasionally, it may take the form of performance counselling. Some points to be
kept in mind n performance counselling are discussed in some detail at the end of
this chapter.  In performance counselling are discussed in some detail at the end of
this chapter. 

8.         A FORMAL PERFORMANCE  REVIEW AND DISCUSSION
            BETWEEN THE EMPLOYEE AND HIS OFFICER

                  A  good performance appraisal system should focus upon identifying the
factors that help or hinder good performance. These may be called as facilitating
and inhibiting factors. These factors ma be withing or out side the control of the
appraise. The performance appraisal system should give scope for the  appraisee to
identify all these factors. The appraiser’s role may be to help him identify these
factors more and more, understand their (the appraisees’ and the appraiser’s
 respective roles in strengthening facilitating factors and weakening the inhibiting
factors and work out action plans for the same. In this process, the appraiser helps
the appraisee through an understanding of his difficulties and through realistic goal

setting and commitment of support to the appraisee.  

7.       ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE BY IDENTIFYING
            FACILITATING  AND INHIBITING FACTORS IN
            PERFORMANCES 

on categories. Such an over-concern van be reduced by limiting the range to five or
three point scales or five or three category systems. However, what is important in
any appraisal system is not the numbers but the process by which an officer arrives
at the number and a communication of this process to the appraisee. This, the
assessment categories or the rating seale is a means for more communication and
needs not be asn end in itself. This communication is an educative process as it is
this communication which helps the appraised to  recognize his ow n strengths and
identify areas for improvement.
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9.         DEVELOPMENT NEEDS  AND ACTON PLAN FOR FUTURE

10.       CONDITIONS FOR USE OF OPEN APPRAISAL SYSTEM

The system presented here can be effectively used if some of  the conditions stated
below are met.

(i)           The corporate management is committed to the development of human
               resources in the organization.

(ii)    They are prepared to make investment in terms of managerial time, a
       budget for training and some preparedness for job enrichment, through 
         rotation and with other programmes to make an organization a place for
               learning and making work more enjoyable and contributing to development.

                  Thus,  basic   to  this  system   is  identification   of  key  performance
areas,   goal  setting, behaviour  analysis communication and feedback. Effective
use of this system requires skills of goal setting and interpersonal skills. Research
and experience has demonstrated that these sills can be acquired easily by any one
interested in doing so. Most people manning the education organizations may
already have these skills to a great degree as they are professionally trained in
educational psychology.

                  Performance appraisal data are useful in identifying the training needs
of employee. Constant poor performance on certain dimensions can be identified,
and training and developmental activities aimed at developing the employees on
these dimensions can be planned. Developmental activities may take the form of
organizing internal training programmes, sponsoring for outside programmes,
delegating hither responsibilities, job rotation for acquiring new skills etc. These
should flow form performance analysis and identifications of factors facilitating or
 inhibiting performance.

(iii)    There is already a reasonably good degree or openness and trust in the
          organization, and management is interested in creating more openness and
             trust and building mutuality among employees. Openness in the willingness
               of people to share their concerns and perceptions without fear and hesitation.
        Trust is indicated by the general feelings that the  information given or
               feelings shared by one will not be misused. Mutuality is the general feelilngs
            that people at all levels can provide help and there is willingness to ask for
             and give such help. If these are not existing and if the organization is closed
               and bureaucratic, introduction of such system may create problems. 
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11.       AN EXAMPLE OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL 

                  The following  system of performance review followed in one technical
 school in country ‘X’ illustrates how performance appraisal can be used effectively.

                  The institute  prepares students for different vocations.  They have several
streams in engineering and technical subjects. There are about fifty faculty members
in this institute. It has a principal, and there are heads for different department. The
principal the overall supervisor of all the faculty. The faculty reports to the principal,
and the heads of the department coordinate educational activities. Since this is an
academic institute, the principal form the beginning attempted to establish a  peer-
culture in which all faculty members are treated as equals without any status
difference. According to the requirements of the state Department of Technical
Education, the principal is expected to fill in the confidential report forms of all the
faculty annually and send them to the Department of Technical Education. While
continuing to fulfil the requirements of the department, te principal instituted his own
system of performance appraisal with his faculty. He follows the following process:

(iv)         The organization believes in developing a climate of openness, mutuality
          and trust, an collaboration is sought to reorient or orient its employees
      through training and such other strategies to achieve these goals.

(v)          The organization believes that development of human resources will
               contribute to its effectiveness and productivity.

(i)           at the end of every academic year the principal has a discussion with every
               faculty member individually.

(ii)         The discussion aims at reviewing the performance, accomplishment etc.
         of the faculty member during the year that passed. Understanding his
         difficulties, he works our  mechanism to overcome these difficulties,
               identifies development needs, and sets action palns for the next year. 

(iii)         Considerable focus is put  on the preparation of  academic plans by each
             faculty  for the next year. Each faculty member is expected to write out
               the series of activities he would like to undertake during the next year, the
               courses he would be teaching, the administrative responsibilities he would
            be sharing, and the details of other activities he would like to undertake.
          He would discuss this with the principal and get his approval. Such an
           approved plan forms the basis for performance review discussions in the
              next year. The faculty member, however, has flexibility to change his plan
            in the evert of any unavoidable new requirements by the institution or in
               the event of availability of new learning opportunities,
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12.       EFFICIENCY OF THE PERSONNEL 

               People have different strengths. Every human being has some strengths.
These strengths are the resources for any organization. Effective management of
human resources involves recognition of these strengths and utilizing them for
achieving organizational gooals. Beside recognizing and utilizing human resources,
organizations  should also develop mechanisms to help people to increase their
resources through appropriate developmental strategics, if top level administrators
or institutional heads have to provide a climate for identifying, developing,
expanding and utilizing human capabilities, it is necessary to understand what
makes an employee effective as a person and what makes him effective in a role.
These issues are discussed below followed by some mechanisms for increasing
personal and role effectiveness. 

13.        CONCEPT OF EFFECTIVENESS

                  What makes a person effective? Although there are no definite answers to
 this question, research and experience indicate that some behaviourial dimensions

(iv)         During the discussions,  the principal also  provided   his feedback  to each
     the event of availability of new learning opportunities, instructor.
       Such  a feedback included, sharing hsi expectations on the level of
              performance by the  instructor, the strong points the principal had observe
               in the behaviors of the instructor and the areas where the instructor needs t
               improve.

(v)        During the  discussions sessions, he becomes aware of training needs  of 
           his skill. Availing the opportunities offered by local or outside agencies,
               he arranges training. As a result of this system, the principal reports that he
        has no problems of disciplien and that he has a group of very highly
                motivated and capable faculty. Some of the faculty, after having developed
                many new capabilities left the institute. However, the positive image of the
              institute helps in attracting a number of competent people as faculty to the
     institute. These is a considerable amount of closeness and family 
           atmosphere existing in this polytechnic. Instructors collaborate with each
              other very well. There is good team work and the institute is considered as
               one of the best in the province. 

              Appraisal  system of the kind described above can go a long way in
multiplying human resources by increasing their competencies and in ture
producing excellent students for the society. 
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(iv)         in   the process of  his performing various tasks, he  is  also continuously 
               growing  and acquiring newer capabilities.

                  Implied  in this process are: his sensitiveness to the environment,  hi
sensitiveness to the needs and capabilities of others who work with him, his ability
to plan and organize, his ability to forecast future requirements, and above all his
ability to create a climate where his subordinates are able to give their best and feel
happy about it.

(i)            An effective  person understand his roles and role requirements well.
(ii)           Through his interaction with various tasks and being sensitive to the
                outcomes of different actions take by him, he remains constantly aware
                of his strengths and weaknesses.

(iii)         Using this  self awareness  as well as his awareness of  the capabilities of
                others, he  so plans  his activities that his own strengths and the strengths
                of his subordinated are well utilized in the tasks he and his co-wourkers \
                perform.

help people to become effective as human beings  where ever they work. If a person
is able to recognize his own strengths and weaknesses, understands  the requirements
of his job well, is able to use his strengths and overcome weaknesses through
continuous learning on the job, we may call him an effective person. Implied in this
definition are the following:

              The  roots of efficacy (potential effectiveness) of  an  individual are in his
perceptions and beliefs about himself. These beliefs may be the result of an
individuals’ self-concept and his perception of his strengths. Efficacy can be
quantified on two aspects: (i) its strength or the extent to which it is dominant, and
(ii) its multi-facetness i.e. the number of dimensions on which sthe individual
carries efficacious feelings.   

              People who have high personal efficacy are more likely to be effective in
life than those whose personal efficacy is low. Every employee should have high
personal efficacy. The following dimensions have been found to characterize the
thought process and self-concept of people with high sense of efficacy.

                  Efficacy is  the potential and the predisposition an  individual has in
order to be effective. One of the important factors that contribute to human 
effectiveness is personal efficacy. Personal efficacy can be defined as the general
sense of adequacy in a person. It refers to the potential effectiveness present at the
covert inner level. It influences the individual’s general orientation and style of life,
by virtue of which his effectiveness in working for a goal is likely to increase. 

14.        PERSONAL EFFICACY 
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   People with ghigh sense of personal efficacy have clear goals
about their future and are directed by these goals. The goals may long-tern
or short-tron these are generally th life goals dealing with the activities or
work in which the person likes to be involve. These goals are constantly
guiding his behavior and at any time the person  is able to relate his activities
to these goals. Another important characteristic of a person with a high sense
of efficacy is that his goals are “action goals” rather than “essence goals”.
Action goals depict the person as involved in doing something when he
achieves his goals, whereas “essence goals” depict the person as being
something when he achieves the goal.  For example people who want to
involve themselves as workers in the process of work, direct the activities
of an educational institution, want to influence the educational policies, want
to compose music, design new products, act in films, write to influence
masses, or want to influence the socioeconomic environment of the country,
etc, are having action goals in contrast with people ho want to be directors,
principals ministers, musicians, film, actors, designers, journalist etc. The
latter are essence goals, indicating that the person likes the state of going
called director’, principal, minister, etc. rater than interested in doing
activities associated with rater than ”being “ or status terms.  these positions.
A person with high sense of efficacy rater than”being “ or status terms. 

15.         GOAL ORIENTED

A person , with high sense of  efficacy, seen  himself  as an  initiative takes o
 as a proactive person. Conformists see themselves as trying to live where they
are spending time doing things that others expect them to do and, therefore, are
not efficacious. They are not capable of using heir originality as they live for
coping with the expectations of other and satisfying others. A proactive person
does things on his own without having to be told by any one. Such initiative
taking behaviour leads to high level of activity and experimentation. This, in
turn, leads to learning new capabilities and enriching oneself. Proactive
behaviour is a reflection of high level of self- confidence, and drive. Such
quality is a great asset in managerial life. 

(i).         Intitiative Versus Conformity 

People with high sense  of efficacy are also aware of their internal strengths.
They tend to be guided by their strengths. They may also be aware of their
weaknesses but such an awareness helps them to look for opportunities for
self-improvement rather than getting paralyzed to act.

(ii)           Internal Resources
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              Whatever  role an  employee  performs  in  an organization, it is important
that he makes his role effective in the organization. People can make their roles
more or less prone to effectiveness by perceiving it in certain ways and acting in
ways that conform to their perceptions. Role efficacy is the potential effectiveness
of a person  in ths role. 

People  with high sense of efficacy see themselves as problem solvers
solvers rather than problem-avoiders. They have a positive orienting to
problems and approach problem’s situation with a sense of optimism.
They do not run away from problems.

              People who perceive their role in the organization in the following ways
 are likely  to be more effective in their roles than those who perceive it differently.

(i)           A perception that their  role is central in the organization, Characterized
       by a feeling that the functions they perform are important to the
               functioning of the organization.

(ii)       A perception that the role offers  one an opportunity to be creative
               characterized  by a felling that one has opportunity to innovate and try
               out may new ideas and do new things.

(iii)          Problem Solving Capability 

16.       ROLE EFFICACY 

(iii)        A perception that the role offers  he person enough  scope to take initiative
              and to  be proactive characterized by a felling that l.e has freedom to do
              what he wants to do and can initiate action at his own level without being
              pressurized to conform.

(iv)        A perception that  the role he is  performing offer him an opportunity to
              apply his capabilities with a feeling that he enjoys performing the role and
              there is  integration between the person and the roles.

(v)         A perception that the role he is performing is linked with the y roles in the
              organization and there are interdependencies in which his role also is an
               important link point.

(vi)        A perception that therole gives the role-occupant opportunities to learn new
              things, and that he grows with meaningful experiences. 
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(viii)      A perception that the role offers opportunities for him to continuously learn
              new things, acquire new capabilities and grow.

(ix)        A perception that the role he is performing can be used to serve superordinate
              goals like working for the needs of the larger society, welfare of human
              beings, for a good cause  etc.

(x)         A  perception that the role offers him an opportunity to influence others.

              Fostering a high sense of efficacy among employees is very desirable for
any organization. By fostering a sense of personal efficacy, the organization people
to increase their effectiveness as people. An organization that has effective people
as its employees in sure to achieve good results. By fostering role efficacy, the
organization enriches  various roles in it and thus may be poised for growth and
better results. The following are some mechanisms for helping people experience
and improve a high sense of personal and role efficacy.

17.       MANAGEMENT 

(vii)       A perception that the role  offers him an opportunity to  help other  or 
              contribute to the development of others, and get help when it is needed.

(i)          People should have some freedom and opportunity to define their own roles.
(ii)     People should be helped to set goals for themselves and for their work.
(iii)     Periodic individualized  feedback on performance helps each employee to
              feel his \importance and centrality in the organization.

18.       SELECTION, SUPERVISION AND EVALUATION

              Relationship among the functions fo selection, evaluation, supervision, and
in-service training have been considered by many writer. Selection is seen as a means

(iv)         Supervising officers should assist their subordinates through continuous
              feedback and guidance and review of their performance.
(v)          An open and non-threatening climate, which helps people to express them
              selves  and realize their capabilities through experimentation in work, is
              increasing efficacy.
(vi)        Positive   accomplishments   and  strength of people should continuously
              be rewarded.  Wherever these are  weak points the  supervising   officers
              should help the employee to overcome rather than abandoning ro giving
              the impression of abandoning such employ.
(vii)       Occasional discussions to enrich the roles of people and giving them new
              responsibilities  help  innensely  in  creating  a  sense  of  importance and
              increasing role efficacy. 
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to predict the behaviors of a person in a specific position and to determine what
type of initial  supervision is needed. Evaluation is a feedback mechanism to make
sure that selection ,supervision  and  in  - service training   programmes   are
operating   effectively. Supervision  and  in- service training together form a sub
system deigned to meet individual nneds. Since the supervisor mush konw
something about his personnel, the must get basic information form the other two
sub-systems: selection and evaluation. Because information about individual
teachers at the time of selection is limited in comparison to that which is available
after they have been evaluated in specific positions, the function of evaluation is
increasing in significance. System analysis procedures which examine the
interrelationship between evaluation and individualized supervision have contributed
to its importance. 

              Events related to accountability and “management by objectives” procedures
and   the substantive activities related to comprehensive analysis of the personnel
system have affected the development of personnel evaluation procedures. In
addition, research and non-reseravh based writings have identified other trends.
Specifically, they includes (i) clarification of purposes, (ii) sell evaluation activities,
(iii) analysis of process-product relationships, (iv) more complex record and
information systems, and (v) increasingly intricate models.

19.       TRENDS IN PERSONNEL EVALUATION

              Why  evaluation?  There is a strong  tendency  to establish a single or 
primary purpose for evaluating education personnel. This tendency may have
psychological as well as historical deprivations, but  most recent writings discuss
more that one goal. Multiple purposes are significant in two ways. First, more
information or information of a different type is required if one wishes to improve
individual performance and also to make personnel reassignment decisions (the
most drastic reassignment may be dismissal). The information is used to diagnose
instructional problems, prescribe supervisory or training methods that may solve
them, and predict circumstances most appropriate for the workers if the specific
situational problems cannot be eliminated. Second, embracing several objectives
implies a different set of evaluative procedures. For   example, the two purposes
mentioned above suggest new types of conferences, special data recording
technique and more formal and frequent communication that is necessary when
only one purpose is accepted. 

              All evaluative purposes should be identified,  discussed,  and agreed upon
by everyone involved. Further, these purposes should be clarified in writing so that
teachers and administrators do not misunderstand the bases for evaluation. The
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               Many authors refer to the importance of prior and  mutual goal-setting
(for example, meyer and Walker, 1961; and Meyer, Kay, and French, 1965, and
redfren , 1972) while adorn0 (1965) emphasizes that clear standards of performance
are needed in order to provide motivation towards specific goals. MeNeil (1967) in
dicates that judgements made after performance have little value except when they
are related to the next goal setting.

               A tremendous  number of studies  describe the behaviour and characteristics
ofclassroom teachers, and many relate this behavior to some type of outcome, but
very-little research deals with effective plaining or use of information obtained form
the classroom. Some reports indicate that feedback from students helps teachers to
see how their behavior might be changed, but very little has been done to train
students to be sophisticated observers and to provide complex data on teachers. 

               Procedures  need to be developed and tested to resolve issues  regarding 
sources   and forms of data collected, sampling procedures for observing teaches,
the nature of goal-setting and psot- observational conferences, how remedial

(i)    Planning for evaluation-analysis of a specific situation, establishment of
     purposes for evaluation, setting of specific goals and objectives, and
            deciding on means for measuring the processes used and th eventual outcome.
(ii)       Collecting information/ observation and monitoring of the activities planned.

           Many   people think   that  evaluation  occurs   when  a  judgement   is 
made  regarding    the value of person’s performance of the value of some product,
others focus merely on measuring classroom methods and assume that certain
values are important; still others perceive evaluation as the act of completing a form
which expresses a summary judgment regarding activities or outcomes during a
time period. However, a broader conception encompasses all these in multiple
phases which are sequential and cyclical, building on previous information and
activities. These phases are described in different ways in the literature but may be
considered to consist of the following steps”

20.       EXAMINING THE SYSTEM OF EVALUATION

reason for not ignoring certain goals even though they raise controversial issues
appear clear: Morale  cannot be high if staff members are fearful or hostile. Since
unknowns contribute to fear, evaluation programmes thaf have clear precise,
complete written statements of purpose are more likely to produce a sound base for
open communication and cooperative relationships than programmes designed
around ambiguous or unwritten purposes. 
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23.       BIBLIOGRAPHY 

decisions will be made, and who will assess that evaluation process. Each of
these problem areas suggests that the roles and responsibilities of various
people in the evaluation process need considerable clarification. The way these
roles and  responsibilities are established probably has much to do with
acceptance of  evaluation, and much research is needed to assist in determining
good procedures. 

              Both  evaluators and evaluatees require training in how to contribute
effectively  to the overall process. Many appraisal problems do not derive form the
system of the intended\ procedures, but from their implementation. Many evaluators
have adequate knowledge about evaluation, some have a reasonable attitude towards
the process, but very few have sufficient skills to plan with teachers, to collected ad
quate and reliable information, and to conduct appraisal interviews. Because public
school system often treat the training of evaluators rather casually, better palling
and decision-making are likely to occur when districts invest in= systematic training
procedures fro both evaluators and evaluatees.

1.            What is personnel evaluation? Review  is need, objectives and various
               components. 
2.            What are the key performance areas to be evaluated? Analyse their various
               aspects.
3.            Explain the concepts of efficiency, effectiveness and efficacy by giving
               examples from your own environment.
4.            Review prevalent trends in personnel evaluation.
5.            Why is training necessary for effective personnel appraisal?

21.       TRAINING OF EVALUATING PERSONNEL

22.       SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS 
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(Name of the Ministry/Division
Department /Office).

GOVERNMENT OF ___________________
Name of Service _____________

CONFIDENTIAL

         PERFORMANCE EVALUATION REPORT
FOR THE PORTOD     20   TO   20

PART I 

1.            Name (in block letters) .....................................................
2.            Data of Birth ....................... Data of entry in service .............................
3.            Grade with present pay ...............................................
4.            Potsherd during th period ............................................. 
5.            Knowledge of Languages  (please indicale proficiency in speaking (S). 

               reading (R) and Writing (W)
               ........................................................................
6.            Hobbies ..........................................................
7.            Training Received:
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9.            Job  Description (Set out broadly in order of importance the main duties
               performed.   Also mention any special work assigned during the period). 

10.          Period served:

(a)          in present post ...........................................

(b)          Uner reporting officer ............................................

11.          Date of last annual medical check up ................................

              The  rating   in Parts II, III and IV should be recorded by indicating the
appropriate box. The ratings denoted by alphabets is as follow.

‘AI’ Very Good. ‘A’ Good ‘B’  Average ‘C’ Below Average ‘D’ Poor.

              For uniform interpretation of qualities listed in these parts two extreme
shades are mentioned against each item. Please see para 7of instruction.

Name of courses attended from              To             and country.

Name of institution  
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7.            Overall Grading in Part II

PART III

ATTITUDES

1.            Knowledge of 
               Islam 

Norrow and
superficial 

Different;
intolerant 

Deeply
motivated;
enlightened. 

2.            Attitude towards
               Islamic Ideology 

PART II

PERSONAL QUALITIES 

A-I A B C D

1.            Intelligence Dull; slow Exceptionally
bright; excellent 
comprehension  

2.            Confidence
               and will-
               power

Exceptionally
confident and
resolute.

Uncertain;
hesitant 

3.            Emotional 
               stability   

Matured;
balanced 

Unstable;
immature

3.            Understanding
                & tolerance

Considerate &
cooperative 

Lacks ability to appreciate
others point of view. Unsy-
mpatetic

3.            Integrity
               (a) General
               (b) Intellectual 

Irreproachable
Honest & straight-
forward  

Unscrupulous
Devions; 
sycophant 
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11.          Perseverance
               and devotion
               to duty

Resolute; tarries
a task through
to the end.

Negligent and
disinterested 

4.            Acceptance
               of responsi-
               bility.

5.            Ability to
               produce com-
               structive
               ideas.

Always prepared
to take on responsi-
bility even in
difficult cases.

Reluctant to
take responsibility;
will avoid it when-
ever possible.

Full of ideas,
always comes up
with ingenuous
solution to problems,
fertile,  

Dull; has to be
told what to
think.

6.            Foresight  Anticipates problems
and plans ahead.

Handles problems
only aft they arise.

Timed and
different 

Bold and enter-
rising: dynaimc

7.            Initiative
& Drive 

8               Reliability
               Under pressure.

Imperturbable and 
exceptionally reliable
at all times 

Contused and easily
flustered even under 
normal pressures.

In case noe -Muslis the etries will ferer to their own religion.

9.            Judgement 

10.          Financial
               Responsibility 

Makes consistently
sound proposals, decisions 

Exercises due
care, discipline.

Lacks balance and
consistency; immature 

AI A B C D

Irresponsible 
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PART IV

1.            Power of
               expression
               (a) Written

(b) Oral 

PROFICIENCY IN JOB 

Always precise;
clear and wll
set out.

Clumsy & vague 

Ineffective Puts across
convincingly
concisely 

12.          Relations
               with (a) Superiors  

Cooperative;
well liked
and trusted.

Uncooperative;
does not inspire
confidence 

13.          Behavior
               with public

Courteous and 
helpful.

Haughty; unsympathetic
and ill behaved.

Courteous and
effective; inspires
confidence 

Brusque &
intolerant;
does not earn
respect.

(c) Subordinates 

14.          OVERALL GRADING IN PART III

 Works well in a team Difficult colleague (b) colleagues    

5.            Ability to 
               take decision.

2.            Knowledge
               of work

3.            Analytical
               ability

4.            Supervision
               & Guidance 

Very logical;
decisive. 

Indecisive;
vacillating 

Dose not know
enough about
the present job.

Has a thorough
grasp of the knowledge
relevant to his job.

Seldom sees
below the surface of a
problem 

Picks out he 
essentials without
wasting time on
irrelevant details 

Organizes & uses
staff and other
resources effectively. 

Lacks Control;
ineffective 
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6.            Work
               (a) Output 

(b) Quality 

PART V

(a)      Pen-Pictue: Please comment on any particularly strong or weak points
                without repeating earlier parts of the report. Also indicate the future posting
                considered most suitable for the officer.

7.            OVERALL GRADING IN PRAT IV

Always uptodate;
accumulates no arrears.

Always behind
schedule; very
slow disposal.

Always produces work of
exceptionally high quality

Generally produce
work of poor quality

(b)            Counselling: Was  the officer advised to improve vide instruction No.4
                during the period under report? If so, on what aspects and with what results?

(c)          Assessment of  performance: Please comment on how effective the officer
         has been  in performing the duties mentioned at S. No 9 in part I. Also
             comment on the officer’s contribution to the overall performance fo your
             office / organization, especially in the light of any numerical measure e.g.
         profitability. Project implementation, tex collection etc. In other easees,
     give your assessment of relative proportion of (i) routine eases
             (ii) complicated cases / situations (iii) policy eases. crisis  situations dealt
            with by the officer. Also indicate whether  further training is required for
                increasing his effectiveness, and if so, in which area.

PART VI

              Comparing him with other officers of the same level and  keeping in view
the overall grading in Parts II, III an IV, give your general assessment of the officer
by indicating the  appropriate box below: (a)  Overall Grading. By Reporting officer.
By counter signing officer. 

(i)          Equalled by very few Officers (Very Good)                    ----------------------
(ii)         Better than the majority  of officers (Good)                    ----------------------
(iii)       Equals the majority of officers (Average)                        ---------------------- 
(iv)        Meets bare minimum standards (Below Average)           ---------------------- 
(v)         Unsatisfactory (Poor)                                                       ---------------------- 
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Name  .............................................. .... Signature .................................. (Capital letters)
Designation ......................................................... Date .............................................
..................................................................................................................................................................

PART VII

              Please  report  on the aspect not touched upon by the  reporting  officer. If
you dis agree with the assessment of the Reporting Officer, please give reasons
therefor, You should also indicate how frequently you have seen work of the officer
reported upon. If the officer has been assessed fir for promotion would you be
prepared to accept him in the hither grade. If no, please give your reasons.

(A)          Remarks of the countersigning officer

(vi)        Fitness for promotion
(a)         Fit for accelerated Promotion
(b)         Fit for promotion in his turn.
(c)        Not yet fir for promotion.
(d)         Unlikely to progress further.

Name of the Reporting officer ........................ Signature.........................................
(Capital Letters)
Designation .................................. Date .........................................

PART VIII

1.            Adverse remarks, if any, communicated vide ...................................
               Date ----------------------------------------------
2.            Decision on representation if any------------------------------
               ----------------------------------------------------------------------
               ----------------------------------------------------------------------
               ----------------------------------------------------------------------
               ----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. (i)       ACR  is  the most important record for the assessment of an officer. At the
               same time the quality of ACR is a measure of the competence of the
               Reporting Officer and Countersigning Officer. It is, therefore, essential that
               utmost care is exercised by all Reporting and Countersigning Officers.
(ii)         The Reporting and Countersigning Officer should be:
               (a)         As objective as possible, and
               (b)         Clear and direct, not ambiguous or evasive in their remarks.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING UP THE ACR FORMS 
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(iii)         The overriding importance of Part IV should be clearly understood in the
               overall grading.
(iv)         Overrating should be eschewed by all Reporting. Countersigning Officers.
(v)          Vague impressions based in inadequate knowledge or isolated incidents
               should be avoided.
2.            The forms are to be filled in duplicate.   Part, I will be filled by the officer
               being reported upon and should be type written. Parts II to V will be filled
               by the Reporting Officer and Part Vii by the Countersigning Office.  Both
               should give their assessment of the officer reported upon in respective
               boxes in Par VI. The Ministry recorded in the report.

3.            Assessment  in the ACR should be confined to the work done by the
               officer reported upon during the period covered by the report.

4.            Reporting Officer  is expected to counsel the officer being reported upon
                about his weak points and advise him how to improve, adverse remarks
               should normally be recorded when the officer fails to improve despite
               counseling.

5.            The  ACR  form should  be filled in  a neat and tidy manner. Cuttings
               erasures should be avoided an must be inititialled, where made.

6.            The   ratings  in Part  II,  III,  IV &  VI  should  be  recorded by initialling  
               the appropriate box.

7.            For uniform   interpretation   of  qualities  etc. listed  in Part  II,  III, &  IV,
               the  two  extreme shades are mentioned against each item. For example an
         ‘exceptionally bright’ officer with ‘excellent  comprehension’ will  be
          rated Al in ‘intelligence’ (Box-1 of Part-II). A doll and slow officer will
            merit a ‘d’ rating, A, B, & C rating will denote shades between the above 
               between the above two extremes.two extremes.
8.            Theratings should be clear and given in one of the boxes provided between
               the above two extremes.two extremes.for the  purpose  in Parts II, III, IV &
               VI. Do not grade an officer between two  shades i.e. between ‘Very Good,
               and ‘Good’ and ‘Average’ i.e. ‘Average’ and ‘Below Average’.

9.        The Countersigning Officer should  weigh the remarks of the Reporting
            officer against his personal knowledge of the officer being reported upon,
      compare him with other officers of the same grade working under
         different Reporting Officers but under the same Countersigning Officer,
               and then give his overall assessment in Part VI and remarks in Par-VII (A)
              In certain categories of cases, remarks of a second Countersigning Officer
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10.          If the  Countersigning  Officer differs  with the grading or remarks given
               (in  parts  other than Part VI) by the Reporting Officer, be should score in
               out and give his own grading in red ink. In part VI, he is required to give
               his own assessment in addition to that of the Reporting Officer.

10.          The  Countersigning Officer should underline, in red ink, remarks  which
          in his opinion are adverse and should be communicated to the officer
               reported upon.

      may also be required to be recorded. The Establishment Division will
         identify such  eases form time to time and also designate an officer as the 
               Second Countersigning  Officer for each category. The Second Countersigning
               Officer will record his remarks in Part  VII (B)
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CONTROL IN THE MANAGEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL 
1.         INTRODUCTION

               The goal of planning is to predict and affect the future environment. 
Controlling is a companion activity that examines the past to see whether what
happened corresponds with what  was planned. Further, controlling involves taking
action on any deviation that are found between  actual and palled occurrences. In
this sense, control may be considered a remadial activity.

               It  should not be assumed that because control is remedial in nature it is 
any less important than planning. The actions and behaviors called for in a plan do
not automatically occur simply because the organization has coommitted itself.
Plans must be implemented, which is what most of this unit discusses about.
Implementation is begunby subdividing the plans to make them operation and
organizing people to carry them out. Together, these two step determine that
behavior is to take place, by whom, and to a large degree, how it is to be done. 

               Still, there is  no guarantee that action will take place or that,  if it does take 
place, it will adequately complete the plans. To this end, managers must be involved
actively in the work of the organization as well as at the more detached level of
planning and organizing. First, they are the decision-makers. They relate the plans to
internal and external pressures, as they arise. Second, they must communicate the
behaviours described in the plans to the employees. And tried, managers must inter
cede to start and maintain action trough the use of influence and leadership. The
final step necessary to complete the eycle is tha tof obtaining feedback about
what has occurred and taking corrective action as required. This is activity of control.
Control, as the fourth stage of the Management process, is the  process which ensures 
that all activities undertaken by an organization are guided toward the accomplishment
of the planned objective of target. The essence of this process is to determine whether
an activity is achieving the desired results or not. For this purpose, the manager has
to have a clear idea of what the “desired results” are.

              Let us get one point very clear. Control in  management does not mean
checking or  obstructing. If one were to look for an analogy for control form driving
a motor car, to waht will the function of conrol be compared? Think over it.

              According  to William F. Gleick, Control is the managerial skill that attempts
to ensure effective use of the enterprise’s resources and achievement of its objectives.  

i.             Brakes
ii.            Steering wheel
iii.           Combination of both
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Before you go ahead, please have a pause and withe down your own definition of

“control” and see as to how does it fit to our later discussion in the unit.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

              While president of Textron, Inc., William Miller once stated that  good
control means that “surprise losses of 525 million do not show up some Monday
morning”. Here we can see that a major purpose of management control is to
determine if programmes are carried out in such a way that objectives will be met
successfully.

               When    looking    at  the   need    for  control,  an interesting   point  to
consider  is  found  in “Murphy’s Law”, which states that one can be almost certain
everts will not go according to plan. This implies that environmental factors of ten
seem to conspire to produce problems which prevent performance form meeitn
establish standards, in spite of how well plans were originally deverloped. Since
managers can never be sure that standards will be met as planned, performance must
be checked and evaluated on a continuousbasis By giving continuous attention to
the controlling function, managers are betterable to guard against undesirable
surprises. To this  extent, controls can becomepreventive, rather than corrective in
nature. 

               Not only are control systems needed in all organizations, but they must
also cover all major activities related to an organization’s inputs, process, and
output. in  more specific terms, control is needed for reasons including:

Standardizing performances to increase efficiency.
Safeguarding organizational assets form theft, wastes, and misuse.
Standardizing quality to meet engineering and customer specifications.
Setting limit through  job descriptions and auditing system within which
delegated authority can be exercised.
Measuring on-the-job performance of all organization members.
Balancing top management plans and programmes through an integration of 
policies, procedures, master budgets, and other organizational techniques.
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2.         MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY AND THE SCOP OF
            CONTROL 

               The basic management philosophy underlying the control function refers
to its role in helping organizational members achieve desired results, Consequently,
the design, administration, and review of control systems must reflect this
philosophy if there are to be positive contributions toward goal achievement. At the
same time, one must recognize environmental factors, such as legislation, social
values, consumer groups, and competition that have an impact on the type of
controls exercised by managers. 

               In  most business and educational organizations, production, sales,
 personnel, research, transportation, and capital funds represent some of the most
 important areas to consider for control since each contributes to an attainment of
organization goals. By themselves, however, these areas are not directly
controllable. Instead, the basic elements of each area are controlled  that isi , quality,
quantity, time, and costs. Production and marketing goals, for example, can be stated
in terms of quality standards meeting various classifications of grade and size),
\quantitative budgets (producing and elling so many (units), time standards
(determining when various operations should be started and completed), and cost
standards  (staying within established cost boundaries). Finally, it is  important to
note that each of these elements must be subjected to measurement . Where
\appropriate measurement is not performed, corrective action cannot be take and
the result is needless waste and ineffectiveness. 

               The scop  of the control process can  be shown by dividing it into three
\separate time phases pre-control, concurrent, and post-control. In this way, some
controls are focused on certain activities  before they take place. other s focus on
activities as they are bering  performed, and still others look at activities after they
have occurred. 

               When controlling takes place prior to the performance of specific functions
or activities, it is called prec-control. In such cases, the intent is to prevent or  limit 
undesirable actions before   they occur. As an example, managers may keep
advertising programmers form from being started until the products are actually
available and sales people have the necessary product information, suggested prices,
and lists of potential customers. Thus, through the use of pert networks, time
schedules, and other pre-control techniques, various mistakes can be avoided.

i)         Pre-Control
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               Concurrent controls monitor activities or projects while they are being
carried out . In such cases, the control cycle is more apparent. Results are measured
and compared against standards. When necessary, corrective action is taken.
Employee performance and equipment operations are examples of activities that are
often monitored through concurrent controls.

               When checking employee performance, managers determine whether
subordinates are accomplishing objectives as planned. If undesirable results are 
seen, corrective action in the forms of guidance, suggestions, and advisement by the
manager is taken to bring performance back in line with standards. 

ii)        Concurrent Control

               In some organizational settings, subordinates have the authority and
responsibility to make their own adjustments. Operating a machine or piloting an
airplane, for example, often requires adjustments in performance or speed by the
operators before being told to do so by another person. Many people also apply
their own concurrent controls. Whit reference to equipment, automatic devices
can make self-adjustmetns to keep temperatures within prescribed limits.

               As with pre-controls,concurrent controls imply that managers do not have
to wait until the end of a designated tiem period before corrective action can be
taken. To correct deviations as they occur, however, depends on affective standards
and rapid feedback systems that keep managers informed on performance as related
to plans. In some control systems, feedback may beInstantaneous. 

               If evaluation and corrective action take place only after a function or
activity is completed, the time relationship is one of post-control. Generally, this is
and corrective action cannot improve past results. However, controlling after, the
fact, as expressed through financial statements and other types of reports, does
permit managers to look at undesirable factors and make adjustments for future
the least desirable type of control since performance has already been completed

iii)       Post-comtrol

               Airlines and road construction firms also seek to avoid errors and prevent
accidents through regularly scheduled maintenance. In these and many other
organizational situations, managers do not wait until things are out of control and
then take corrective action. Instead, steps are take toward per-ccontrol through a
consideration of objectives, policies, procedures, job descriptions, budgets, and the
organizational structure itself. As a result, less emphasis has to be placed on
corrective action since there are fewer deviations form actual plans.

operations.
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               Not only are control systems needed in all organizations, but they must
also cover all major activities related to an organization’s inputs, process, and
output. In  more specific terms, control is needed for reasons including:

               In most organizations, post-controls do not exist by themselves instead, we
usually find some combination of pre-controls, concurrent, and pos-comtrols
Students, for example, apply pre-contrlos when they develop good study habits.
Concurrent controls are  applied by  having  early testing programmes  that  indicate
acceptable progrss. If corrections in study habits do not improve performances,  post
-controls are used when a filing grade is received in one or more courses. 

               Managers  must identify the information they need and the report  forms
which will be most convenient. This is basic to the system’s success. Pertinent data
must be automatically routed to the computer and processed into informative
reports as a matter of course. These reports are then distributed to persons who
make control-relantd decisions members to management. This  arrangement
assumes that accurate data of the proper type is gathered and submitted tot the
computer without delay. Information  must  be current so that decisions remade
under the best possible conditions. A system that provide this king of efficiency is
infinitely easier to discuss than to implement. 

3.         THE ROLE OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
            SYSTEM IN CONTROL 

               Decisions are only as sound as the information  on which they  are bases
because of this,   contemporary managers in large organizations rely heavily on a
formal management information system (MIS). This system provides information
which helps them control their operations. A computer is the keystone of the MIS:
great masses of data cannot be processed rapidly without electronic assistance.

               One  way of achieving a clearer understanding of the control function is
to explain what we do not mean by control. The world-contorl bas b number of
meanings; some of them are part of our common language and some are part of a
technical languages.

4.         THE ESSENTIALS OF CONTROL 

                Some people think of control as coercion, force, or power: “Control of
the flood waters.........Man must control the environment......... Out pitcher has lost
control of his curve ball.”  These are example of control in the “power over things”
sense. The controlling function of management used in this unit does not have this
interpretation.
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               In the classroom illustration and thexamples of the control synonyms,
certain essentials of the controlling process are evident. In any control system, there
is some predetermined target, a means for measuring actual accomplishments, a
means for comparing actual performance with the tarhget, and a means of correcting
performance to meet the target. Because these four essentials exist in any control
system, and because they are used extensively in later portions of this section,
each will received further attention at this point.

               Another w ay to develop insight  into this concept is through an example
you  may have experienced. Suppose you have an objective or goal for a course in
school. This objective could ranger form just passing to gaining understanding and
\growth. Your plan for this goal will include study habits, preparing for class  and
assignments, and performing in exams, discussions, and other projects. Assume you
take the first exam (performance) and receive a grade of 63. Control comes into
these picture when you receive additional information about your grade. For
example, where does the 63 rank in regard to the rest of the calss? Does the instructor
grade on a curve, or does he use absolute standards (90-100-A)? Will the instructor
\value improvement of performance during the course, or will every test grade be
weighted the same? In other words, until you receive some control information, you
do not know how to guide any future behaviors of action: you do not know how to
guide yourself toward your target.

               Another interpretation is the notion of control as  any form of social
influence. In this sense, authority over others is control. Information groups thus
exercise control of work performance when they use their informal means of
rewards and punishments to hold back the productivity output of rate-busters.this
interpretation also differs from the one in this unit.

               Controlling is the activity that measures performance and guides actions
toward some predetermined target. At this point in our understanding, we want to
look at the simple questions of what controlling is and how gets done. How should
a manager  control the more difficult questions, come later in the unit. 

              The term control, as we use it , has many synonyms. Words like regulation,
checking,  and monitoring convey the meaning of control we are trying to develop
imagine an organization without control. You would find  chaos and confusion.
People would not know where they were or what they were doing, or how their
work fit into plans. As a consumer, you can probably cite case after case where
there seems to be an absence fo control.
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               This first element is the foundation upon which the entire process is built.
You must determine what the results should be, or what can be expected. In short,
planning must precede control. 

               This firs element of the control process demands a look into the future and
a prediction of a definite feasible target. This element may be in the form of a
scientifically established standard, such as the weight-bearing limits of a bridge. It 
may be borrowed from information about what others have bee able to accomplish
for  example, par for a golf hole. It often assumes that future performance instruction
is directly related to experiences in the past, as with profits for the last twelve months.
 It may be merely a target agreed on by the manager and his workers to be reasonable.

i)          Setting a Traget

               The second element in any control system is the measurement of actual
performance. This element usually requires the greatest amount of work, since it
involves keeping records of the results of one’s effort.

               It is obvious that this element must be considered at the beginning of 
operations one is to collect information about what a person is really getting done.
Let us consider some examples of such measurable units: in production, it may be
in physical units, such as number or units of output, or units per man-hour, or
pounds of scrap page per unit output. In financial  question, it is generally stated
an terms fo rupees revenue or cost or rations of cost to revenue. In marketing, the
target may be stated in terms of number of units sold, percentage of the total
market to be captured by the manager’s unit, or the number of visits to be made by
Salesmen.  

               The following are key considerations in selecting the unit for measuring
performance: 

a)            Targets and results must be stated int he same units. For example,  if the

target has been set in rupees, performance should be stated in rupees.

b)           The unit should encourage prompt reporting of actual performance. For

example, if physical volume of output is available on a daily basis, daily volume is

preferable to some other unit that is available only weekly.

ii)        Measuring Performances 

c)           Since all measurement is accurate only to some limited degree, the relative
accuracy in the unit is very important. Unnecessary  accuracy may be costly and of
little use; on the other hand, “fudged” figures will not help in interpreting the data
either.
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The third element of any control process in the comparison of actual performance
with the expected target. This step adds meaning to the data. Some variation in
performance can be expected in all activity. Therefore,   the manager must determine
what amount of variation is significant and worth attention. Fof this reason, the
technique for comparison should indicate clearly and quickly the size of the variation.
The simplest technique is to record the target and actual performance near each other
and, by visual inspection, determine which is larger. Here are two other simple
technique that make comparisons easier:  

iii)       Making Comparisons 

a)           Record current activity and the targets in a line chart.
b)           Develop rations of actual performance to the targets, such as” current
              expenses running over10 percent of the target.

iv)        Taking Corrective Action

               The fourth element of a control process  in the action phase of making
corrections. If the comparisons  indicates that performance is satisfactory, no action 
is needed. If, however, the comparison indicates a large variation, the manager uses
this information to signal corrective action.

               Two basic types of error face the manager when taking  corrective action.
If the control devices are n error, he may take action when none is required. For a
similar reason, he may also delay action too long. For example, the dashboard of
an automobile consists fo lights and dials for controlling temperature oil pressure,
and other characteristics of engine operations. Of the oil pressure warning light
goes on, the driver should stop the engine immediately to prevent engine damage.
However, if th e oil level indicated on the dipstick appears normal, the trouble may
be in  functioning of the control light or in the operation of the oil pump. Corrective
action may be needed either in the functioning of th engine of in the functioning of
the control light. In any case, the control light only provides warning of the
existence of a problem. It does not automatically provide the necessary corrective
action.
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               New pause for some moments and try to find out examples from the field
of education to further elaborate there essentials of control. List the same in the
 space provided below:

               Organizational control instruments fall into a three level hierarchy. The top
most ones, which are quite formal, concern the overall  organization. Less formal,
more specialized devices exist within each deportment. Finally each person develops
control tools which are often informal and casual. These are sued to control his or her
special. Job.

5.          DEVELOPING MANAGING CONTROL INSTRUMENTS

i)          The Value of Joint Development 

Control devices should  be developed jointly. The managers who will use or be
affected by them should participate in their creation. This results in sound planning,
justification, and coordination. For example, a division. 
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Manager who plans to buy a new quality control machine should involve the
manufacture manager, engineering manager, quliatycontrol supervisor, and possibly
one or more shift foreman in its selection. Similarly, if an educational manager
wants to develop certain control devices to enhance the output of personnel working
in an educational organization, he must also involve then in the process. Each can
inspect competing brads and give an opinion on their suitability. The group will be
aware of the final choice and understand why it was made. This helps each person
control device and accept it better.

ii)         Characteristics of Effective Control Devices

a)           It should be custom-built for the subject or are a in question.‘This correctly
implies, for example that no budgetary system, performance evaluation procedure,
or other control tool can be used in all organizations without change. Controls are
not like stretch socks; own version cannot fit all cases.  

The Control Hierarchy in a Large Organization

Examples of Control Devices 

Organizational/divisinoalbudgets, meetings, and  report:
financial statements and analyses; department managers’
performance evaluations; overall policies and procedures.

Departmental budgets, meetings, and reports; departmental
employees’s performance evaluations; departmental
policies and rues which are made by the  manager; personal
observation; Electro-mechanical controls on operating
equipment.

Self-evaluation of  actual vs. projected  job performance;
acknowledgment and departmental policies and rules;
personal policies and rules for discharging duties and
responsibilities; performance as judged by a supervisoz
on annual performance evaluation; personal observation;
conscience,   

Organization Level

Interdepartmental 

Interdepartmental 

Individual 

An ideal device needs several characteristics to be effective
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b)             The device should detect and report variations from standards as soon as
possible. This can be illustrated by an automatic shut off on a production machine
or a monthly report of unfavorable cost variances. 
c)             A control tool should also disclose potential problem before things reach
\crisis proportions. A weekly budget-review alarm all have this apability. Each lets
 managemetn take action before serious problems occur. Similarly, classroom tests
help in indemnifying  and diagnosing the academics problems of learners.   

f)            Further, a control method should be worth the time and trouble needed to
produce and use it. When a piece of equipment or a procedure costs more in time, e
ffetc, and money than potential lesses from thecondition it helps to control, its use
\fulness is questionable. Simpler measures would be more appropriate. 

g)            Finally, a good control device should be difficult to manipulate. It should
be designed so that persons in charge will be kept honest. The Boy Scouts of America
 encountered a problem of manipulation during a compaign to increase their
membership. As an alternative to gathering in more members, these responsible
allegedly falsified the membership reports which they submitted to central
management. This problem also comes  out in the story of the overweight person
who tells a friend, “My weight is just perfect, but according to the chart I am six
inches too short.” Controls, which are easily bent to convenience, can be distorted
into worthlessness.

d)           Objectivity should be built into the process wherever practical. This minimizes
th effect of individual managers ‘ opinions. Although impossible in some instances
(such as in traditional performance evaluation methods), objectivity is inherent in 
control tools such an budgets, electronic inspection machinery, go/no-go gauges,

and similar devices which express conditions numerically 

e)    For maximum value and effectiveness control instrument should also be easily 
understood. Excessively cumbersome and complex measure will be ignored or
applied  half-heartedly. People tend  to treat them as a necessary evil rather than a
tool to better management. This  occurs, for example, in the production of a lengthy,

 detailed report.        

We will describe some tool s of control The major tool used in the control process in
the budget. Others include planning-programming-budgeting systems (PPBS) and
scheduling.

iii)          Instruments of Control 
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a)         The Budget as a Control Tool

BUDGET

Budget is a statement of future expenditures and receipts of
funds. It is a qualification of management’s plans with a view
toward control of the use of financial and other resources.

               In  its most fully developed form, the enterprise develops budgets
for all major uses of funds. These normally include the following:

-             Sales or receipts budge
-             Operations or production budget
-             Financial budget
-             Capital expenditures budget
-             Expense budgets 

               Essentially, an enterprise begins its budgeting procedure  with the other
enterprises, it is a forecast of receipts from various sources of funds. For a other
enterprises, it is a forecast of receipts from various sources of funds. For a university,
for example, the sources include the state legislature, student tuition, research grants,
gifts , and profits from ancillary enterprises such as food service, bookstores, and
sports. Each of these suites must be forecast; then the totals are combined to yield
gross receipts.

               The summary budget (profit and loss or income statement) subtracts the
totals of the sub budgets from the receipts budget. The remainder is a profit or loss
(in the non-profit sector these might be called surpluses or deficits, excess revenues,
or other terms). Various other kinds of graphs, statements and presentations can be
developed.

               The purposes of a budget are to preserve the enterprise’s capital resources,
to promote the efficient use of capital, and to help achieve financially oriented
objectives of the enterprise

               Subsidiary budgets are then developed. For example, the operating budget
would spell out materials, labour, overhead, and other costs. Financial budgets would
project cash receipts and disbursements; the capital budget would project major
additions or new construction. The expense budgets would project expenses not
covered in other budgets, such as marketing costs. 
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               A budget is a control tool for several reasons.  A budget limits the amount
of resources that can be used by a unit. A budgeted amount of output must be
produced ro explanations must be given for not meeting the standard. When your
report indicates that you are not meeting budget standards, you superior takes action. 

               Conceptually, the budgeting process sounds easy. In practice, however,
there are serious problems involved in budgeting. Estimation both revenues and
costs in very difficult. In the case of an automaker, how many new cars will the
company sell? This depends on factors such as the economy, competitors’ products,
and how consumers evaluate its product comparted to competing products. The
company’s pricing and market image affect this estimate, as product quality,
engineering, the aggressiveness and reliability or dealers, and other factors. In the
case of a  college; how does the administration know how many students will enrol.
(and pay their tuition)? What the legislature will appropriate?, How much grant it
will get (or lose)?, how  many gifts it will receive?

               On the cost side how much inflation  will there be 18 months from now?,
what will the interest rate be?, when  about the cost of coal to heat the place?
Accountants have developed methods to try to cope with these uncertaintis, but this
is not an easy process.

               The other difficult process is sub budgeting, or allocation funds among
sub-burints. Who gets the money to hire more people, buy furniture or machinery,
build a new building? In most enterprises resources are search and one can never
give every unit what it wants (and says it needs).

               The budget can be a powerful instrument. Selective budget cutting can
have drastic effects. Loss of marketing funds for TV spots at a crucial time, for
example, can wreck the results of your unit and, hence, your career. 

               Planning-programming-budgeting systems (PPBS) is the latest in a series
of attempts to do a better budgeting and controlling job in  government and
educational sectors. Essentially  PPBS forces  administrators to define the objective
of the unit (in measurable terms), identify programmes that can meet these
objectives, consider alternative programmes to see which has the more efficient
cost-benefit ration effectiveness rating), and then budget the costs in relation to the
outputs. 

               The PPBS system is a “rational” approach to control. Its advocates
neglected to consider the political realities of budgets, and PPBS  can be  fudged
just like other budgets. In many areas, defining measurable objectives or outputs
is difficult or meaningless. Quantitative objectives 

b)          PPBS as a  Control Tool
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               Enterprises also develop specific functional control mechanisms such as
production control and quality control. These devices have varied success rates
depending on the need for the device, the effectiveness of its application to the
enterprise, and the skill of the manager using it. 

               Some enterprises go much further. Gillette, for example, has created a
voice-president for quality and safety  control, who can reject that are untrue or 
tasteless, and in other ways protect the safety quality, and image of Gillette’s products. 

               At this point, you may think that you understand the essentials and idea
of control, but you also probably feel the need for more specific application of these
ideas to organizations. We, therefore, turn here to examples of applied control
systems. In these examples, we show how each of the elements appears in actual
control systems. In addition, we outline some of the special techniques for applying
these essentials to the operational areas.

               Some organizations specialize in purchasing products, manufacturing
products, or marketing products. Some do all three. Regardless of the nature of
this specialization, managers need to control the path and timing of the flow of
products, the quantity of products available, and the quality of the products.
There fore, we shall describe an applications of controlling products to meet each
of there needs. Controlling the timing and path of the flow .usually is called
production control. Controlling the quantity available is called inventory control.

i)          Controlling Products 

6.          APPLICATION OF CONTROL 

Strategic control point  

People 

Resources

Time

Products

Services 

Profits 

Controlling quality is called quality control.

Production Control:     Production control consists of five functions:
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a.           Routing: Routing determines the operations to be performed, their sequence,
             and the path of flow of materials through a series of operations.
b.          Loading: Loading is th e function fo assigning work to a machine or
             department in advance.
c.          Scheduling: Scheduling of production determines the time at which each
             operation is to take place.
d.          Dispatching:  Dispatching is the process of actually ordering work to be done. 
E.          Expediting: Expediting is a follow-up activity that checks on whether plans
             are actually being executed.

               Production planning and control are often handled by one department.
Which directs the operation of a number of sub-systems of control.

               The fist three fo the functions of production control aim at setting apecific
targets, out first essential of control. Despatching directs actual performance, the
second essential, and expediting is involved with  initiating corrective action, our
third essential?.

The physical work is performed by operating department s, with the production
control function serving as the nervous system, Providing signals for control.

               Inventory Control:        inventory control is a product control system that
relates to purchasing, production, and sales. The types of inventory to be controlled
are (1) raw materials and parts, (2) work in process, and (3) finished goods.
Inventory control handles the following questions:

The design of a particular planning and control system depends to a great extent on
the state of the technology of the industry. Some industries produce for a particular
order and thus use job-lot methods of controlling production. The production of a
textbook, form final manuscript through typesetting, galley and page proofs,
indexing, and final binding, is routed and scheduled on a job-lot basis. Other
industries concentrate on assembly-line methods, by which machines are placed
along a conveyor in a planned manner so as to mass-produce the project.
Automobiles, TV sets, and home appliances use this product basis for planning and
control. Still other industries, such as chemical and oil refining, are adapted to
continuous processing, and depend upon a careful production and control systems
being built into the manufacturing processes. Other industries need still other types
of control systems, for example, in the construction industry, machines and materials
are transported to a particular spot for erection of the structure. Thus, variations in
technology have been found to influence not only methods f control, but also the
management style of the company.
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i)             What is the optimum amount if inventory to carry?
ii)            What is te economic lot size for an order?
Iii)           What is the record system for  showing the status of inventory on hand?

               Targets should be set for four aspects of inventory maximum inventory,
minimum inventory, the reorder point, and the order size. When a target chart is
sued for control, actual performance is plotted on the same sheet so that
comparisons can be made Easily. For example, usage of the product will cause the
quality on hand to decline. Before the minimum inventory is reached, an order
must be issued for the amount of the economic ordering quantity. When it arrives,
the quantity on hand would reach the maximum level. If the replenishment process
in dependable, with few delays, them minimum inventory can be set very low since
the chief reason for having minimum inventory above zero is to serve as insurance
for delays and to reduce the chance that continual corrective action will be needed.

               Quality   Control: Controlling quality of products (also called quality
assurance) has greatly improved in the last fifty years as a result of refinements in
systems that have become set by engineers. This improvement has been possible
chiefly because of the application of statistical methods using probability theory.
Using samples form work in process, the product can be checked against standards
so that the output will contain a minimum number of rejects. Ths quality targets are
set by specialists. Samples of products in production are tested at intervals to provide
data on the current quality. These samples yield data  that may vary from standard
for two reasons: because of the chance selection of the items in the sample, or owing
to some “real” cause, such as the wearing of a cutting tool. The problem in controlling
quality using samples is in differentiating between these two factors, so that
corrective action is taken only when it is probably needed. 

               Statisticians have provided tables for determining the size of samples,
degrees of risk for inference from samples, and other data using probability
reasoning. The important skills needed by the non-statistics-oriented manager are:
(1) A familiarity with the powerful tools provided by statistians, and A ability to
interpret the output of their work. Quality charts offer a graphical means by which
the manager can interpret this information supplied  by the statisticians.

               In  any organization, there is a need to establish systems for controlling
revenues and costs. If costs exceed revenues over a long period of time, the
organization is not performing the function expected of it.  We shall discuss two 
systems for controlling finances: standard costs and budgetary control. 

ii)         Controlling Finances 
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               The fact that the cost fo raw materials has exceeded the standard by Rs. 0.08
per unit, gives the manger a signal to check whether there is waste in the quantity of
raw materials being used. It is also possible that the prices paid for the raw material
have increased from the prices used in setting the standard. The labour cost is also
excessive, indicating that the time taken to produce the product may have been longer
than expected or that the wage rate has increased. The slight variance in overhead
indicates that the indirect costs of administration are higher than standard. A number
of reasons for this problem are possible. The rate of production may have been lower
than expected, or the number fo administrative personnel may have increased.  

              The use of standard cost systems  thus makes possible an analysis of different
classifications of cost variances and pinpoints the areas in which corrective action is needed. 

Just think of an example to show as to how does the construction of some
secondary schools in your area/region gives/indication of the requisite
corrective action the educational manager should take to keep the costs down.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

a)               Standard Costs: in accounting , standard cost systems are based on
predetermined costs developed from either past experience or expected future
manufacturing costs. In standard costing, the unit csot of a particular product is
the sum of :(1) The standard labour costs. (2) The standard material costs, and (3)
The standard overhead costs. As products are completed, the inventory of finished
goods is charged with standard costs of completed units. Actual costs are collected,
and then the manufacturing cost variances results from a comparison of the standard
costs and the actual costs.

               We can illustrate how standard costing uses the four essentials of any
control system by studying the comparison in the following table. The targets or
standards have been placed in the first column and the actual costs in the second.
The resulting variance  has been recorded in the third column and gives a 
comparison  that enables  a  manager  to see that corrective action is  needed. 

Table:       Comparison of Actual and Standard Costs per Unit (rupees)

Raw material
Labour
Overhead

Standard 

0 .42
0 .04
0 .52

Actual 

0 .50
1 .03
0 .53

Variance 

0 .08 over
0 .02 over
0 .01 over
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               Budgetary control is a simple and direct application of our three fur
essentials of control. After budget figures are set, records of actual receipts and
expenditures are kept. For each item, the budget is compared with the actual
performance, and variances can then be noted  over or under budget. The manger
then has the necessary information upon which he can take corrective action (1) To
increases receipts, (2) To reduce expenditures, or (3) To revise the budget. This
process enable the manager to check continually and to locate problems in finances
early, before they develop into large figures to threaten the very existence of the
organization.

               Applications of the essentials of control are varied with regard to manpower.
In the language of control, the jobs and positions are the targets, and the manner in 
which the people do the jobs is the performance that must be measured.

               A manager must always determine whether people under him are “doing a
good job”. So, the may leave such evaluations to ths own judgement, however, such
a tendency may cause personal biases (whether he likes the subordinate of not) to
affect his judgement, and it will be more difficult for him to point out to the
subordinate the basis of his judgements. Therefor, some system op performance
evaluations is usually desirable to help the mangers control performance. 

               Of course, the first step in deciding whether a worker is doing a good job
is a clear understanding by the subordinate and the manager of exactly what the job
is. Considerable effort has been devoted in establishing a “fair day’s work”that is,
the reasonable effort, skill and output that should be expected. After thetarget is
clearly set, a system of performance rating of the job is measurable inquantitative 
units, such as number of pieces produced, profit in rupees, or a score in an athletic
contest;  actual performance can be objectively measured.

                 Budgets are principal techniques for planning  receipts  and  expenditures.
Budgetary control is a system of using the targets established in a budget for guiding
actual performance.

               However,   many jobs, such as college teaching, have as the product a
service that is difficult to state in numbers. In these cases, it is desirable to develop
an index of performance i.e. objectively measurable factors. This hours   taught by
the instructor (number of students in classes timer the number of credit hours): It
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               These examples of control systems apply the four basic essentials of control
and are representative of the large number of control systems possible. You should
constantly be aware of cases in your own practice where you might develop your
own tailored control system, using there same four essentials as guides. 

        Too  much control, like too much of any good thing, can ruin potential benefits
An organization with a cumbersome system of checks and balances trips over its
own feet. There are several undesirable consequences of over controlling discussed
as below:

One result of over control is excessive overlapping and duplication several
employee, meetings, reports, or pieces or equipment may apply to same
subject. One could do the job just as effectively.

7.      DANGERS OF OVER CONTROLLING 

i)          Overlapping and Duplication

can also include subjective rating systems,  in which the superior rates quality on the
basis of some scale for instance, i through 10 for each factor important to the job.
This rating system can incorporate opinions of the customer,  student, or user of the
produce. For example, the quality of an instructor’s  performances could be evaluated
by the student in his class, by the employers of the students when they take a first job,
or by instructors who teach courses that make use of the knowledge contributed by the
one being rated.

ii)        Retarded Creativity 

Over control also retards creativity. “By the book” paranoia forces employees
to sacrifice their innovative urges and conform to the system. Lowered
morale emerges as a consequence. This is a common problem in larger
organizations with gighly detailed policies and procedures. Managers, who
can blend the need for control with need for flexibility, have distinguished
between need-to-know, nice-to-know, and immaterial information. A “lean’n
mean”control system allow them to outstrip their more hidebound
competitors simply because their organizations in note self-confining.  
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             A “Non-mechanical” controls require people. An over-controlled organization
has an inflated payroll form hiring too many persons in control-related jobs. This is
exemplified by a large internal accounting staff, numerous quality-control-related
reports or do follow-up activities for superiors.

Delegation, one of a manager’s most valuable time-saving techniques, is
also discouraged by over control. When higher management demands
extreme detail and rigid accountability, employees farther down in the
organization hold the reins of their jobs tighter. Delegating to subordinates
would automatically eliminate the bands-on control which superiors expect.
Eventually lower managers become overworked and unnecessarily
burdened with detail while subordinates’s talents are either underdeveloped
or underutilized. 

               To much control also germinates a spate of obscured but often
high costs. Although, it impossible to computer the exact expense or over
controlling, two areas of excessive cost can be easily identified.

iv)       Obscured Costs 

iii)       Discouraged Delegation 

               B “Materials and equipment” account for the second area of control-related
costs. Reports, the major offender here, use up depreciation on printing and
distribution equipment. Computer-produced reports take the machine’s time and
specialized personnel away from other functions which may be more important.
When a large organization’s managers squirrel away excessive reports, demand for
filling equipment, flour space, and file maintenance personnel increase accordingly.
The cumulative effect is staggering. Happily, the computer’s ability for information
storage and retrieval has encapsulated the filling problem in many cases.

               One final side effect of over controlling is the tendency of management to
use controls as an end in themselves rather than a means. Instead of using controls
to check on the progress of plans, habitual over controllers tend to maintain control
methods for their own sake. This situation results in a proliferation of control
devices; policies and procedures which support them grow in mind-boggling
volume and detail.

v)          Controls Used as an End Rather Than a Means
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8.        CONSEQUENCES OF INADEQUATE CONTROL 

i)           Lack of Information 

               Too little control proves to be every bit as troublesome as too much. The
most immediate and general danger of inadequate control is lack of critical decision
-making information. An inadequate accounting system, for example,  can result in
missed cash discounts, inefficient purchasing, poor cash flow planning, unreliable
budgets, embezzlement, and the ultimate disaster, bankruptcy similarly, inadequate
and insufficient control by Dicisinal Directors, Education Officers, and A.E.Os.
May. Completely cut them off form thesystem.

               Poor control in the productions area results in wasted material and high
scrap and rework losses. These all add up to a higher productions cost. Normally
this will be recovered through the selling selling price. However, if that is out of
line with competitors’ prices, sales will be adversely affected and overall financial
performance damaged.  

               Ineffective quality control manifests itself in recalls. Typically, this
happens because no inspection standards were set or because inspection was not
thorough enough to disclose the problem. In recent years, auto and truck
manufacturers have recalled vehicles for numerous difficulties: faulty headlights,
defective fuel pumps, improper seat supports, and suspension problems. The list
grows  longer and longer. Rapidly deteriorating standard of education  is  to  a great
extent due to inadequate control of institutions by those responsible for it. 

ii)        Increased Production Cost

iii)       Poor Product Quality 

               Inadequate personnel-related controls result in a chaotic form of feasibility.
This may happen when management eliminates time clocks as a morale-building
gesture and places all employees on salary. Employees sometimes abuse the
privileges of arriving late or leaving early. They are paid for time spent off the job.
 Related problems surface in the form of decreased productivity   and poor labor cost
data.

               Insufficient personnel control also leads to buck passing and mediocre
performance by people at all levels. Although people enjoy a relative degree of
freedom in their work. Some control is necessary to achieve orderly, concerted
progress.

iv)        Chaotic Flexibility, Buck Passing, and Mediocrity
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               Managers who influence the distribution of reports should be brazen
enough to question their use, content, and format. One  way to accomplish this is
Through  a usage poll which queries each recipient’s  use of a given repot. This
approach is most effective when the manager computers the cost of the report and
includes it in the usage questionnaire. Recipients will be more likely to think
seriously about the report’s value when confronted with its price tag.

               After a usage survey has been made, a manger may find that the distribution
list can be reduced significantly or that several persons can share a single copy. Either
action reduces the cost of materials and dissemination. It may also  be possible to
publish the report less often or to reduce the amount of data it contains. In this
manner, reports can be revised, condensed, reorganized into more streamlined control
instruments. 

               In all fairness, it must be mentioned that this kind of questioning can back
fire. It may tend to open a box of complaints an suggestions. Some people may even
demand that the report be enlarged or distributed more of ten than at present which
might be the opposite of what the manager had in mind. 

This is question which should be explored in any discussion of controls.
Managers need current information in the most useful forma at the proper
time in order to make effective decisions. The problems is the information
requirements vary widely from one manager to the other. Although, these
conditions are omnipresent, management can take several actions to confine
the control system to its proper place as a managerial tool .

9.          MANAGING THE CONTROL SYSTEM 

i)          Question “Reports” 

               Another step toward controlling controls is to analyze the const of a device
versur the benefits in returns. It must be able to justify itself form economy point of
view. This should be required periodically in the life or all control devices.
Conditions sometimes change after a control instrument is installed .those which
were o originally cost effective may later become more expensive than they are
worth. Reports can become unimportant, equipment unnecessary, and meetings a
waste of time.

ii)         Do “Cost-Benefit Analyses”
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              One cost-conscious  inventor created a small computer called an Animator.
It calculates the cost of meetings by converting the annual salaries of participants
into dollars per minute. Those who bought the gadget wereshocked to see the 
running cost of a conference exceed four figures right before their eyes. Some
organizations eliminated conferences or imposed strict time lilmits; manages came
to meetings better prepared and got to the point faster.

iii)        Use”Buck Slips”

              Sometimes written reports and other controlling documents can be circulated
with a “buck slip” attached. This is a checklist of everyone who needs the information.
Recipients make note of the important data. Initial the space opposite their name, an
send the report to the next person on the list. As  a result, one copy can circulate
throughout an organization and return to its source. This allows management to make
significant savigns in printing, distribution, and filing. 

              Some managers use report distribution lists as status symbols. The more
they are on, the more important they seem to be. Others are report hoarders. These
believe they are paralysied without immediate access to every repot produced.
These misguided attitudes must be diplomatically but effectively corrected.
Managers must distinguish between critical, marginal and immaterial information. 

iv)        Correct “Misguided Attitudes”

               Exception reports are a very effective  control technique. They make
“management by exception” possible by highlighting problem areas which need
corrective or preventive action. Information trouble see areas is nice to know, but
it is not mentioned in exception reports because no attention is required. 

Control,  like all other managerial activities, cannot be considered as an isolated
function. In order to work, it must be coordinated with other organizational
activities. Without such integration, control systems could not be made efficient,
effective, ro themselves kept in control.

               The control system needs to match the design and purpose of the 
organization. The major areas that need to be coordinated with control are: goals,
chain or command, work flow, decentralization, and technology.

v)         Use “Exception Reports”

10.      INTEGRATION FO CONTROL INTO THE ORGANIZATION

i)         Control and Organization design
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               In addition to these “crisis” control systems, certain functions are associated
with very important organizational goals and, therefore, rate elaborate control systems
on the continuing basis. In an airline company, cor example, the safety goal is of
paramount importance ans will be governed by a complex control system al all times.
One the other hand,  baggage handling is more likely to be a function governed by 
much broader tolerance limits and dealt with only periodically.

b)            Control and the Chain of Command: Control system need to take into
considerations the authority bines of the organization. If they did not, emplo
ees might have one person telling them what to do (manager) and another person
(controller) telling them whether their performance matches the standard. The
possibilities for confusion and misdirections under such circumstances are great.
Control groups often fail to perceive overall goals and even when they do they ma
 not have the authority necessary to effect change.

c)            Control and Work Flow : Control points along the work, flow  sequence
are necessary to measure product consistency. This quality control activity is of ten
assigned to a specialized staff, and for this reason may run counter to the authority
hierarchy.

               A  major consideration in qualityis whereto place the sensors in the work
flow. If an error , that occurs early in the sequence, is not detected until the  end, 
 the products is unusalbe  and a good argument can be made for having a number
fo control points all along the work flow part. But increases in the number of
control points restrict freedom, widen the overlap in jurisdication of staff and line,
and lead to higher overhead costs. In a single point control system for the same
sequence, the control might be placed just before the most important operation so
as  to include al the activities in one comprehensive inspection..

a)            Control and Goals : We know that organizations have complex network
of goals. But trying to maintain control systems that would ensure completion of all
these goals is unrealistic. Instead, control systems can be made to focus only on
those goals that make difference and that are subject to variation. At any one time,
certain goals become more important than other. Thus, one month control might be
focused on financial expenditures; another time personnel procedures may take
Precedence.  The  trouble  with  this sort of  rotation  is that it  gives a “management
by crisis” air to the organization.
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a)            Understandability: One of the first requirements of an effective control
system is that it be understandable. Everyone involved in the system whether
operating it or subject to its control must understand the standards, the type of
behaviors that will or will not achieve the standards, the feedback process, and the
corrective activities. This suggests that all phases of the control process need to
be clearly specified and made as simple as possible to understand. Further, on lowe
organization levels, the system should be far less complex than it is at the upper levels.

               Some disagreement may occur between line managers and staff groups
over the issue of simplicity. The line manager understands the necessity for clarity
and understandability while the staff group, which consists of experts in developing
and Maintaining control systems, is interested in obtaining  a maximum of information
and so argues for as sophisticated a system as possible. The staff group’s control

             Because the principle of feedback is cental to the control process, control,
in a sense, is a form of communication.

ii)         Control and Communication

d)       Control and Decentralization:  Controlling decentralized activities presents
another dilemma for management. Control is needed, but the very concept of
decentralization is negated if the manger has to receive evaluation, on every decision
made. Still, a most important factor in the success fo decentralization is maintaining
knowledge about how things are going in the decentralized unit. So, how does the
organization resolve this dilemma? 

              Some guidelines be applied here. First, control systems should focus on
those activities that are especially important, and second, the control system can
be built into the decettralized unit itself. If each unit generates its own feedback,
decisions can be made faster and more accurately.

e)           Control and Technology:  A final consideration in coordinating control
with the organization design concerns the technology that the organization uses.
The Woodward studies showed control to be very difficult in small organizations
 where control instruments are generally Crude and the control point is at the end
of the work flow sequence. La ge-batch organization, on the other hand, have the
most  specialized control units with many control points, but the whole control
system is an appendage to the production system. In continuous-process
organizations, control is built in the technology. Machines rater than people do the
controlling automatically. In this situation, control is an integral part of  the
production system.
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b)            Redundancy:  Analysing feedback information provides a useful perspective
not only of the behaviour being measured but of how well the system is operating. It
may be recalled that in the discussion of feedback in communication it was emphasized
that to obtain understanding, the whole communication cycle may need to repeat itsel
 a number of times. This is also true of also true of the control cycle. The corrective
action phase is not so perfect that it automatically reveals the correct remedial action
the first time around.

system is often incomprehensible to line management and other who are subject to
its action. The result is that people tend to find ways to get  around the control
system rather than to use it.

d)      Direction of Feedback: Usually,  information gathered by the sensors
is relayed up the organization hierarchy to decision-makers, whereas communication
about corrective action is relayed downward to the operating levels. This cross flow
of information creates a control gap in the same manner that a  planning gap is
created when staff groups do the palling and line groups do the overseeing. The
people performing the work are left with the feeling that corrective actions,
particularly if untimely, are not in line with the reality of current operations. An
alternative is to place the entire control cycle in the hands of those performing the 
task. This is a major goal of those who support job enrichment. It involves entrusting
a good deal more responsibility to the which requires that management have a high
level of trust in the work force.

c)           Relevance:  When  control systems are seen  as concerned only with wha
 has aready happened, people deal with them only when, they have nothing else to
do. Control systems need to rnning the control  cycle through a number of times,
rather than just once, puts a further premium on quick feedback. Again, simplicity
is the key. It is better to operate with approximate an preliminary figures than to
wait for specific and complete information that comes too late to be of any use. 
emphasize their relevance to the present and   near-future activities if they are to
gain the attention of busy managers. In addition, if the feedback information is
compared with some very long-renge organizational plans, the whole environment
may have changed significantly by the time it is relevant, and its purpose will have
been defeated.

e)           Design of Information Systems: Wherever the responsibility for the
decision phase of the control cycle is placed be it upward or downward or with a
staff it is necessary to plan  What  information  it to be  received by the decision-
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marker. When the control cycle not well spelled out, or when the decision- maker is
not specified, there is a tendency to spread information out at random, hoping
someone will pick it up in time to do some good. Thus, if the information is to b 
useful, it mast be stated in usable terms and delivered to someone who knows what
to do with it. 

         Control cycles, like plans, differ according to organizational levels. At lower
levels, they are immediate and specific, dealing with how things get done. Toward the
top of the organization, the control cycle focuses on what is to be done and covers a
longer time span. The information received by the  various decision-makers must
reflect these differences in the types and the subjects of that which is being controlled.
If top management is provided with a great deal of day to day operational information,
they must sort  through it to glean the few facts they can use. One the other hand, the
line supervisors need to have access to all the operational information that is gathered.

               Since  plans are the standards of  the control system, they should be 
designed with an eye toward how they will be use in the control process. Actually,
most planning techniques do have built-in control aspects. timeliness, understand
ability, confusion of data and behaviors, and the exception principle. 

iii)        Control and the Planning and Decision-Making Functions 

a)        Timeliness:   Particularly in  small organization,  the control aspect of account
takes place at relatively long intervals, perhaps semiannually  or yearly. In large
organizations, the process is a continuous one in which monthly figures are usually
available, but even here the information the manager receives may not be timely.
Accountants, like other staff groups, want to present their information to the highest
possible level in the organization. But the people at high levels are not necessarily
the decision-makers in the control system, so the information must filter down
through a series of levels instead of being sent directly to the proper source, saving
considerable time.

b)     Understandability:   The accounting system is designed to accomplish a
number of tasks. Most information developed from the accounting system is
designed primarily to satisfy this external source and only secondarily to act as an
internal control system. This generates information that is very difficult to
understand and that may not be useful for control purposes. An a result, a whole are
of cost and managerial accounting has grown p to specifically provide internal
control information and not external information. 
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c)      Resource Plans: A good example of planning with built- in controls in
budgeting. As a standard, a budget provides a clerar and quantitative maximum or
range of resources expenditures taht is permissible. It is possible, with accounting
data, to present not only actual figures or expenditures but also to make projections
for control purposes. Part of this control aspect would involve simply projecting
current spending patterns into the future. Also available is past history. Certain
departments, for instance, may show patterns of spending money at the beginning
or the end of the\ budgetary period, and these trends would have to be incorporated
into any statement of current expenditures. With this information, it could be
determined whether a sudden upturn in material costs in, say, a production
department with a history of stable expenditures, means that something is happening
that needs. 

              Sensors and measurement techniques are very much a part of the budgetary
process. And in most organization, the accounting system probably has the best-
developed feed back loop. But there are certain problems associated with account
data when they are sued for control purposes. These include: 

d)          Data and Behavior:  Budgeting systems are classic examples of control
systems in which the measurements and the standards are representations or behavior
rather than the behavior itself. Thus, deviations need to be studies carefully to
determine the proper course of remedial action. The automatic response to reduce
expenditures to meet the budget is often an incorrect one. The supplementary budget
 ides is one that attempts to account for environmental change and thus introduces a
change in the standard into the budgetary process.

e)          Exception principle: Managers are seldom rewarded for meeting their
budget or for holding expenditures below the budget. Rather, they are penalized if
they exceed their budget and frequently their budgets are but for the following
year if they do not spend all the money allocated for the current year. This practice
encourages managers to spend more than necessary to avoid a cut in next year’s
funds.

f)        Activity Plans:  Activity plans, too, have control aspects built into them.
While money and personnel are the major items measured in budgets, time is the
major variable in activity plans. Control, in this instance, is measured by the time
it takes to complete tasks. We know now this control through the implementation
of critical path methods, such as PERT, which have a series of activities sketched
out in the order in which they   must occur and a statement as the estimated time
required to complete each activity. A fours on the important activities is maintained
by the critical path.
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               Feedback in activity plans is usually  close to the decision- maker. Activity
plans are drawn up and measurements taken by line management because the
sequential nature of activities requires continual adaptation of the plan as well as
immediate corrective action. Thus, control measurements in activity plans have the
advantage over budgets of being designed directly for the job they are meant to
Monitor.

               An interesting paradox is inherent in the control process. On the one hand,
control implies maintaining stability and homeostasis; but on the other hand, in
order to achieve balance the manager must continually adjust either the behaviour
or the plan itself.

          a)     Power:  Directing  the behavour of other is accomplished through the
various bases of power. Earlier, under organization destgn, it was pointed out that
control needs to be consistent with authority; thatis , decision-makers in the control
system must be able to enforce the decisions they make. The most promising bases
of power for enforcing control decisions would appear to be control of rewards and
punishments and established authority, rather than expertise. This fact is inconsistent
with the practice of establishing staff groups, whose power base is largely expertise,

            

as organizational control agents.

iv)        Control and Influence 

          b)    Strategic Leniency: Managers often must choose which standards to
enforce and which to let slide. This type of selective enforcement, called strategic
leniency, can be used by managers to enhance their power base. Thus, managers
choose not to enforce certain rules in return for cooperation in other areas. The trick
to strategic leniency is to pick areas that are of low importance to the organization
and of considerable importance to the needs of the employees.

               No discussion of control is complete without a section dealing with people
reactions to it. People both like and dislike control. They like, even need, to know
that the goals are that they are working toward, and they like to receive feedback.
But they do not like to be warched] constantly, nor do they like to be told they are
not meeting the standard.

               Employees may perceive any control system, no matter how well designed
and how effectively it takes them into account, as evidence of a lack of trust. Control
systems seem to say that managers need  to keep\ their eye on what employees are

v)         Control and People 
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doing because they are not likely to do id correctly. If managers take any action
when people behave wrongly,  which of course happens at times, a negative felling
toward the manager is instilled in the employees. On the other hand, of no action is
ever  taken, employees are not likely to know that their behaviur is wrong or, if they
do, they may take advantage of the lenient policy. If tht latter happens too
often, a very strict control policy may be instituted.

               Where,  in fact, a definite lack  of trust  does exist, the organization may
find itself in constantly deteriorating situation. Tougher standards are set but only
minimally met. They prompt even tighter controls, which lead to even greater laxity
in meeting them. This downward spiral continues until there is a growing
atmosphere of distrust between management and employees.

               Not all attempts at controlling are seen as negative by the  employees,
however. As already mentioned, control systems provide feedback that people need
and want. It is the way they perceive the control system and what it means to
manager s that can create negative feelings. When control systems are not clearly
visible of when they are called by  anothe name, they are far more acceptable than
those loudly marked as control devices. Thus, where possible, control systems
syould be an integral part of the technological system a continuous precess that is
not labeled “control,” and that is handled by machines instead of people. If has been
found that when control systems are built into the technology, the pattern of
interaction reverses sothat employees are initiating contacts  with the manager for
help rather than the manager initiating contacts with the employees for the purpose
of giving orders.

               Since control systems are devised by one group of people (managers) to
regulate the bechavoiour of other people (employees) the two groups are more of
less at adds with each other. Management has no special talent in developing
control systems that are superior to employees abilities to circumvent them.
Observers have noted that employees’ abilities to subvert the system, especially
one designed by an industrial engineer or budget analyst, are at least as great as
managers’ abilities to design it. Thus a  constant game goes on in organization
wherein one group designs control system that he controlled group then figures out
how to get around.

11.       EFFECTS OF CONTROL ON EMPLOYEES

             Control can have one of three effects: positive cooperation, neutral
acceptance, or negative resentment and evasion.
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               The “budget battle” has been studied by Jeffrey Pfeiffer and G. Salancik,
who studied the budgeting process  at the University or Illinois. They found that
the powerful departments (those with national reputations and major committee
appointments) got more than their “fair share” of the budget. These departments
had established good peer and superior relations, which gave them considerable
influence on the budget.

               One of the manager’s  most important jobs is to make ture the department
gets its fair share of the budget/ of this process becomes too competitive, however,
it is very dysfunctional for the enterprise. Cooperation and coordination may decline
to zero. Some pcople become so used to budgets that they cannot funcation without
Them.

             Controls lead to voluntary compliance (neutral or support (positive) when
the following conditions are met:

a)          Technical Competence: The control process must be competently designed
and operated. This means the following  characteristics should be present. 

            The information and data used  in the control system are accurate and up to
date. This gives the system credit ability. The control system is not overly developed
that is the number of standards to be met is reasonable and it is clear which are of
primary and which of secondary importance. The feedback system is accurate and
timely so that the manager becomes aware of problems in time to act if necessary.

11.1    Positive and Neutral Reactions 

           Most of the research on employee responses has centered on budgets. Some
of the research applies to imposed schedules an other control devices. But the
findings are so systematic that it appears that these results might well apply to all
of giving orders.

            Most of the research describe what happens when budgets are  implemented.
It does not describe or anlaye the maneuvering that goes on in the development
phase of budgeting. The question of who gets the most money from the budget has
a major a effect one one’s career and work enviroument. If you “lese the budget
battle,” your employees will have to do more work with fewer helpers and less
desirable equipment, and they will feel that you failed them and treat you
Accordingly.
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b)            Managerial Participation and Communication:  A number of studies
have found that controls meet with acceptance and cooperation if the subordinates
participate in the design phase, understand why the standards are needed, believe
them to be both fair and attainable, and are included in the communication network.

               MBO and similar control systems try to fulfill both the technical and the
participation communication phase of phases of the control process. Thus, at
present the evidence indicates that middle of the read or liberal control mechanisms
lead to positive managerial and employee reactions to controls. The evidence does\
not prove that liberal control mechanisms always lead to greater output, effectiveness,
or efficiency. As should be clear by now, all the different styles can work when  the
style used fits the contingency variables.

Poorly designed  (technically  incompetent) controls or controls that are perceived
as arbitrary (imposed from above) can lead to a series of negative result such as the
following:

a)              Fudging the Records or the System: One of the  more typical responses
to poorly designed or arbitrary controls is to try to beat the system. No accountant,
lawyer, or manager has ever designed a control system that could not be beaten.
There have been many studies of this response, but one of the most fascinating is
Dalton’s Men Who Mange. This is one of the most interesting book ever written by
a manager about real-life management. It is ful l of accounts of the ways managers
get around what they perceive to be unfair controls. Here are some examples:

11.2         Negative Responses 

               “The office” put pressure on the supervisors to meet safety standards and
set a maximum number for accidents. So, the supervisors did not report all the
accidents that occurred, and the more serious ones were listed as less serious than
they actually were. “The office” pressured quality control to lower its reject rates.
The inspectors reported only a fraction of the refects, secretly sending most of them
back to the production department. New control standards were devised in an effort
to reduce costs. The cost figures were fudged to fit the new standards. Middle
managers and supervisors wanted their offices redecorated. The budget would not
allow it. So the maintenance department redecorated the offices and charged the
expenses as maintenance errors and backlogs. “The office” become concerned about
theft of parts and excessive parts inventories. The inspectors’ secretaries typed up a
list of the nits to be inspected. The inspectors dictated their schedules to the
secretaries, knowing the units would be “tipped off”.
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c)       Cost Inefficiencies: Often, in order to meet unit budgets on time, 
excessive\ overtime is put in, quality controls are lowered, and breakdown results
Soviet managers frequently take this route. If the controls are poorly designed and
required only a certain number of units, it is cheaper for the Soviet manager to run
too many shoes in size 9A than are needed. This fills the quota; if more8B’s  were
needed, that is too bad. Other observers of Soviet budgets have noted that quotas
are often set in pounds. So the manager of a Soviet nail factory produces mostly
bigger, heavier nails. It is easier to meet the quota one time this way than by
producing twice the number of smaller nails.

d)              Over-emphasis on the Short Run: Imposed controls can lead to an over
emphasis on meeting today’s budget, knowing that in the long run they will lose
business. Some units sell assest in order to make short-run figures look better. 
Others lay off employees, knowing they will have to re-hire and retrain them later.
Deferring maintenance costs also makers the books look better. But it costs  more
when a new machine must be bought.

e)             Reduced Coordination: Various studies have shown that imposed strict
controls lead to tunnel vision an over concern with meeting standards regardless of
the effects on the departments. Coordination suffers under these conditions.

f)           Feelings of Tension or Pressure: Various studies have indicated that
imposed strict controls can lead to the feeling taht controls are simply pressure 
tactics. This often result in tension among lower-level employees, who then react
negatively to management.

            Do these negative results mean that the enterprise should forget about
controls? No. Even though some units may fudge their reports, controls still lead
to improved performance. For example, in Dalton’s description of the parts 
inspectors, ever though the units knew the inspector was coming, the company theft
rate went down, as did the costs of parts inventory.

b)           Horse trading: If top management sets unrealistic budgets and control
systems, supervisors and middle managers will begin to horse trade. If they have
found in the past that their realistic budget requests were cut 20 percent, they will
inflate their requests by20-25 percent. When top management realized what is going
on, the budget is cut farther, which leads to an escalation of the hourse trading. This
can be compounded by competition among units, which keep bidding each other up
until no one knows the real needs of any unit.
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               Simply put, you need controls to police the worst  managers and employees,
those who are so inefficient or unethical that without controls they would abuse the
enterprise and their peers. We may fondly desire to do away with police and armies.
But this clearly cannot be done. Until managers and employees are honest and
hardworking the enterprise cannot do without controls.

               There are different kinds of controls. Well designed and marely operated
controls work better than those that are poorly designed and badly run. So the
manager needs technical competence in the design and implementation of controls.
In additons, many people react better and are more satisfied with controls when
they help design them. Controls will work better when employees are made aware
of the need for them and allowed to participate in their design.
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1.            Discuss the scope  of control with reference to educational management. 
               Also give examples to elaborate your viewpoint.
2.            What is meant by MIS? Discuss int significance in control.
3.            Describe and discuss in detail the constituent elements of control. Give
               suitable examples form education for their explanation.
4.            Suppose you are the head of an educational institution. How would you
               proceed ahead in controlling the manpower?
5.            What is meant by integrating control into an organization? What strategy
               would you adopt to achieve this end as an educational manager?
6.            Critically analyse the different types of effects of control over employees.
               How would you react to them as an educational manager?
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OBJECTIVES 

After going through this unit, you are expected to be able to:

(1)          Have had a cleaner picture of the administrative structure of education at federal,
               provincial, divisional and district levels.

(2)          identify the major functions and responsibilities  of various tiers of educational
               administration.

(3)          Visualize the jobs and positions of different levels of education personnel
               individually as well as in relation to others in the Department of the Min of
               Education.

(4)          Compare the   functions and  responsibilities of the  Federal Ministry of Education
               and provincial education department .

(5)          Appreciate and evaluate the roles of the various positions in education system.

(6)          Evaluate the effectiveness of the roles of various positions in education system. 

(7)          Identity the training and professional requirements for various jobs in educational 
              administration. 
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INTRODUCTION 
               Pakistan is a Federal State. At the centre is the Federal Government which
comprises several Ministries and Divisions. Each Ministry ro Division   is headed
by a Secretary who, in tum, is responsible to Minister. Misnisters make-up the
Cabinet, which is headed by the Prime Minister of Pakistan.

               Almost, a similar pattern of administrative structure exists at the provincial
level. A large number of Ministries at the Centre have their counterparts in provinces,
which are known as Departments. Each Provincial Department is headed by a
secretary who, as in case of Center, is responsible to a Minister.

               For the  purpose of administration, the Provinces are divided into a number
of Divisions. A Divison usually comprises several administrative Distriets. A
Division is headed by Commissioner and the head of a District is known as the
Deputy Commissioner. Districts are further divided into Talukas or Tehsils.
Administration of education in the country is generally organized according to the
above administration headed either  at the provincial or regional levels. A Region
comprises several Divisions. The medium and lower educational administrators are
placed at District, Tehsil/Taluka or even lower levels of administration. A  detailed
organizational structures of educational MANAGEMENT in each province is given
in the following pages.

               The structure and role of Ministries depends upon the sectors. Tasks
common to most ministries include preparation of policy statements for the sector;
preparation of national sectorial plans within the framework of the national plan;
preparation of appropriate guide lines, standards, task targets etc; preparation of the
national plans and annual development and recurring budget in cooperation with
the  Planning Commission and the annual development Finance. They also have
liaison with division / statisties relations with appropriate parra-statual or quasi-
government bodies regarding matters of purely sectral nature but national
importance. 

               The provincial counterparts arts of the federal monasteries have somewhat
different  function to that of their centre equivalents. The heads of provincial
departments are consulted by the federal ministries in matters relating to individual
provinces and provinces in general. They  are concerned with budget preparation
at the provincial level almost in the same way as the ministries are involved at
federal level. Unlike their federal counterparts the provincial department are much

               Th system of government is centralized as decision-making of higher levels
concentrates at the federal and provincial levels.
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more occupied by the  whole business of preparing projects and implementing them.
Th relationship and the consequent communication between federal ministries and
the provincialdepartment is limited and practically tends to be of a one way nature.
Information, in the form of policy statements, national sectoral targets,  and plans,
standards and criteria are passed down from the top. It is upto the provencal
departments to implement them to the best of their abilities. Communication from
the provincial departments  to the appropriate federal authorities almost invariably
passes through the provincial plannig and development departments. 

               In  the following pages, the administrative functions and organization of
the Ministry of Education and Provin cial Education Departments are given.
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1.      MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AN INTRODUCTION 

 
         Constitutional provisions for the education sector 

 
        Progress and prosperity of a country depend largely on the choices of 
Education made available to its people, as it is one of the most powerful  
interuments  of  change. Therefore, the government of Pakistan fully recognizes 
the  importance of  Education in  shaping the  future destiny of the nation  and 
achieving national goals through producing  young  minds  imbued with 
knowledge, values, skills, and competencies. 
         
          Though the education is a provincial subject under the 1973 - Constitution  
but the areas like “policy, planning, curriculum, syllabus, Centers of Excellence, 
standard of Education  and Islamic Education List, which makes the federal 
government of responsible for certain duties, given below, for promotion of 
educational  facilities  in  the  federating  unit to meet  the  needs  and  aspirations  
of the people, protect  ideological  inspiration,  and develop national cohesion: 
 
a.  Promote, with special  care, the  educational and economic interests of      
     back ward classes or areas.  
b.  Remove illiteracy, and provide free and compulsory .Secondary   
     Education within minimum possible period.                                                           
c.   Make technical  and  professional   education   generally   available  
      and  Higher  Education  equally   accessible  to all based   on  merit. 
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d.   Enable   the  people of  different  areas , through education      
      training, agricultural and industrial development, and  other         
      ethos to  participate  fully  in  all forms of national activities,     
      including employment in the service of Pakistan. 
e.   Decentralizes   the  Government   administration   to   facilitate      
      expeditious disposal  of  its  business  to  meet  the convenience    
      and requirements of the public. 
 
f.    Provide the basic necessities of life such as food, clothing housing     
      education  and  medical relief for all such citizens,  irrespective  of          
      sex,  caste  creed or race, as are permanently or  temporarily             
      unable  to earn   their  livelihood because of infirmity, sickness or   
      unemployment.   

 
  Responsibilities of Ministry Education  
 

             The “Rules of Business”of the federal government allocates 
Ministry of 
Education the following responsibilities in order to achieve the above-
mentioned 
constructional provisions: 
 
i.      Development and co-ordination of national policies,      
         plans and programmes in Education. 
ii.      Development of curricula and textbook.  
iii.     International aspect of development and planning of   
         Education. 
iv.     International assistance in the field of education. 
v.      Copyright. 
vi.     External examination. 
vii.    Equivalence of degrees and diplomas. 
viii.   Development of instructional technology. 
ix.     Promotion and coordination of educational  research.  
x.      National language and other languages used for 

                    official purposes including  medium of instruction. xi.   
           xi     National education intuitions and organizations (including   
                   National Book Foundation), and grants    
                   In-aid to them (excluding administrative control of    
                   law  colleges  and  National Educational  Council) 

  



xii.     Education in the capital of the Federation, and the States.  
xiii.    Financial assistance to educationists, and men of  letters  
          and their bereaved families. 
xiv.    Pride of performance awards in academic fields. 
                                                                
xv.     National libraries.  
xvi.    National Service corps military training for students. 
xvii.   Boy  Scouts  and  Girl   Guides   along   with  youth  
           actives and movements  xviii  Welfare  of   Pakistan      
           students  abroad  and  foreign  students  in Pakistan. 
x.        Relationship with UNESCO and participation in its 
           activities,  and    liaison   with  other    international    
           agencies    and    organizations     in       educational 
            programmes. 
xx.      Intentional exchange of students and teachers.  
xxi.     Foreign studies and training. 
xxii.    Promotion of special studies designer to  identify 
           problems of national integrity and of measures to 
           protect the mainsprings     
           of  ideological  ins-oration and develop national  
           cohesion. 
xxiii.  Administrative control of the Federal College of Arts 
          and Design. 
xxiv.  Administrative control of Islamic Research Institute. 
xxv.   Pakistan Chairs abroad.          
xxvi.  Integrate plans, proposals and programmes proposed, 
          prepared or adopted by Higher Education Commission  
          (not under control of  Ministry of  Education  now-a-days) 
           in  the Higher Education sector. 
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        Vision  
· The National Education System Should be meaningful and relevant to 

alleviate  poverty and sustain growth though the provision  of  quality  
education for  all  Pakistanis, with  out  any  discrimination, thus  
facilitating   the  creation  of  a knowledge - based  society  that  would   
be  able  to protect  the ideological  inspirations of the land and 
develops national cohesion. 

· Literate all the young of 14 + age group by the year 2015. 
      Provide free and compulsory Secondary education to all by the year   
     2015.Develop quality access in vocational , technical, commercial and  
     Higher  Secondary education at least for 10% of age group 14+          
      population by  the year 2015. 
· Train sufficient teachers to achieve the above - mentioned targets as 

early as possible. 
 
       Organization of Ministry of Education 
 

        The Ministry of Education, the apex body on  education  at the  
national level, is consisted of six Wings and a Cell named as “Monitoring  
& Evaluation Cell” with the status of a Wing. The  Administrate Wing  
deals  mainly  with work force of the Ministry and its subordinate soffices  
whereas  rest  of the  five Wing sand M & E Cell are technical in nature  
and  look  after various technical aspects of the education sector at Federal 
level. The Ministry is functional under the  leadership  of  Federal  
Ministry  for  Education  and Ministry  of State  for  Education with one 
Parliamentary Secretary. The executive head of the Ministry is a Federal 
Secretary whereas one Senior Joint Secretary,  two  Joint  Secretaries (as 
Joint Education Advisers), one Director  and three  Joint  Education 
Advisers are working under him as heads of the  Wings  / M & E Cell.  
The  Ministry  has now-days honor  of  having  the  guidance  of  an  
Additional  Secretary  as  well. The Ministry also has the  support  of  
Deputy  Secretaries /  Deputy Educational  Advisers  and  Section  
Officers  /  Assistant  Educational  Advisers  /  Education Officers / 
Research Officers in delivery of  its work efficiently (Organ gram  at 
Annex) 



               Pakistan is a Federation of four Provinces-Punjab, Sind, North West Frontier 

Province (NWFP) and Baluchistan. According go the constitution, education in

Pakistan is a provincial concern. Provinces are, as a matter of principle, independent

in policy formulation and management of education within their administrative

boundaries. In practice, however,  major education policies are formulated at federal

level and they are passed on to the procincial Education Departments for

implementation .

2.          PROVINCIAL DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION 
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Monitoring and Evaluation Cell (headed by Director) 
     
         Monitor  and  evaluate  the  development activities and projects of the  
         ministry and its organization. 
  
         Conduct investigations and enquires on the administrative matters and 
         issued of the ministry and its organization.    
     
Organizations and national institutes of Ministry of Education 
          

· Ministry of Education has been entrusted witch control of 20 
Organizations,12 Centers  of  Excellence, 5 Pakistan   Study  Centers  1 
one Pakistan Study institute, 7Area Study Centers. 3 Islamic Research 
Centers, 13 Pakistan Chairs Abroad   in   “Quaid-e-Azam,   Allama   Iqbal,   
Pakistan   Studies   and   Urdu  (detailed list at Annex-II) 

        The Provincial Departments of Education are counterparts of the federal

Ministry of Education. In provinces, Ministers fro Education are in charge of the

provincial Ministries of Education. Withhim a province the Minister fro Education

isn responsible for policy matters concerning the Department. He conducts the

business of the Department in the Provincial Assembly, submits cases to the Chief

Minister for seeking his approval on important decisions.  The Minister keeps the

provincial Governor informed about important developments in the field of

education.



               The provincial Secretariats of Education serve as counterparts of the federal
Ministry of Education. Within each province, respective Education Deportment
functions include: 

(i)           Promotion of the  cause of general, technical and scientific education.
(ii)          Promotion of educational policies and coordination of educational
               activities for the province. 
(iii)         Implementation of the educational policies, formulated by the Federal 
               Government.

2.1         Secretariats of Education

               Although in essence the purpose and functions  of  Departments of Education
are more of less similar in all the provinces, but depending upon the local conditions
and needs they differ to some extent and vary from each other in organization and
management structures. In the following pages are given organizational management
structures of the Departments of Education of each of the four provinces separately. 

               The subjects allocated to the Education Department, Government of the
Punjab include:

3.            DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATON; GOVT OF PUNJAB

(i)          School, college and university education.

(ii)         Coordinating of schemes for higher studies abroad.

(iii)        Grant of scholarship

(iv)         Education of handicaps.

(v)          Promotion of scientific research, art and literature. 

(vi)         Production and distribution of education and scientific films.

(vii)        Libraries. 
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(viii)     Service matters, except those entrusted to Services and General Administration
             Department.
See organizational chart of the Department of Education, Government of the Punjab.
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(A)   Organisational Chart of Department of

Education, Govt. of the Punjab

Minister for Education 

Secretary Education 

Attached Departments
- Director  Public

  Instruction  (Colleges) 

- Director  Public
   Instruction  (Schools)

- Director  Technical
   Education 

- Director  Sports 
   and Physical Edu.

- Director  General
   Libraries 

- Director  Curriculum
   Research Centre.

- Director  Staff
   Development 

Autonomous Bodies

-  Universities 

-  Boards of Intermediate 
   and Secondary Education

-  Boards of Technical
   Education 

-  Punjab Textbook
   Board 

Cadet Colleges
- Lawence College 

-  Institute of Education
    and Research 

Other Institutions

-  Director Bureau
of Education
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               The Secretary of Education is  the administrative head of the Education 
Department of the province of Punjab. He is responsible for the Department’s
administration and conduct of business.

               In the performance of his duties, the Education Secretary is assisted by
Additional Secretaries of Planning and Academic affairs. There are six Deputy
Secretaries, each for establishment, academic, nationalized institutions, general,
planning, and technical. The Deputy Secretaries assist the Additional Secretaries
and the Secretary in their respective areas of job assignment. The Deputy Secretaries,
in turn, are assited by a number of Under-Secretaries, and Section Officers etc. as
shown in the Personnel Organizational chart of Education Secretariat.

               In the field the Education, Secretary is assisted by the  Director of Curriculum
Reseachch and Development Centreee Director Technical Educations. Director General
Libraries and Sports, and the Director. Bureau of Education. Major functions of each
of the Directors are as follow:

(a) He advises the provincial government in the formulation of education
     policies relating to college education and also sees that the approved
      policies are implemented in their true sense and spirit.  

3.1          Personnel Organization and Functions 

(b) He assesses the need of the masses in respect of opening of new colleges
   and improvement of existing colleges in the province. He directs the
      preparation of development schemes / plans for approval of the Government.

(c) He also directs the preparation of annual budget regarding expenditure on
   college education and ensures that it is carefully and economically
      operated.  

(d) He guides the heads of subordinate offices and institution by paying personal
      visits for the removal of defects and bottlenecks in the smooth administration
      and functioning of the institutions.

(e) He is responsible for the effective enforcement of administrative, financial
      and discipline rules in colleges and his subordinate offices. 

3.2          Staff Working Under the Secretary 

(i)      Director, Public Instruction (Colleges)

(f)  He ensures that the divisional school directorates, and DEO’s officers, and
      all institution under his admistrative control continue functioning properly 
      and no lapses occur in their smooth working.
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Implementation of schemes regrading development of technical education,
administration, supervision, guidance, establishment of educational
institutions, teeniest education programmes, in-serve training, refresher
courses, library facilities, training of teachers, imparting education to post
maitre classes, foreign scholarship, and of internal scholarships are the
major functions of the Director Technical Education.

To carryout business of Punjab sport Board, lay down, formulate and
implement Government policies regarding promotion of sports physical
education in the proviance, conduct youth tournaments in the province,
arrange training and coaching comps/ programmes of talented plyers,
provide extension in the physical education and sports in the form of
refresher courses, conferences, seminars, meetings, and give guidance to
youth organizations and assist in the acquisition of play fields for
educational institutions and public in general.

The need for having a properly qualified agency which could deal with the
expansions of libraries in the country has been felt. From time to time. The
work of libraries was scattered over the various offices and branches of the
Education Department. In order to streamline the working and development
of libraries on scientific lines, a Directorate of Libraries has been established
headed by the Director General. He performs the following main duties: 

He advises the provincial Government regarding the ways and means of
improving the existing libraries, prepare schemes for opining of new
libraries and for maximum utilization of library services by people of all
age group. He organizations courses for improving the library stall,
working of libraries and research on various aspects of library services.  

He keeps close contact with the education bodies of the regional, divisional,
and district headquarters for the development of libraries in the province. 

(iv)          Director General Liberties 

(iii)          Director Sports and Physical Education

(ii)          Director Technical Education

(v)          Director Curriculum Research & Development Centre His
               responsibilities are as follow: 

(a)           Control and supervision of the Curriculum Research and
                development Centre.
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(f)    Liaison with Ministry of Education, Provincial Curriculum
              Centres, Universities, Boards of Secondary Education, Education
     Extension Certre, Text, book Board. UNICEF and Punjab
              Education Department.

(g)          Administration of the Curriculum Research and Development
              Centre.

(vi)          Airector  Burean of Education:?

3.3          Autonomous Bodies 

Following are the autonomous bodies which are under the Department of
Education:

(i)         There are six, university in the province. There universities i.e. University
         of the Punjab, Lahore. The Bahauddin Zakarya University, Multan; The
         islamia University,  Bahawalpur and three processional universities i.e.
           The University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore; The Agricultural
               University, Faisalabad; and The Baran Agricultural University, Rawalpindi.
          The universities function as autonomous bodies of higher learning in the
               province. 

(ii)      Boards of Intermediate & Secondary Education at present there are six
               Boards of Intermediate and Secondary Education, at Rawalpindi, Sargodha,
         Gujranwala, Lahore, Multan and Bahawalpur. The exclusive Function of
            the boards of intermediate and Secondary Education is to hold  Secondary
        School Certificate and Intermediate examination and award certificates. 
               They also 

(b)           Planning of research projects. 
(c)           Planning of curriculum development.
(d)           supervision of research projects, curriculum formulation and
                development by Deputy directors and Research Associates. 
(e)           Planning and control of the financial aspects of the curriculum
               Research and development Centre.

There is one Board of Technical Education in the Punjab. Its main
responsibility is tohold examination for the associate engineers, diplomas
in various technologies, and SSC Tech. Examination. It also formulates
curriculum for these examination. The Chairman exercises control over
the office of the Board as its principal executive and academic officer and

(iii)      Takes disciplinary action against members  of the establishment whose
               grades carry an initial salary of less than three hundred rupees per menses.
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Following are functions of the Boards of Education and other autonomous
bodies as reflected in the responsibilities of heads of these organizations:

The Chairman exercises control over  the office of the   Board  as  its
principal executive and academic officer and performs all functions to
ensure that the officers and the staff properly perform the duties entrusted
to them. In particular he:

(ii)         Appoints superintendents of examinations.
(a)         Chairman, boards of Intermediate & Secondary Education
(b)         Chairman, Board of Technical Education
(i)          Write confidential reports on the work of officers of the rank of
              superintendent of above.
             hold examinations for Adeeb Alim and Fazal Certificate in Urdu, Persian
             and Arabic languages.

(i)          Writes confidential reports on the work of the officers whose grades carry
              a initial salary of three hundred rupees or more per menem.  

(ii)        Recommends to the Board any disciplinary action that be considers
             necessary against officer.

(iv)        Appoints superintendent of examination. 

The Punjab Textbook Board Mainly arranges development and publication
of textbooks from class I to XII of the province. 

(iv)         Appoints superintendent of examination. 

The Chairman exercise control over the office of the Board as its principal
executive an ensures that the officers and staff properly perform the duties
entrusted to them.

3.4         Directors Public instructions (Schools, Colleges)

              The  administration of schools and colleges in the province with the
Directors of public Instructions Schools and Colleges. The details of organization
and functions of the Directorates of Public Instruction are given as follows::

(i)          Deputy Director (Planning)

He assists and advises the Director Public Instruction (Schools) in respect of
Planing and Development in the Department.

performs all acts to ensure that the officers and the staff properly perform
the duties entrusted to them. In particular he:
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(ii)         Deputy Director (Admn)

(iii)        Directors of Education (Schools)

He assists and advises the Director Public Instruction (Scools) for smooth
running of administration and functions of the office. Appointing authority
in respect of the posts in NPS-5 to NPS-16.

There are eight Directorates of Education (Schools) in Punjab one at each
division i.e. Rawalpindi, Sargdha, Faisalabad, Gujranwala, Lahore, Multan,
D.G. Khan and Bahawalpur. Each Director of Education (Schools) is
responsible for the following functions with his respective division. 

(a)          Administration of his office, D.E.Ss’ offices and schools within the division. 
(b)          Acts as transferring authority of officers / officials from NPS 5 to NPS 18
              and equivalent posts. 
(c)          General supervision, guidance and inspection of the D.E.Os officer and all
              types of schools of the division, 
(d)          Financial control of the whole divisional budget on school education.
(c)          Opening x improvement of existing schools in the division.

(iv)        District Education Officers (Male / Female)

(a)          Appointing / transferring authority in respect of the posts borne on the
              district cadre. 
(b)         Duties of Drawing and Disbursing Officers in respect of his/ her own office. 
(c)         Financial control of the budget of primary, middle and high schools in the
             district. 
(d)         Planing and development work of the district. 
(e)         To assist / guide the Department in respect of the academic matters.
(f)         To attend all other matter as districs head of the education  department.  

(vi)        Deputy Education Officers 

They assist the District Education Officers in all matter and inspection of
schools.

(vii)       Assistant Education Officers 

They perform the following duties

(a)         Inspection, supervision, and guidance of Primary / middle schools. 
(b)         Drawing and Disbursing officer in respect of primary / medial schools.
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(ix)         Deputy Director (Deal& Dumb)

His duty is to open and administer the institution for Deaf, Dumb and
Blind. He is the appointing authority in respect of posts in NPS-1 Nps-15.

(x)          Director Staff Development 

He arranges refresher courses for guiding the teachers in the new methods
of teaching. He is an appointing authority is respect of incumbents in NPS
-1 to NPS-15 in respect of his office. He controls the teaching staff in
elementary colleges.

To help promote the cause of education through audiovisual aids. He is
also the appointing authority in respect of the posts from NPS-1 to
NPS-15 in respect of his office.

As described elsewhere.

He organizes and guides for the maintenance of Libraries. He is the 
appointing authority for the posts in NPS-1 to NPS-15 in respect of his
office.

They assist the Deputy Directors in the smooth running of the Directorates. 

He is the Branch Officer of the Budget and Accounts Section. He performs
following duties:

(xi)         Deputy Director (Audio visual Aids)

3.5          Director Public Instruction (Colleges)

(i)           Deputy Director (Libraries)

(ii)          Assistant Directors 

(iii)         Junior Assistant Director (Establishment)

He deals with the administration of non-teaching pests and is appointing
authority of posts in NPS 1-4.

(iv)         Junior Assistant Director (Budget & Accounts)

(viii)       Director Fourth Education Project his duties are to:

(a)       Supervise the Education Project and to see that the project is 
            satisfactorily completed.
(b)       Guide th subordinate office and filed staff.
(c)       See that the funds / foreign aid is fully and strictly utilized for the
           purpose for witch it has been provided.
(d)   Supervise the provision of Primary, school buildings.
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(a) Preparation, supervision and distribution of budget and revised budget.
(b) Control over receipt and expenditure.
(c) All kinds of advances.
(d) Reconciliation of expenditure.
(e) T.a. bills.
(f) Audit objections.
(g) Attend meetings of Public Accounts Committee.
(h) Other duties as assigned by the Director.
(i) Drawing and disbursing officer.

              The duties of the otherstaff are similar in nature which they are performing
in their respective  offices.

4.         DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION;
            GOVERNMENT OF SIND 
4.1         Secretary (Education)

              In principle, the functions of Secretary of Education, Government  of Sind
 are same as that of Punjab or other provinces of the country.  However,  depending
upon the structure and peculiar needs and traditions of the province, the Secretary’s
responsibilities would be laid down as follows:

As chief executive of education secretariat his administrative functions
include; meetings with Deputy Secretaries, attending to the matters relating
to accounts, staff, development projects, and policies etc.

As processional leader of Directorates, Boards and Bureaus, the Secretary
holds meetings with Directors of Education, heads of the Boards and
Bureaus, Principals of Colleges, Vice- Chancellors etc, on issues relating
to academic facilities and services of the institutions. 

As representative of the Governor of the province and head of the entire
educational system in the province, the secretary has the responsibilities
of meetings with Governor, Chief Secretary and other Secretaries, external
visitors, of crucial interest to education, and attending functions and
ceremonies. 

(i)          Administrative Matters 

(ii)         Professional Matters

(iii)        Ceremonial Political Matters 
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The Deputy Secretary (Planning and Development) is also the Director of
Planning and Development Call. The Job of Deputy Secretary (Planning and
Development) includes supervision and control of work from Section Officers,
handling matters on foreign aids and technical assistance to education. The
Director Planning is also responsible for preparation of educational projects
and appraisal of the projects received from other educational offices and 
autonomous organization.

(a)    all academic matters in respect of schools and colleges including

     curricular maters, textbooks supplies, and policy implementation.

(b)    Coordination of all the boards of Secondary, Intermediate, Technical

   Education (Karachi), Intermediate and Secondary Education

   (Hyderabad and  Sukkur) and Sind Textbook Board.

(c)  Recurring Non-devolopment)budgets for schools and colleges;

(d)  Serves as Secretary to the  Standing Committee (of Directors,

         Chairman etc) for the province.

In the existing structure of the Provincial Education Secretariat, Sind, the
Deputy Secretary (Administration Wing) is responsible tot he to the Secretary
Education, and partially to the Additional Secretary. But in the recommended
structure, the Deputy Secretary Administration will be responsible to the
Additional Secretary (Planning and Development). He is the head of the
administrative Wing of the Secretariat. This Wing constitutes the direct link
between the Education Department and the Services ane General (S&G)
Department under the Gief Secretary to the Government. The Administration
Wing handles all establishment matters for  the Department. 

The Deputy Secretary (Academic) is responsible for:

4.2          Additional Secretary 

(i)           Deputy Secretary (Planning and Development)

(ii)          Deputy Secretary (Academic)

(iii)         Deputy Secretary (Administration)

          There in one additional secretary  to assist  the Secretary in  administration and

academic matters in the Secretariat. He is also involved in all major decisions,

meetings, matters concerning all the Directorates, Boards and Bureaus etc. In the

performance of his functions, the Additional Secretary is assisted by the following

Deputy Secretaries:



(a)    Major Responsibilities 

The Deputy Secretary (Administration) is responsible for handling, all establishment
matters in respect of education department, particularly matters affecting personnel
(i.e. staffing, placement, promotion, discipline, compensation, transfers, retirement
etc.) He also has the major responsibility of supervising all the section Officers and
general staff in the Wing, and ensuring smooth coordination between his Wing and
the other Wings in the Department and other Departments in the Province.

(i)       Provision, promotion, dn maintenance of good quality school education
           in the region.
(ii)      Ensuring proper development of all persons (pupils an staff) in school
           education in the region irrespective of sex, social background or creed.
(iii)     Promotion of adult community literacy in the region.
(iv)     Overall control of school education.
(v)      General administration of the service and facilities for school education
           in the region.
(vi)     Supervision of personnel instructional and facilities improvement in
           school education. The Director of Education is assisted by the following
           officers in the performance of his duties:

In the field, the Secretary of Education’s responsibilities for administration of
schools and colleges etc, are shared by Directors of Schools, College and
Technical Education. Following is a brief deception of the functions of each
of the Directorates: 

               There are two Directors of Education (Schools) in the province, each one
of them is administrative head of a region. Each Director has the responsibilities for
the direction, dimension and quality of primary, middle and high school education
as well as adult literacy and rural education programmes. The Director is accountable
to the Secretary Education and the provincial government for overall development of
school education in his region.

The job of the Director of School Education focuses on the following:

         He is responsible to the Director of School Education for establishment matters
of school and teachers of government cadre as well as establishment of gazetted
administrative staff in the Legion. He should, in addition, be specifically responsible
for: . 

4.3    Director School Education

4.4    Deputy Director (General)
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          He is responsible to the Director School Education for the establishment of
teachers under nationalized schools cadre. His main duties are as follows:

(i)     Preparation or otherwise scrutinizing and proper processing of budgets
         in respect of the districts and institutions (schools) in th region. 
(ii)    Attending to audit objections in respect of school education.
(iii)   Stationery and equipments in respect of the Directorates.
(iv)   Schedule of new expenditure and travailing allowance bills and
         reconciliation.
(v)    Establishment of clerical and class IV posts.
(vi)   Responding to Assembly matters and questions.
(vii)  Complaints of and on ministerial staff.
(viii) Pensions, scholarships, and leaves.
(ix)   Miscellaneous assignments including change of date of birth, books,
         free plantation, and other works of general nature.

4.5      Assistant Director (Establishment)

(i)     He is responsible through the Deputy Director (Administration and
         General) to the Director of School Education for establishment matters
         in respect of non-gazetted administrative staff of schools.
(ii)    Assist the Deputy Director with cases and matters relating to
         appointments, transfers, and seniority of non-gazetted administrative
         staff and teachers of school cadre under government. 
(iii)   He is responsible for receipts and issues in respect of stationery and
         other office facilities.
(iv)   He deals all pension cases in respect of the administrative staff under
         his jurisdiction the region.
(v)    He is responsible for the maintenance of stationery.
(vi)   He sees all cases of general nature.
(vii)  He is responsible for revision of amendments of code books of
         circulars etc.

His duties areas follows:

4.6      Deputy Director Nationalization and Litigation

(i)     Collection,  compilation and presentation of all sorts of information and
         data in respect of nationalized schools including: nature of rents, leases,
         condition of buildings, lands and other facilities, areas that need repairs, 
         evacuation, acquisition, etc.
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(ii)    Handling of cases and arranging for litigation, and other legal procedures
         including matters of objectives or surrender by landlords, and arranging
         for legal assistance in case of court cases.
(iii)   Advising the Director on all other matters related to nationalized school
         and limitation. 

         He is responsible to the Director School Education (through Evaluation) for
matters concerning the promotion of arts an crafts in schools including:

(i)     Assisting with the provision of staff, and providing facilities for arts,
         painting, drawing and other crafts in the schools in the region. 
(ii)    Inspection an supervision of arts and crafts programes in the schools.
(iii)   Preparation of tests and examinations on arts and crafts.
(iv)   Organizing in-scrvive and pre-service training progrmmes for teachers
         of arts and crafts in the schools.
(v)    Undertaking the teaching and / of demonstration of arts and crafts in 
         schools.

               He is responsible to the Director School Education on all matters related
 to planning and development work in respect of acquisition, leases, renting of new
buildings, setting or new plants and infrastructures in respect of new schools and
advising the Director as appropriate. His other responsibilities are as follows:

(i)     Providing advise and guidance to D.E.Os and Headmasters / 
         Headmistress on matters of establishment of new buildings for schools
         or extra  classrooms.
(ii)    Advising on Europeans or other types of schools outside normal
         government schools.
(iii)   Preparation of ADP schemes and other allied matters, connected with
         development of school education.
(iv)   Progress reports on ADP schemes and other allied matters.
(v)    Supervision and monitoring of all other matters relating to repairs of 
         schools damaged by use or other forces.
(vi)   Corses accounts, budgets, receipt and issues and general supervision
         of accounts staff. 

4.7    Inspector of Arts and Crafts 

4.8    Deputy Director Planning and Development
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            He is responsible, through the Deputy Director Planning and Development
(Schools), to the Director School Education. His duties are as follows:

(i)     Preparation of ADP of school education and other allied matters
connected with development of schools.
(ii)    Attend to directives from government concerning policies, plans, and
         development programmes in respect of schools.
(iii)   Attends to students’ demands in connection with resources for school
         education.
(iv)   Assists the Deputy Director Planning, and Development with all
         matters related to budget, examinations, programmes, records and
         information.
(v)    Prepares progress report of ADP schemes (on-going, approved,
         revised) for consideration of the Director School Education.
(vi)   Prepares progress report of ADP  schemes (on-going, approved,
         revised) for consideration and opening, transfer, merger and / or
         closure of school institutions.

4.9       Assistant Director Planning & Development 

(i)     Responsible to the Director School Education for the development, 
         execution and evaluation of all sorts of school progrmmes.
(ii)    Working with the D.E.Os, Supervisors and Headmasters in the
         improvement of curricular for schools.
(iii)   participating in and arranging for workshops and training programmes
         on course improvement, review of syllabus, teaching methodology,
         audio, visual, aids, and use of apparatus etc.
(iv)   Supervision of school examinations and moderating examination
         questions.
(v)    Preparation of admission tests, scholarships  and prize tests, staff
         appointment for examinations / interviews / tests etc. 
(vi)   Collaboration with other examination bodies in the development,
         moderation and conduct to examinations.
(vii)  Keeping records of examinations.
(viii) Advising the Director School Education on all matters related to\
         programmes and examinations.

4.10     Deputy Director Programmes and Evaluation 

His duties area follows:
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(i)     Matters related tot pay fixation of the teachers.
(ii)    Grant of scholarships.
(iii)   Sanction of expenditure.
(iv)   Getting    signature on the pay  bills (including  medical  rest and  recreation
         and office bills).
(v)   Sanction of medical reimbursements and R.R, allowance.
(iv)   Appointment, transfers, promotions, and fixation of class IV servants.
(vii)  Appointment, transfer of primary teacher within thesub-division.
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4.11      District Education Officer 

             Within a region, the Distract Education Officer (D.E.O) is responsible for
the administration of school education in a district. There are separate District
Education Officers for boys and girls schools, but their functions are identical.

            The D.E.O. is about the most focal and strategic post in respect of primary, 
middle and high school education in the district. He is responsible Director school
Education of the region for the effective organization and administration of the
District Education of the District Education Office and for development of primary,
middle and high schools in the district. In addition, the D.E.O. is responsible for 
supervision and control of all staff in the district as well as for the effective utilization
of all regouress (funds, personnel, equipment, buildings, lands, education progorammes,
etc) available or provided for school education in the district. 

4.12     Deputy District Education Officer

             The primary functions of a Deputy District Education Officer (D.D.E.O.)
depend  to a large extent on the specific duties assigned tot him/ her by the D.E.O.
There may be more tean one D.D.E.O. in a district. 

4.13     Sub-Divisional Education Officer

             Within each district, there are number of Sub-Divisional Education Officers
(S.D.E.Os). The S.D.E.Os are responsible, within their respective sub-division, for
instructional and staff supervision in the schools. His/her supervisory powers estend
to the middle and high schools as D.E.O.. Directs. In education officer. The S.D.E.Os.
Assists the D.E.O. on all matters pertaining to the promotion of school education
in the district of which his/her sub-division is a part.

4.14     Assistant Sub-DIvisional Education Officer (A.S.D.E.O)

The major function of A.S.D.E.O. Include the following:
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               The post of Additional Directories school education (Woman) in each region

is aimed at ensuring effective execution of  policies and progrmmes in respect of

female education in the region. The Additional Directress has identical responsibilities

and obligations with the Directors School Education and reports directly to the

provincial Education Secretory.  

4.15         Additional Directoress 

(viii) Arranging work priorities and tours for the S.D.E.O. as directed.

(ix)   Other matters are assigned by the S.D.E.O.

               The Additional Directress is assisted by Assistant Directoress of Schools,

whose Functions include the following:

(a)   Enquiries, keeping in view department rules regulations,  and especially

       Marshall Law

       Regulation 118, regarding nationalization of privately managed schools. 

(b)  Inspection of schools in respect of nationalization of teachers’ services and up

       gradation of   schools etc.

(c)   Visits to schools in compliance with the government circulars received from

       government from time to time.

(d)  Official correspondence.

(e)  To look into the problems of daily visitors.

(f)  Cases of disturbed seniority tribunal cases) are also looked into by her as a

       member of seniority Committee constituted by the Educat on department for

       respective regions.

(g) Official meetings relevant to the Nation’s changing social and economic needs.

5.          DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; GOVERNMENT
             OF NWFP

5.1          Introduction 

         As it is in cases of other provinces, the Secretary Education is the
administrative head of the provincial Education Department. In the performance
of his furcation, he is assisted by two Additional Secretaries, Deputy Secretaries,
Chief Planning Officer and a number of Section Officers. 



5.3          Director of Education (Schools)

               The organizational chart of the Department of Education, Government of
NWFP. shows the administrative jurisdiction and scope of the Department of
Education.

               Unlike Punjab and Sind, the Directors School and College Education are

responsible for the organization of the public institutions and their supervision in

the whole province. Each of the Director of Education is the head of his respective

Department i.e. School Education or College Education. He is responsible to the

Government of NWFP through Education Secretary. Functions of the offices of

each of the Directors are as follows:

               The Director of Education (Colleges) is responsible for overall administration

control of the irectorate of College Education and institutions in the province. In the

performance of his job the Director is assisted by a Deputy Director Colleges. The

Deputy Director (Colleges) assists him in the matters of administration and planning

concerning the colleges in the province.

              The Director of Education (Schools), as it is evident from the organizational

chart, has a wider jurisdiction, in the performerce of his. duties, the Director is ass

sted by Divisional Directors of Education and a number of other officers, each of

whom is head of certain section of the Directorate of School Education. In the

following pages are given brief descriptions of the functions of some of these officers.

              The Director Directors of Education are responsible for administration of 

school education in a division. Their functions are more or less similar in all

divisions and include:

(i)      Dealing with the appointments, leave cases, transfers, disciplinary

          cases etc, of official in BPS- 8 to BPS-15 (teaching and ministerial

          staff).

5.2          Director of Education (Colleges)

5.4          Divisional Directors of Education
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(ii)   Transfer of headmasters of high schools within the division. 
(iii)  Writing of annual confidential reports of the District Education 
        Officers (Male and Female).
(iv)  Approval of tour programmes and T.A. and medical bills etc. of Dist.
        Education Officers and his own officer staff.
(v)   Preparation of annual development programme and budget.

               The  District Education Officer is responsible for th efficient operation of 
the  District Education Office and for the success of the supervisor programmes.
His/her authority shall extend over the secondary schools and the Sub-Divisional
Education Officers of his / her distract. He she is responsible to the Divisional
Director, besides performing duties in the District Education Office.

               The  District Education Officer is responsible for th efficient operation of
responsibilities so that administrative duties are carried out by DEO, ADEO, and
ministerial staff as detailed in their jobdescriptions. He she pays attention to only
essential paper work and most of the time he / she spends on the supervision an
 providing professional guidance to the teachers.

               The  District Education Officer visits the schools for a minimum 3 days
out of 6 days each week when the schools are in operation.  The remaining three
days should be sufficient to attend to the  duties in the office if delegation of
responsibilities is effectively carried out.

               If allowed, th eDeputy District Education Officer Plans programmes for
supervision of the schools and carries out the programmes in the company of
A.E.E.O. or alone under the guidance of the D.E.O. The DDEO assists the District
Education Officer in the performance of his/her office duties.

               The DDEO is responsible for planning and statistics of his / her district. He
/she carries out this duty with the help of Assistant Education Officer (Development).
The DDEO ensures that the statistics colleted and compiled by the ADEO are
reliable and updated.

               The DDEO, being the drawing-desurshing officer, ensures that the bils are
not left pending without concrete reasons and entries to the effect are made
immediately and regularly in the cash books/ contingent register etc.

5.5          District Education Officer

5.6          Deputy District Education Officer
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5.15         Additional Directoress 

5.7         Assistant District Education Officer (Development)

               The ADEO (Development) is responsible for the collection, complication
and consolidation of statistics of the schools of his / her respective  district. As
statistics play very, important role in the decision-making and problem solving,
every effort has to be made to have reliable and correct data.

               The ADEO (Development) supervices the construction work and informs
the DEO if construction is not to the satisfaction of the ADEO: he /she immediately
brings this thing to the notice of the Education Department and the C&W
Department. In this connection he/ she coordinates with the local councils.

               The ADEO (Development) is responsible for the implementation of the
developmental schemes of his/ her district of inclusion in the next year APD.

               In addition to preparation of tentative ADP with the help of local councillors, 
ADEO (Development) is supposed to prepare the PCI froms. He/ she carries out any
other duties assigned by his/ her DEO.

               The Assistant District Education Officer (Inspection) plans programmes 
for the supervision of the schools and carries out the programmes under the guidance
of the DEO. it is expected that the ADEO will spend 3 out of 6 days of each week in
supervisory activities with the DEO in the schools when the schools are in operation.

               The Assistant DEO (Inspection) is expect to spend 3 days of each week
when the schools are in operation and 6 days of each week when the schools are
not in operation in the District Education Office. While he/ she is in the office he/
she consults the DEO in connection with issues like planning of next week
supervision programme, teacher problems, schools requirements etc. Moreover, the
teachers can consult the Assistant DEO in the officer on this day.

               The Assistant DEO (Inspection) acts as a processional guide and a
professional colleague of the teachers. He/ she recommends teachers for the in
service training  after obtaing nomination from their headmasters/ headmistresses

5.8           Assistant District Education Officer (Inspection)

               All the files of District Education Office are routed through DDEo and he
/ she ensures that smooth working of the office and implementation of order/
policies etc., on behalf of the D.E.O., Is carried out. The DDEO carries out any
other duties  assignod by his / her D.E.O.
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        In order to upgrade the professional competencies of the teachers, the
Assistant DEO (inspection) supplies instructional material to the schools and ensures
that what has been supplied by other agencies has actually reached the hand of the
teachers . 

and ensures that what has been learnt in the training courses is followed upon in the
actual teaching learning situation.

               The  assistant District Education officer (Inspection), being a professional
guide and educational leader, possesses the required competencies and keeps him
self abreast of the latest development in the filed of education.  

               The  Assistant District Education Officer (Inspection) recommends teachers
for the training courses conducted by toher agencies, and is also responsible to
conduct appropriate courses within the district area.

       The ADEo (Inspection) is responsible for evaluation and following 
programmes after teachers return to their institutions from a certain training course.
It is his/ her duty to check whether the teachers sent for in-service training are
actually applying new methods and techniques they learnt during the course
practically or they are still elinging with the old traditional type of teaching.

               The ADEO (Inspection) is responsible for collecting relevant information
from high schoolsduring his/ her visits to these institutions. 

               It is his/ her duty to get approved the tour progamme of SDEOs from DEO
and follow up the remarks, contents, suggestions, requirements, shortcomings of
tour notes of DEO and SDEO with remedial actions on the part of DEO’s office. 

              ADEO (Inspection) keeps the record of Middle School Scholarships 
Examination and awards of Primary and Secondary School  Scholarships.

               The ADEO (Accounts) is responsible for the maintenance of the budget
of  the secondary schools,  offices of the SDEO he/ she autits the accoutns of the
schools, office of the SDEO at least once a year. He /she recommends the stock to
the DEO for declaring it written off. He/ she marks it sure that the budget of his/
her district is properly utilized and that all the codal formalities are observed.

6.9         Assistant District Education Officer (Accounts)
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               Papers of sanction for G.P funds, rest and recreation allowance, T.A. bills
and medical reimbursement, of those whom the DEO is competmetn/ controlling
authority authority  are routed through ADEO (Accounts) for proper scrutiny and
verification.

               The ADEO (Physical Education) is responsible for the supervision of 
Physical Education and guides the Physical Education Teachers.

               The ADEO (Physical Education) arranges in-service training for the
Physical Education Teachers so that they may grow professionally  and be kept
abreast with the new curriculum and methodology.

               The ADEO (Physical Education) visits the schools with the DEO in order
to inspect  the work of the Physical Education Teachers during formal or informal
visits. 

               The ADEO arranges and supervises all the extra and co-currieclar activities
of the schools of his/ her district. He/ she is a member of the tournament committee
for high schools and acts as technical adviser to the DEO who is supposed to workers
as president of that committee.

               He marks recommendations/ proposals for transfers, appointments and all
other service matters of the Physical Education Teachers of his distriet. 

               The major function fo the SDEO is the supervision of the quality of education
 in the schools. His authority extends over the primary and middle schools of the 

5.11        Sub-Divisional Education Officer

5.10        Assistant District Education Officer (Physical Education)

               The ADEO (Accounts)forwards to the Education Department a monthly 
statement of expenditures after getting the figures reconciled with those booked in
the office of the District  Accounts Office. It is his/ her responsibility to check up
that expenditure incurred in the schools/  offices in the district is properly reconciled
with audit office figures every month.

               The ADEO (Accounts)forwards proposals  to the Education Department
for schedule of new expenditure or continued expenditure. 

               ADEO (Accounts) is responsible to keep upto data record of the sanctioned
posts of schools/offices of the distract..

               He/ she prepares the pension papers of the retiring persons of NPS 1,2,3,4,
and 5 for whomthe DEO is appointing authority.
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               The Sub-Divdional Education Officer is responsible for the efficient
operation of the Sub-Division Education Officer including responsibility for the
standard of work by the clerical administrative staff. The SDEO is responsible for 
effective delegation of responsibilities so that administrative duties are carried out
by the clerical assistant, as detailed in their job descriptions. Appropriate authority
for decision-making should accompany the delegated repressibility to ensure that 
the SDEO’s attention will only be required for essential paper work.

               The Sub-Divdional Education Officer is directly responsible to the District
 Educational Officer, ho is his immediate superior, While performing his duties in
the sub-divison office and the primary and middle schools. He also assists the
District Education Officer when the DEO is visiting the secondary schools of the
sub-division.

sub-dicision. This function in general, takes up 4 out 6 days of each week when the 
schools, are in operation, the  remaining two days  are sufficient to attend to the
duties of the Sub-division Education Officers if the delegation of responsibilities is
effectively carried out. When the schools are not in session, the SDEO attends to
office duties, development and building supervision, or other duties as may be
required by the District Education Officer.

               The ASDEO  carries out the inspection / supervision programme assigned
 by the SDEO. He is directly responsible to to the SFEO, and spends 5 out  of 6 days
of each school week engaged in inspection/ supervision of schools. When schools
are not open, he carries out administrative or professional duties assigned by the 
SDEO.

               The ASDEO, in general, concentrates his activities in the primary schools.
This minimizers situations. Where conflicts of seniority could occur in the case of
some headmasters of some middle schools.  Regardless of this, however, the
ASDEO is not restricted to primary schools but he carries out his duties also in
middle school as assigned by the SDEO. Where conficts of seniority and status may
arise, the ASDEO  should concentrate his attention on th teachers and other aspects
of school efficiency which ma y be appropriate, leaving inspection of the headmaster
 to the SDEO.

               When not  engaged in school inspection, the ASDEO will carry out those
administrative or professional duties which may be delegated to him by the DDEO

5.12         Additional Sub-Divisonal Education Officer
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Same as for other provinces.

Same as for other provinces.

Minister for Education

Secretary  Education

6.2         Director of Education (Colleges)

               The Director or Education (Colleges) is directly under the Secretary
Education and is responsible for overall administration and superrvision of colleges
education (male and female) in the province. Technical education is also being
supervised by the Director Colleges, Education development and planning is

               Dy. Director Physical Education of sports (Colleges) is responsible to the
Director of Education (Colleges) in all matters relating to the promotion of Sports
and Physical Education in government colleges of the province.  

               The Assistant Director (Libraries) is responsible to Director (Colleges in
all matters regarding libraries in government colleges of the province. He will
submit his suggestion to the  Director for the improvement of college libraries.

               As compared with other provinces the Department of Education of 
Baluchistan  has a  comparatively smaller administrative sector. However, the 
functions fo various tiers of educational management in the province are more  or
less the same as in other provinces. The department of Educations comprises
secretarial of education and its foments, which include Directorate or College
Education, Directorate of School Education and Bureaus of Caracal ma nd Extension
Centres. The organizational charts of the Departments of Educations will help the
reader know the administrative, set- up and organizational functions of the
department of educational of Baluchistan. However, brief description of some
important administrative officers are given as follows: 

5.13         Dy. Director, Physical Education  & Sports (Colleges)

6.          DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION;
             GOVERNMENT OF BALUCHISTAN
6.1          Introduction

5.14         Assistant Director (Libraries)

(e.g. collection and organization of data for planning and statistical records). These
delegated duties are commensurate with the one office day per school week available
during school terms, plus the office time available when schools are not in session. 
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initiated by the Director Colleges which is finalized at the government level. In the
Directorate, the Director Colleges is assisted by a number of Deputy Directors and
other officers whose offices are  shown in the organizational chart of the Directorate
of College Education. 

               In the field, colleges are controlled and supervised by their respective
principals. They are responsible for academic and overall institutional discipline
of their colleges and see that the work of imparting education to the  students goes
soothly.

               The Director of Education (Schools) is directly under the Secretary 
Education and is responsible for overall control and supervision of educational (male
and female). Development programmes are initiated by the Director of Education 
and finalized at government level. In the performance of the functions of his office,
he is assisted by Deputy Directors, Assistant Directors, Registrar, Department of
Examination, Accounts Officer, Administrative Officers in the Directorate while
District Education Officer, Headmasters, Assistant District Education Officers assist
him in the field.

               The Director Directors of the Directorate are responsible for supervision
and administration of various branches under them. They are assisted by Assistant 
Directors in performance of their duties.

               In the field, te boys schools form primary to high school in each district
are under the control of District Education Officers. For Administration and
supervision of girls schools, divisional Education Officers (Female) have been
appointed in each division .division. They are responsible for supervision of primary, 
middle and high schools in their jurishietion. In the discharging of their duties, they
are assisted by Assistant District Education Officers.

6.4         Director Bureau of Curriculum and Extension Centre 
Same as for the province of Sind.

6.3         Director of Education (Schools)

7.         SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS  

Before you go over next nuit, make sure that you can answer the 
following questions:

1.      What type of relationship does exist between the Federal 
               Ministry of Education and Provincial Education Departments?
2.            What are the functions fo the Federal and Provincial Education
               Ministers?
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3.            What are the Similarities and differences among the four Provincial 
               Education Department Secretariats?
4.            What are various Wings (sections) of the Ministry of Education? Outline
               their functions.
5.            What are the functions of Director Public Instruction, schools and College
               in Punjab?
6.            What are the differences among administrative set-up and functions of
               Directors of Education in the four provinces?
6.            What are the provinces has provision for an additional Directress of
               Education, what are her functi
8.            At district level, who are the different officers in each of the four provinces? 
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OBJECTIVES 

After going through this unit, you are expected to:

 Understand the basic concepts of  Computer technology.

 Appreciate the need for management intormation system.

 Comprehend the main objectives of establishing computer aided MIS
 in education.

 Explain various computer applications in different aspects of education.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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INTRODUCTION 

              Among the  high technologies currently available, computerization has
come to enjoy a unique place because  of  its unusual  range  and power,  and
 universal  applicability.  The great expansion that has taken  place  in  the use
of computer stems logically from the phenomenal pace at which he
electronic industry has grown in recent years.

             We have to take stock of this new  technological environment and the
limitless  possibilities that it offers for the future  in order  to devise our own
policies in this  field and the strategy that we should adopt for  their
implementation.  Moreover , considerable expansion  has already taken place
in the area of computer application. In the years to come, as we enter upon a
more  sophisticated stage  of research,  planning  and  development, the area
of usage of computer will inevitably expand further. 

              Computers are being used  in many areas  of work  and they have not
only accelerated scientific and technological progress but have also made
tremendous contribution to improvement in managerial decision -making and
solution of  complex  problems in  Education, Industry, Defence and Business,
throuh  simulation  and quick  date processing.

              Computers are now capable of performing billion of operations a 
second, may millions time more than   the  pioneer   computer  of 1944.  The
size of these units,   measured  in number of instructions   or  calculations
processed per   second, has increased  by  approximately 50,000. Hundreds of
 electronic circuits can be carried on the surface of a silicon chip  not bigger
than a few millimeters in diameter. The bits for information that a chip can
carry has increased  tens  of   millions. An   clement   measuring 10 bt 15
centimeters can store more information than the telephone directory of a large
city.

              Parallel with the above development in computer technology, there has
been considerable fall in the cost of computer hardware. A computer which
might  have cost five million rupees in the   early days,  can  now be acquired
for a few  thousand  rupees. The  cost  of performing  one million  calculations
 has fallen within a decade form hundred rupees to ten paisas.

              Looking at situation   in  Pakistan, we find  that considerable  expansi
on has taken place in the area of computer  application. In 1966, there ware
two computers used by the Pakistan atomic Energy Commission and the PIA. 
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              This  rapid growth of computer technology has made it imperative for all
of us  to understand  the basic concepts of computer technology and its application
in education.

              It is to accomplish  the above task that  this unit has  been written.  The first
part of the unit is concerned with the basic computer concepts so that reader may
understand what computerized system means. The second part of  the unit illustrates
the concepts of computer aided  management information system. The last part of
\unit is concerned with  the computer application in various aspects of education.

              Films like JURASSIC PARK have presented a new angle. Computers, like
we know them today, are going to be obsolete in the near future computer 
Language of today will be of  no use except ASSEMBLY  Language Computers
will be controlled  by  brain waves and eyes. Languages like FOCUS  &  MAPPER
shall prevail. There will be no keyboard  and mouse. Your voice  wil be  the imput.

              Today,  huge databases are available for students to tap information in almost
all fields like Science, Sociology, Accounting, Management, Business, Medicine ets.
The world is fast entering the era of INFORMATION SUPER HIGHWAY. A 
concept, which will bind all the communication  channels like RADIO,  TELEVISON,
 VIDEO,  COMPUTERS.  GRAPHICS  & Film Optics. 

              The  years 1988-92 have been pioneering for agriculture and library science
in Pakistan. Under the acgis of NARC & NADLIN, more than 5 million dollars
were invested in computers. New technologies like CD-ROM and MULTIMEDIA
were introduced throughout the 27 training institutions  in agriculture and livraries.

In 1969, computer was inducted into government set-up in the Directorate
General of statistics, In1970, the total number of computers in use was15 and
the number of organizations employing them was about twenty.In1980,  the
number of computers went up to 58 and 110 organizations  were using  them. 
In1983, there  were 83 medium  and  large scale  general purposes computer
in use in Pakistan.In addition, there were about 500 small business computers
( micro computers ) in use in business, government organizations, armed forces
and training institutions etc. In future, as we enter upon a  more sophisticated
stage of research, the area of computer usage will invariably expand. 
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1.           BASIC COMPUTER CONCEPT 

1.1 What is a Computer?            

1.2 Computer Configuration           

          
The Computers is neither self directing nor goal oriented  nor does it manifest 
motivations. It Possesses only those abilities given to it by man. Once instructed or
set upon a path, it can perform task faster, more efficiently and more accurately
than a man can. A computer is a machine which can perform mathematical
chalcedonies and can repeat the same millions of  times without error. It can print
text, letters, plot curves and draw grands it can sort date, merge lists, search  files,
perform logical decisions and make comparisons. It is a flexible as well as a
poowerful devise which can cater for carious needs by processing  and retrieving

     The Computer is an electronic device man uses to help solve problems.

Data.

1.3         The Central Processing Unit(CPU)

             This comprises three parts: the memory (or  main storage), the control unit
and the arithmetic unit (or arithmetic logic unit). It operates by receiving
instructions and data into its memory form the input device, controlling the
processing of the input through  the control unit and carrying our the actual
processing in the arithmetic unit. It is important to remember that all input, either
instructions (i.e. the program) or data, must be first introduced into main
storage. It is then taken out of memory by the control unit according to the
 program instructions and moved from storage to the arithmetic unit where it is
processed. The results of the processing are than moved back into memory, still
under the command of the  control unit before being further dealt with.

             The function of main storage is to receive and hold the program instructions
ans the data to be processed according to program  instructions.

1.4          Memory or Main Storage 

               When we  talk of computer, we tend to think of it  as one machine, but in
fact it can operate only as a group of machines collectively termed as COMPUTER
CONFIGURATION. whether it is a mainframe computer (the large centralised
machine), which we  are now discussing, or one of the smaller mini or micro
Computer. A computer configuration consists  of three  main sectors INPUT,  the
CENTRAL  PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) and OUTPUT; the CPU being is heart
This assembly of machines is, what is known as computer  HARDWARE.
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Input Devices 

Punched  Card  Readers
Punched  Paper  Tape  Reads 
Optical  Mark Readers  (OMR)
Optical Character   Readers (OCR)
Magnetic  Ink Character  Readers 

1.6         Arithmetic Logical Unit

              Under  the command of  the control  unit, this unit carries  out  all the
arithmetic  and logical processes. It adds,  subtracts,   multiplies  and  divides, which
it does  by  straight  or reciprocal addition. It also   performs so called logical
operations, which merely  means that it compares two numbers and registers the
difference. 

             The most commonly used main storage was a magnetic core consisting
of tiny ferrite rings threaded on wires through which current can be passed to
magnetise the rings either positively or negatively as required. Magnetic core
memory is now rapidly being replaced by metal oxide  semiconductors,  known as
MOS. These  electronic  chip  memories  are much smaller than magnetic cores and
so permit vastly increased  internal momory capacity.

             Main   storage    works  on  the   principle   of  binary   notation,   which 
explains  its phenomenal speed. Each core must be either  positive (1) or negative
 (0),  a state produced by the program and data fed to he cores through their
connecting wires.  Using  the binary method of arithmetic, only these two states 
are needed  to  represent  any  number. For those unfamiliar with this notation, a
simple explanation is needed. 

            Binary,  like decimal notation,  uses place values for digits. However, instead
of  each place to the left raising the value by 10 times it raises it only  by2, so, in
 binary 001 is decimal  001, but 010 is decimal 2 ane not 10. Similarly, binary 100 
is decimal 4 an  not  one  hundred and 101 is 5 and not decimal one hundred an one.
So, the   simple switching of the appropriate cores to positive or  negative  can
produce 1 or 1.Furher, the same actions can represent ‘+’ or ‘-’, yes or no.

1.5         Control Unit 

            This is the nerve centre of the CPU, and directs and coordinates operations
according to the programme instructions held in memory.  It controls the processing
by extracting instructions one by one form core storage  and executing them as
required. It  controls all the hard ware operations including those of  the CPU itself
 and the input / output equipment, known as the peripherals.
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Out  puts Devices 

Line  printers
Other  printers
Electro  Therma Printers
Computer  Output to Microfilm (COM)
Terminals 
Other  Output Devices
Backing Storage

1.7          Auxiliary Storage

1.8           Computer Files

              This is  an  indispensable feature of com puter  hardware. In the ideal
situation, all  data andgrammes would be held in the core store, bur owing to  the
experse of internal storage it is not financially practicable  to do this. The function
of backing storage is to provide the necessary storage facilities for computer files
of data and the programmes  not immediately required for  processing. There  are
thhree principal met hods of backing  storage, all magnetic. They are magnetic tape,
magnetic discs and magnetic cards( or data cells ). It should be noted that all these
methods  are both  input and  output:indeed, some  authorities  classify them as such.

               In  common with manual processing, computers have to  rely on stored
information and data to be able to operate on a continuous basis, and just as manual
records are help in files so computer  records are held on computer files. These
comprise the backing storage and  are normally held on magnetic tape or magnetic
discs. Files always consist of related records.

              Master  Files are relatively permanent and are subject to  amendment, called
updating, according tp transactions carried out  that affect them.

              Hold transient  data, being used to record movement and transactions that
affect master files.  Having been processed with their master files for updating the
latter, these records are not retained.

              Reference files contain items of a permanent or near permanent nature
associated ith computer  processirg. Like master files,  they have to be updated from
time to time with amendments, additions or deletions.

1.9         Transaction or Movement
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              There are three categories of programming codes, or languages as they are
more commonly called, machine codes, low level languages and high lever languages.

              Programs are essential for the operation of the computer and program writing
is carried out by trained and skilled personnel. Programming can be defined as the 
process of writing instructions in a logical progression and in sufficiently detailed
or so that the computer can carry our efficiently and accurately the operations
required of it.

1.10       Programs 

              Low level languages are, like machine codes, machine oriented in that each
model of computer  has  its own  low level language. Low level languages  cannot 
be read directly by the computer   but have to  be converted  by a  special program
called an assembler. High level languagers are,  on the  whole,  directed to particular
activities, examples being COBOL for commercial and business purposes,
FORTRAN for engineering purposes, ALOGOL for scientific and engineering
purposes, PL/1 for multipurpose use (commercial and scientific).

              It is used to denote everything that does not come within the term hardware.
              Systems Software:  This encompass utility  or service program for sorting, 
file copying, file maintenance and similar routines, subroutines to he inserted into
full programmes.
               Application  packages,  also  known as  software packages: These are 
               ready made 
Programs or normal application such as, payroll.  Ledger postings. Currency
conversions,

              There consist of a series of codes applicable only to the particular computer
for which they are  designed and  they require each  minute step to be  stated in  the
program. Further,  they are written in numeric  notation.

2.            MACHINE LANGUAGES 

2.1         Software 

              Computers basically operate in two different ways. A digital computer
represents date in terms of discrete numbers and processes data using the standard
arithmetic operations. An analogue computer, on the other hand, measures continuous
types of data and uses physical quantity, such as electric current, to represent an 
process the date.

3.          COMPUTER CLASSIFICATION 

3.1          Digital and Analog ue Computers 
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              Example:  The hand calculator, the  adding machine, and the  punched card
 processing equipment  are all  digital devices. On the other hand, the  centrifugal 
switch shuts off  a motor when the rotation  speed  of the  shaft  ( as measured  by 
the angle made with the shaft  by a weight) becomes too great,  may be considered a
primitive  analogue computer. A sone what more sophisticated example would be
the cruise control  device found in some  automobiles. It measures  the difference
between the electric current generated by the rotation of the wheels and a  
prescribed  constant  current.  Depending upon this difference, the device adjusts the 
accelerator so as to maintain the automobile at the prescribed constant speed. 

              Some computers  combine the digital and  analogue features into one
machine, and they are called hybrid comput.

              We note that the digital computer is much more accurate than the analogue
computer.The accuracy of analogue computer is limited by the accuracy of
measurement of the physical quantity that represents the data.

              Special  purpose computers are designed to solve a specific problem. The 
computer program for  solving the problem  is built right into  he computer. General
purpose computers are designed to solve a large variety of problems. That is, they
can be given different programs to solve different types of problems.

              Most digital computers  are general purpose  computers,  and it is mainly 
such computers  that  are used in business and commercial  data processing. On the
other hand, most analogue computers are special purpose computers  (e.g. Flight
simulators for training airplane pilots, devices to monitor petroleum distillation).

3.3          Large and Small Computers 

3.2         Special Purpose and General Purpose Computers 

4.          COMPUTER SIZES 

               As applied to a computer. Size means data processing capability it is
determined by (1) the amount of data that can be stored in memory, (2) the speed
of internal operation of the 
computer,  (3) the number and type of  peripheral devices, and (4) the amount and
type  of software (programs) available for use with the computer.

            Computers are also classified according to their size. In increasing order, one has
microcomputers, minicomputers, medium sizes computers, and large sized computers. Computer’s
size is  determined by a  number of factors, e.g. The amount of data that can be stored in the memory
and the speed of internal operation.
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4.1         Micro computers 

               A typical minicomputer, is the PDP-8 made by digital equipment corporation.
Although  the speed of operation of the minicomputers is the same as that of the micro
computer, minicomputers usually have larger memory, more numerous and faster I/O
devices, and a greater variety of software. As in the case of the microcomputer,
modern memory and mass storage devices have made there computers affordable
and quite capable of  serving a single medium sized business. Minicomputers range
in price form $500 to 100,000 depending upon  memory size and peripheral equipment.

Programs are essentially fourth generation devices. Microcomputers have from 4K
 to 32K storage locations and range in price from $500 to $5000 depending upon 
Emory size and  peripheral equipment. They are quite capable of handling small,
single business applications such as sales analysis and payroll.

4.2         Minicomputers 

4.3         Medium Sized Computers 

               The IBM system 370, model 135, exemplifies the medium sized computer. 
As compared to a minicomputer, a medium sized computer usually has a larger 
capacity for storing data 32K to 512K storage location) and operates at a higher
seed. Medium sized computer can serve the needs of a large bank, insurance
company, or university. A computer of this size also may be used on a time sharing
basis, whereby small companies purchase computer time from the owner of the 
computer. Medium sized computers range in price from  $200,000 to $1,000,000.

4.4         Large Sized Computer 

               Large sized computers have storage capacities of above 512K, and some
such computers have internal operating speeds measured in terms of nanoseconds,
as compared to smaller computer where speed is measured in terms of microseconds.
Price of large sized computers vary form $  500, 000 ubwards, upon the number and
type of peripheral devices.

               Computer manufacturers often  refer to “logical growth systems”  that can
be expander from a medium sized configuration to a large size as the need presets
itself and at a minimum cost. The possibility of increasing the data processing
capability of a computer by adding devices, such as additional memory or peripheral
devices, is called expand ability. The possibility of increasing the capability of the
computer by replacing one or more devices of the system by newer an faster models
is called upward mobility. Both of these means or growth are provided for by most
of the manufacturers of medium and large computers.
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5.        SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS-I

1.           Name four elements common to all computers.
2.           Name the output device most commonly found or computers.
3.           Write a definition of general purpose computer.
Please complete your answer before continuing.

Answers: 

1.           (a)          Input
              (b)          CPU
              (c)          Instructions
              (d)          Output
2.           Printer
3.           A   general purpose computer is a machine that can by following
              instructions (a program perform logical and arithmetic operations
              on data.

6.            COMPUTER AIDED  MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
               SYSTEM

               Let  us  briefly see what  MIS is.  It  is composed of  three words i.e. 
“Management, information, and System”. These three words need a little elaborations.

6.1          Management

               Management  is the art or skill of directing  human  and  material resources
in the attainment of a specified  goal or goals  (E.C. EYURE); in other words,
management is the art or skill or getting things done rather than actually doing them.

               Management  may  also  be defined as the skill through which you seek
 the involvement of other  members of an  organization,  in a coordinated manner
in order to achieve the Objectives.

6.2         Elements of Management

i.             Planning
ii.            Organizing
iii.           Directing
iv.           Coordination
v.            Controlling

               Although  there  have been many  attempts to  spell out the contents of
managements, for the most part they merely subdivide  the five elements laid down

by Henri the framework for understanding the process of management:
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              This,apparently a simple sequence, however, soon becomes inadequate
when the complexities of higher lever management  are examined.

                 Information is a broad  term, which not only includes  facts  and figures
related  to  a particular  area  bur also includes specially selected or prepared materials
related to a specific problem at a special time. Processed data, when presented in
some useful from is called Information.

              There are many definitions of what a system is, some are depending upon
the nature of work. Some commonly used definitions are as under:

              System is a set of procedures, involving people, equipment and information
              that processes inputs (prime resources) to produce output.
              A  system is an organized assembly of interrelated and mutually dependent
elements which together for a diagramic unit. System is a functional unit or a set of
elements joined together  a common objective. A sub system is a part of a larger
system with we are concerned.

                 It  comprises  that data and information necessary for making management
decisions and is derived from such areas as; market trend  reports, sales analyses, cost
benefit  reports and so on. Some of this information  comes from business information
reports and some  form research reports especially prepared for management purposes.

                 Information   is the   life blood of  an  organization  because  without  a 
proper  flow  of appropriate information, management is unable to make decisions
on adequate grounds and control the undertaking.

              New terms must be added to describe some of  the functions of higher
 management and the new terms added to the basic framework are as under:

i.            Decision-making
ii.           Problem-solving
iii.          Human relations
iv.           Communication
v.            Information

6.3          Information

6.4          Management Information 

6.5          System

              A management information system  can be a formal system to provide all
levels of management  and  supervision with all  the relevant information required
to make appropriate decisions for the total  control of the organization.

6.6         Management Information System 
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              MIS  is functional  unit, which is  capable  of  providing all  information to
managers, required for the above functions at the time WHEN they NEED it and in
a form which AIDS their UNDERSTANDING and thus stimulates ACTION.

              It will be  seen from  this definition that  an  information system  is not 
concerned with how the information is processed bur only with what it should 
produce and that  the  system should be formal. Nebertheless an efficient system is
really possible only with the aid of computer, because of the need for comprehensive
analysis and accuracy.

              The   objective of a MIS is to provide information to the concerned officer
for planning, organizing directing, coordinating and controlling the operations. 

              Information system  constitutes a linkage channel between  problem-solving
and a dat bank meant  to store and supply information to people according to their
needs. MIS  aids the managers in making timely, and informed decisions. Logical
decision-making requires an understanding of the circumstances surrounding an issue
and knowledge of the alternatives available. Thus the more pertinent and timely th
 information the better the resulting decision is.

              Since decision-making is  the key  element of management  process,  the
purpose  of MIS is to facilitate  decisions  necessary for planning, organing,
directing, coordinating and controlling the work of the department.

              It  may be  stressed  here  that term MIS is not new, only its computerization
is new. MIS existed long before the advent of computers because MIS techniques
existed to supply administrators with the information. With the introduction of
computers, new dimension have been added to MIS such as; speed, accuracy, and
increased volume of data by virtue of which a number of alternatives could be
considered in a decision.

              In order  to design and   implement   an  efficient and effective Management 
Information Ssytem” we must go phase by phase. Follow are major phases of MIS
that must be kept in mind while designing and installing a system:

6.7         Phases of Management Information System 

-             Identify the problem.
-             Define system performance.
-             Study alternate solutions.
-             Select and recommend feasible system.

a.           Study Phace:
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c.           Development phase: 

d.          Operational phase:

6.8         Requirement for a  Successful MIS

b.           Design Phase:

-             Identify functions to be  performed and  allocate them  as manual,
              equipment,  or computer  program tasks.
-             Prepare input / output  designs.
-             Specify system / component test requirements.

-             Prepare implementation plan.
-             Acquire and install equipment.
-             Prepare computer programme.
-             Train personnel (users).
-             Complete system test.

-             Complete conversion.
-             Operate system.
-             Evaluate system performance.
-             Maintain  system and manage changes.

               There must be direction, involvement, and commitment on the part of 
those administrators who will use the system. People will accept and use their own 
creation much more readily than one imposed by outsiders.

               The system must be flexible and evolutionary.  The number of locations
of input stations, the data elements within files and the  frequency and content of
reports should be able to be changed as per requirements. 

               The  system  should  produce  meaningful results  quickly.  This  usually
means  action reports on an interim basis or immediate responses to inquiries. 

               Data in the system must describe the external universe as will as  the internal
operations   of   the  organization.  Although   some  external  data   may not he placed
in the computer, it should nevertheless be a part of the information that must be
considered by management. It may be in their files, notes. Or merely in  someone’s
head, bur it is still part of the system.

               The system must provide an early warning signal about any significant
future events. Management must be aware of changes before or as they develop,
while there is still time to take action that can have some effect on those changes.
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               Computer resources must be consolidated at some level. If separate
computers are used in different departments or branches within a company their
output must be collected, summarised, compared, and digested before it is useful
for decision-making . The more of this  process that can be done efficiently by
computer, the better the execution.

               If  a  management  information system is such a logical combination of
people and machines working for a common purpose, why is it to date no one
claims to have a fully operational, effective MIS? why have the high flown plans
and systems described in workshops, seminars, and conferences no been implemented?
Why are the increasing numbre of computer installation being devoted almost entirely
to routine processing activities? who do the few companies that have attempted to
implement MIS have little or nothing to show for the hundreds or thousands of man 
years they have spent on designing and programming efforts?  Here are some of the
reasons.

ii.          There has been a communication gap between management and data
                processing personnel.  The computer   jargon spoken  by programmers 
               and analysts has confused and discouraged potential  users of MIS.

i.            Some managers  are reluctant  to undertake a  project that seems formidable, 
          with little chance   of    success.  Unhappy experiences with extravagant 
      promises by hardware or software suppliers have lift many of them
              understandably cautious.

iii.          The information to be put into the system has been specified by analysts
          rather than by  managers. In part, this situation has resulted  from m
               anagement’s inability or reluctance to spell out what it watns.

iv.          Systems have been rigid and  unresponsive to changing needs or to special
               requests  for information.

v.            Attempts  have been made to use the computer for some application that
               could better be done manually.

vi.           There has been a  lack of standard names for data items, the same element
               of data is referred to by five different names in five different  departments.

This problem may be alleviated  by developing a data dictionary, which
gives such characteristics as:

a.           Length or size of the data.
b.           Type (whether  alphabetic, alphanumeric, or numeric).
c.           Minimum and maximum values the data can take.
d.           Source of the data.
e.           Codes for all fiels in which the data element appears.
f.            Editing pattern, if appropriate.
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vii.         Users offer  resistance, usually because they feel they  have not been
              consulted or have not  contributed to the development of the plan.

viii.      Costs often greatly exceed estimates. Cases have been  reported where
              teams worked as long as four years on a MIS without producing anything
              actually used or usable.

ix.          While providing hardware and s of toward, the manufacture often makes
              no promise of providing an operational MIS. Some users, accustomed to
              extensive manufacture support,  have not  dared or been able  to develop
              their own systems.

x.            The increase in size and complexity of business organisations has produced
          a large increase in middle management personnel. This results in greater
             diffusion of nagement responsibility. Design of a MIS to meet the need of
            many levels of management becomes increasingly difficult and complex.
xi.          Some executives refuse to use  terminals installed in their offices. They 
               think that  the operation of the keyboard is a ‘clerical’ job somewhat
               beneath their status and dignity. In other instances, they do not understand
               the routine obtaining or supplying information.

xii.         No system,  however, well  designed  or supplied with data,  will  be effective
               if people refuse to use it. Until the objections and problems just stated can be
               eliminated, there is little real hope for the development of full fledged
               management information system.

              A  properly designed, properly controlled, and   properly run information
system should result in the following benefits:

-             More effective utilization of resources.
-             Increased efficiency of the organization.
-             Better direction and  administration of the organization.
-             Reduction in operating  and administration staff of the organization.
-             Reduction in operating and administrative costs.
-             Income of commercial enterprises increases profits.
 

6.9         Benefits of Computer Aided MIS

7.        SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTION-II

1.           What are the basic elements of management?
2.           Name major phases of establishing MIS.
3.           A successful MIS Must be flexible and evolutionary. (True/ False)
              Please  compare  your answers before continuing 
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Answers.

8.2         Computer Application in Educational Management 

1.           Planning
              Organizing
              Directing
              Coordination
               Controlling
2.           Study phase
              Design phase
              Development phase
              Operational phase
3.           True. 

8.         COMPUTER APPLICATION IN EDUCATIONAL
            PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

8.1         Computer Application in Educational planning

              Educational planning  involves collection, processing, analysis of educational
statics on enrollments, teachers, budget and physical facilities. Past trends are studied
and the future targets are examined form the point of view of feasibility. Computer
can help in the analysis and processing of data for forecasting and projection.

              Efficiency of  the computer cannot  be over emphasized in data processing.
It opens  up new vistas for educational development renders multiple services
ranging form aid to management and research to the various didactic used in
teaching and training.

              The International Educational Commission, 1972 (learning to be) have
rightly  reported that in educational systems and establishments computers are
widely used for solving administrative problems such as; payment of salaries,
control or funds, invoicing and accounting. They have been found useful in
organizing school transport networks with maximum efficiency, in solving complex
problems of organization and in planning and building ets. Especially, when the
volume of data involved is massive, computer can identify, evaluate collect ands
classify information in all its complexity and detail and supply it when required.
Moreover, there will be less chance of human error it tabulation of result is done
through the computer.
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              The  computer is  now regarded a as a suer teaching machine,  is use in
education has been tried as an innovation and it has proved its teaching efficiency
in many development countries. The computer has been helping the teacher in the
following areas.

8.3         Application of Computer in Instruction

i.           Evaluation of students performance and classifications of children
             according to abilities.
ii.          Preparation  of  timetables and schedules.
iii.         Allocation of learning materials according to individual needs and
             interests.
iv.          Maintenance of progress cards efficiently and confidentially.
v.          Providing  information data  for guidance and reference.
vi.         Provision of direct interaction between pupils and subject matter.
vii.        Engaging students in tutorial work.
viii.      Providing immediate feedback to students for better interaction and
             motivation.

            “Computer Assisted Instruction” or briefly known as CAI is an interesting
 innovation in educational technology. Although it is still in an experimental stage,
its marvels have been demonstrated and seem to revolutionize the whole spectrum
of education. It has better flexibility and more versatility than any of the teaching
machines. It can cater to the individual needs of many students at a time and record
all the responses of all the pupils with reliability.  The time taken by  individual
student in responding to a question and extent of correctness in the same are also
recorded by the computer. All this helps the educator in planning instruction and
prodding relevant materials.

             The  computer   plays an important role in  life long education and  enables 
students to acquire knowledge and explore possibilities to solve problems. This
develops their decision- making faculties and improves conditions for mutual
interaction between tthe pupil and system. Data processing thus brings about variable
intellectual revoluation. The International Educational Commission has aptly
observed, “The paramount virtue of the compute is that it releases man from the
routine of mental labour, freeing the human mind to specialise in operation where
it remains irreplaceable. Such as posing problems and taking decisions.”

             Computers are greatly used in pedagogic  research and experiments. They
 can store and retrieve vast quantities of information about the entire school going

8.4         Application of Computer in Educational Research 
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8.5         Computer Application in Curriculum

8.6         Computer Application in College / University Libraries

8.7         Computer Application in Education in Some Countries of Asia 

               Computer Programming has been included in the curriculum of many of
the schools in various countries. Computer can help in teaching maths, science and
engineering courses ets. The computer enables to  solve many problems in maths
and science that would otherwise not have been attempted because of the excessive
computations involved in them. Moreover, through the use of computer, instruction
can be individualized.

              Very soon the present day cataloguing system would become outdate and
computer would be used to make any required book or material easily accessible to
the user in seconds; books and material shall be easily located. Central library at
AIOU has also computerized its catalogue. 

As a pilot project, a computer aided management information system has been
established in the Education Department of North West Frontier Prontier Province
by Management Unit for Study and Training (MUST) Peshawar, and the same if
found rewarding and useful shall be replicated in other provinces of the country. At
the national level, Academy of Educational Panning and Management has
established computer aided MIS to coordinate the efforts of the Provincial
Educational  Departments towards computerization. Besides this, the Board of
intermediate and Secondary Education Lahore has developed on experimental basis
a computerized system for computerization of Matriculation results. Some efforts
are also being mad  in the Federal Ministry of Education to carry out school
mapping exercise and process 

population without much time and difficulty. Data profiles o each pupil for the
entire school career can be prepared and maintained easily with the help of the
computer. The data so collected and preserved in course of studies may also by
used for perfecting methods and developing individualised teaching. 
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             The computer can be effectively used in the following types of research
work what are the national goals of education? Can we formulate them as some
objective function? What are the budgetary and human constraints? What are the
allotments to various sub-sectors of education i,e, mary, middle, secondary, college
and university education, technical education, and teachers education? How can we
evaluate the result and what can be a suitable measures of the difference between
targets and achievements? 



1.           INDIA 

Computers  are  being used in  some of  the major  universities  and  Indian
Institute of Technology for panning research purpose, pay roll, clinical
operations, for mathematical and economic models.

2.           JAPAN 

The audiovisual aids  are used widely either as independent  presentation
devices or as integral part of the electro - merchandised system of teaching.
As programmed instruction spreads in an increasing number of schools,
the use of teaching machine computers are being studied and experimented.
Computer is used for the processing and storing of educational personnel
records and payment of salaries.  

Computers are being used in research projects. Computers are also being
used in budget adiminstratio as wiell as education administration.

The procedure of punching, verifying and sorting are utilised in the
Ministry of Education for the process of machinery services.

Computers are being used to process educational data.

The computers are being used in the Ministry of Education for planning
purpose and for examinations.

Computerized processes are being  used in  various activities e.g,  joint
university entrance examination, annual statistical reports of institutions
of higher education ets. 

Computers are frequently used for payment of salaries in the education
sector. 

Computerized processes are being used to make payment of wages or salary
to the staff and teaching personnel at the Directorate General of Budget
(Ministry of Finance).

3.           KOREA 

4.           IRAN

5.           SRI LANKS

6.           MALAYSIA 

7.           THAILAND

8.           PHILIPPINES 

9            VIETNAM
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1.           How can  computer be used in management?
2.           Research and computer have no relationship with each other, (True/False)
3.           Name two organizations in Pakistan where efforts are being made to apply
              computer in education.
Please compare your answers before continuing.

9.         SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTION-(III)

1.           In analysis of data and in simulation of complex situation.
2.           False
3.           MUST, PESHAWAR
              B.I.S.E, Lahore 

              As  the  volume  of data increases,   the creation of a data bas manually
becomes unwieldy, tedious and time consuming, and liable to inaccuracy, besides,
as the need for faster. And multiple decision-making grows, the problems of fast
processing and instant retrieval becomes important. In the modern world, the only
answer to the above problem of volume and complexity is to commission, digital
computer for processing and retrieval and magnetic devices for storage. There
appears to be no substitute to the mechanical device in area requiring fast thinking
and communication. 
             In the education sector,  the educational data,  i,e, enrolment, number of
Institutions, number of teachers and budget, have all increased to such an extent
that it is not feasible to manager all these manually. A computer aided educational
management and planning can contribute in a better way to the development of the

10.          CONCLUSION.

educational sector in particular and to the national development in general.
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       *     Basic. Beginners all purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. An easy to use
              programming language for business and engineering applications.
       *     Batch processing. An approach to processing data where a number of
              similar items are grouped for processing during the same machine run.
       *     Binary code. A code that makes use of exactly two distinct characters, o
              and 1.
       *     Bug.       A  mistake or malfunction.
       *     Byte.     (1) A sequence of adjacent binary digits operated upon as a unit,
                            (2) The  representation of a character. 
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A.   *    Access arm.  A part  of a disk storage unit that is used to hold one or more
             reading and writing heads.

       *    Alphabetic character. A letter or other symbol, excluding digits, used in a
              language.

       *   Alphanumeric. Pertaining to a character set that contains letters, digits,
            and usually other  characters, such as punctuation marks. Synonymous
            with alphameric.

       *    Analyst. A person who defines problems and develops procedures for their
               solution.
       *    APL. A programming language. A problem solving language which offers
          special capabilities for handling arrays and for performing mathematical
             functions.

12.      APPENDIX ‘A’ GLOSSARY OF COMPUTER  TERMS 



C.   *     Cathode are tube. An electronic vacuum tube, such as a television picture
              tube, that can be used to display graphic images.
       *     C.E.       Customer Engineer             
       *     Character printer. Adevice that prints single character at a time. Contrast
              with “line printer”.
       *     COBOL: Common Business Oriented Language. A business data
              processing language.
       *     Code. A set of unambiguous rules language program from a computer
              program written in another programming language.
       *     Compile. To propare a machine language program form a computer
              program written in other programing language.
       *     Compiler. A program that compiles.
       *     Console. The part of a computer used for communication between the
              computer operator and the computer.
       *    Copy reproduce data of new location or other destination, leaving the data
              unchanged
.      *     CRT display. Cathode ray tube display.
       *     Cursor. A movable character (underscore) on a display screen used to
              indicate where the nest character keyed by the operator will appear in data field.
       *     Customer engineer. An individual responsible for field maintenance of
              IMB hardware and software. Abbreviated C.E.
       *     Customer support functions. Programs designed to perform common tasks
              such as copying files, initializing diskettes, etc.
       *     Cylinder. The tracks of a disk storage device that can be assessed without
              repositioning the access mechanism.

       
       *     Data processing system.  A network of computers capable of accepting
              information, processing it according to a plan, and producing desired result.

       *     Debug.To detect, locate and remove mistakes form a programme or 
              malfunctions  from a computer. 

       *     Diskette. A form of disk store that utilizes an inexpensive felxbile disk.
       *     Disk  storage. Direct  access storage that used rotating magnetic disk
              to store programs and files. 

       *     Decimal  digit.  In decimal notation,  one  of  the character  0 through 9.
       *     direct access. Retrieval or storage of data by a reference to its location on
              a disk.
       *     Disk. A rotating storage device for storing data files and prorammes. See
              “magnetic disk”.
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       *     Display screen. The part of a display station on which data, messages or
              other information is displayed. 

       *     Display station. An input output device that that as a key baord for data
              entry and a  display screen on which data is displayed. 

E.    *    Edit. To modify the form or format of data; for example, to insert or delete
             characters such as page numbers of decimal points.

       *     Electronic data processing. Data processing largely performed by
              electronic devices. Abbreviated EDP.

       *     Erase. To obliterate information from a  storage medium, for example, to
              clear, to overwrite.

F.    *     Field. In a recording specified area used for a particular category of data.
       *     File. A collection of related records treated as a unit.
       *     File maintenance. The activity of keeping a file up to date adding,
              changing, or deleting data.

       *     Flow chart. A  graphical representation for the definition, analysis, or
              solution of a problem, in which symbols are used to represent operations,
              data, flow, equipment etc.

       *     Flow chart. A  graphical representation for the definition, analysis, or
              solution of a problem, in which symbols are used to represent operations,
              data, flow, equipment etc.

       *     Hash total. A summation for checking purposes of one or more
              corresponding fields of a file that would ordinarily not be summed.

H.   *     F Hardware. Physical equipment, as opposed to the computer program or
              method of use, for example, mechanical, magnetic, electrical, or electronic
              devices.

       *     Head. A device that reads, writes, records, or erases data on  a  storage
              medium.

I     *     Indexed file. A file organization in which record keys and disk addresses
              are  kept on an index permitting direct access to individual records.

       *     Input/ output. (1) Pertaining   to  either input or output or both. (2) A 
              general  term  for the equipment used to communicate with a computer
              commonly called I/O.

*     Input are. An area of storage reserved for input.
*     Input data. Data to be  processed.
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*     I/O. Input / Output.

J.    *     Job. A specified group of tasks prescribed as a unit of work for a computer.
K.   *     K. 1024 bytes; used in referring to storage capacity.
       *     Key. One or more characters within an item of data that are used to in
              identify or control its use

L.    *     Library. An area of a disk or tape reserved for program storage.
       *     Line printer. A device that prints all characters of a line as a unit. Contrast
              with character printer.

       *     Load.  (1)  To enter data or programs into storage; for example, to load
             master  files. (2) To prepare an input / output device; for operation:
              for example, to load paper into a printer.

       *     Logging. The procedure of recording on a storage device, the occurrence
              of particular type of transactions or system activities.

M.   *    Machine language. A language that is used directly by a machine.
       *     Magnetic card. A card with a magnetic surface on which data can be
              stored by selective magnetization of portions of the flat surface.

       *    Magnetic disk. A flat circular  plate with a magnetic surface on which data
             can be stored by selective magnetization of portions of the flat surface.

       *     Magnetic ink character recognition. The machine recognitions of
              characters orinted with magnetic ink. Abbreviated MICR.

       *     Magnetic tape. A tape with magnetic surface on which data can be
              stored by selective polarization of portions of the surface.

       *     Main frame. Unit of a a computer that includes the ciruits circuits
              controlling the interpretation and exccution of instructions.

       *     Master file. A file that contaions relatively permanent data.
       *     Megabyte. One million bytes.
       *     Menu. A list of choices on a display station which the operator may select
              to performs an operation. 

       *     Inquiry.  A request for information from storage; for example, a request
              for the number of available airline seats, or a machine statement to
              initiate a search of library documents.
       *     Interactive. The ability to enter data and receive a rapid response from the
              system based on the data entered.
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N.   *     Nanosecond. One  billionth of a second.
       *     Network.              In data communications. A number of communication
              lines connecting a computer with remote terminals.

       *     Numeric. Pertains to digits 0-9.
       *     Object program. A compiled program that is ready to be loaded into the
              computer. Contrast with “source program”. 

       *     Off line storage. Storage not under control of the central processing unit.

       *     On line. (1) Pertaining to equipment or devices under control of the

              central processing unit. (2) Pertaining to a user’s ability to interact with a

              computer, deflate

       *     Output. Data delivered or ready to be delivered from a device or program

               usually after some processing.  

       *     Output area. An area of storage served for output.

P.           - Pice - second. One trillionth of a second.

       *     Printer. A device that writes output data form a system on a paper or other

              media.

       *     Processing unit. The parts of a computer that perform the processing and

              control functions for the system; perform operations on data, and control

              output.

       *     Program. (1) A sequence of instructions to a computer, written in a

              special form the computer can interpret. A program tells the computer 

              where to get input, how to process it, and where to put the result, (2)

              A set of instructions that tells the computer which operations are to be

              done and how to do them.

       *     Programmer. A person mainly involved in designing, writing and testing 

              computer programs.

*     MICR. Magnetic ink Character Recognition.
*     Millisecond. One millionth of a second. 
*     Millisecond. One thousandth of a second. 

       *     Program product. An IBM written, licensed program for which a monthly
              charge is made. A program product performs functions related processing
              user data.

Q.    *    Query. To extract, from a file, records based on a requested criterion. For
              example, listing all of the customers in a file whose balance is greater that
              $ 1000.
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R.    *    Record. A collection of related items of data, treated as a unit.

       *     Remote job entry. Submission of job control statements and data to
              computer form a remote terminal, causing the jobs to be scheduled and
              executed as  though encountered in the computer’s input stream.
              Abbreviated RJE.

S.    *     Screen. The display surface of a CRT display device.
       *     S.E. System engineer.
       *     Sequential file. A file whose records are organized on the basis of their
              successive physical positions, such as on magnetic tape.
       *     Serial printer. A device that prints characters one at a time. Contrast with
              line printer.
       *     Software. A set of programs, procedures, and possibly associated
              documentation  concerned with the operation of a data processing system. 
       *     Solid logic Technology. Miniaturized modules used in computer, which
              result in faster ciruit because of reduced distance for current to travel.

       *     Sort. To  segregate items into groups according to some definite rules.
       *     Source program. A computer program written in a source language. 
              Contrast with “Object Program”.
       *     Special character. A character other than alphabetic or numeric; for
              example, +, +,% are special characters.
       *     Storage. (1) Pertaining to a device into which data can be entered, held,
              and retrieved at a later time. (2) Loosely, any device that can store data. 
              (3) Synonymous with memory. 
       *     Supervisor. The part of a control program that coordinates the use of
              resources and maintains the flow of CPU operations. 

        *     System (1) An assembly of  methods, procedures, or techniques
               united by regulated instructions to from an organized whole. (2) An 
               organized collection of men, machines, and methods required to accomp
               lish a set of specific function.

         *     System engineer. An individual located at an IBM computer computer
                center to provide technical guidance and assistance to IBM customers.

       *     Report program  generator. A processing program that can ben used to
             generate object programs that produce reports from existing sets of data.
             Abbreviated RPG.
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V  .    *     Verify. To determine whether a transcription of data or other operation
                 has been accomplished accurately. 
W.     *     Work station. A device or component that allows communication
                 between the user and the computer. 
          *    Write.  To record data in a storage device or a data medium.  The
                recording need not be permanent, such as the writing on a cathode ray
                tube display device. 
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T.      *     Terminal.  Any device capable of sending and or receiving information
                 over a  communication channel.
          *     Track. A complete circle on a disk or diskette where data is recorded.
                 Transaction file. A file containing relatively transient data to be
                 processed in combination with a master file.
U.      *     Update. To modify file with current information according to a
                 specified procedure. 



13.        
             MANAGEMENT

IMPORTANT TERMS USED IMPLEMENTATION AND

(2)         BOARD OF DIRECTORS: A plural executive, that is, a committee, 
              with power to exercise authority and make decisions, which normally
        stands at the top of a corporation and is charged by law with the
              responsibility of “managing”.

(1)          ART PRACTICE: Skill acquired by experience. 

(3)         BRAINSTORMING:     An approach to improve problem discovery and 
          solving by encouraging unfettered suggestion and ideas, usually from a
              group of individuals.

(5)         BUDGET:      A statement of plans and expected results expressed in
               numerical terms: a “numberized” program.

(6)         BUDGET SUMMARY:         A master summary  of operating and capital
          budgets, usually with a forecast of income statement and balance sheet.

(6)         CENTRALIZATION  OF AUTHORITY:          The tendency to restrict
               delegation of decision-making in an organization structure, usullay by
               holding it at or near the  top of the organization structure.  

(7)         COMMITTEE:      A group of persons to whom, as a grput, some matter
               is committed for purposes of information, advice, interchange of ideas, or
               decision. 

(8)         COMMUNICATION:     The transfer of information form one person to
              another with the information being understood by both the sender and the
              receiver.

(9)         CONCEPT:    Mental images of anything formed by generalization form
              particulars; for example, a work or term.

(10)       CONTINGENCY APPROACH TO LEADERSHIP:         A theory that 
              leadership depends upon the group  task situation and the degree to which
              the leader’s style, personality, and approach fits the group.

(11)      CONTINGENCY  PLANNING:          Planning for possible future 
             environments which are not expected to occur but which may occur; if
            this possible future is widely different form that premised, alternative
              premises and plans are required.

(12)      CONTROLLING:  The managerial function of measuring and correcting
             performance fo activities of subordinates in order to assure that enterprise’s
             objectives and plans are being accomplished.
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(13)      CONTROL PROCESS:        In managing, the basic process involves: (1)
             establishing standards, (2) measuring performance against standards, and
             (3) correcting undesirable deviations.

(14)      COORDINATION:    Achieving harmony of individual and group efforts
             towards the accomplishment of group purposes and objectives.

(15)     COST EFFECTIVENESS:        That approach to problem-solving which
             weighs alternatives and chooses an alternative, especially where advantages
             and costs cannot be accurately measured in numbers, by considering costs
             of other alternatives in comparison with benefits derived.

(16)      CREATIVITY:      The ability to develop new concepts, ideals and problem
             solutions. 

(17)      DECENTRALIZATION OF AUTHORITY:       The tendency to disperse
             decision-making authority in an organization structure.

(18)      DECISION TREES:       An approach toward seeing risks and probabilities
            in a problem situation involving uncertainty, or chance events, by sketching
            in the form of a “tree” decision points, chance events, and the probabilities
            involved in various courses that might be undertaken.

(19)       DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY:         The vesting of decision-making
             discretion in a subordinate. 

(20)      DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY, PROCESS OF:    The determination
             of results expected form a subordinate, the assignment of task, the
             delegation of autbority for accomplishing there tasks, and the bolding fo
             people responsible for the accomplishment of such tasks.

(21)     DELPHI TECHNIQUE:        A technique normally used for forecasting
     such future events and conditions as technological development by
         obtaining estimates of experts in a field and feeding back summaries fo
             these estimates for additional estimates by those experts, unit a reasonable
             degree of convergency in estimates is obtained.

(22)      DEPARTMENT:            A distinct area, division, or branch of an enterprise
             over which a manager has authority for the performance of special activities
             and results.

(23)      DIFFERENTIATION:      A characteristic of an open system, and a social 
            system in particular by which it tends ot become more specialized in  its 
            structure and behavior patterns. 
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(24)      DIRECT CONTROL:          Control techniques designed to identify and
             correct deviations in plans.

(25)      DISTRIBUTION LOGISTICS:       An operations research optimizing
             model that treats the entire materials flow system of an enterprise._______
             ___ From sale forecasting through purchasing and processing of materials,
             inventorying them, to shipping of finished goods to sales warehouses ____
             ___ as a single system.

(26)     EFFICIENCY:         The accomplishment of objectives at the least cost or
             other unsought consequences.

(27)     ELABORATION:         The   tendency  of  an  open  system,  and a social
             system in particular, to enlarge its boundaries or create a new super system
             with wider boundaries. 

(28)     ENTREPRENEURS:       People with the ability to see an opportunity, to
         obtain the necessary capital, labcur, and ability to see an opportunity, to
       gather an operation successfully, and have the willingness to take the
             Personal risk of success or failure.

(29)     ENVIRONMENTAL FORECASTING:           Forecasting    the    future
             environment ______ economic, technological, social, ethical, and political
             _________as it may affect the enterprise.

(30)      ETHICS:          Sets  of  generally  accepted  standards  of  social  conduct.
(31)      Feasibility:  Practicability, possibility of being practicable.

(32)     Feasibility:       An informational input in  a system transmitting messages
             of system operation to indicate whether the system is operating as planned;
      information concerning any type of planned operation relayed to the
             Responsible person for evaluation.

(33)     FIELD THEORY OF MOTIVATION:         Psychologist Lewin’s theory
            that motivation dependson organizational climate and must be looked upon
            as an element in a larger filed or restraining and driving forces. 

(34)    FUNCTIONAL AUTHORITY:            The tight or power inherent in a
             position to issue instructions or approve actions of persons in positions not
         reporting directly to the person holding such authority. Normally, it is a
        limited line- type of authority applicable only to specialized areas and
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     representing a delegation to a specialist by a superior manager with
        authority over both the positions. For example, a computer controller is
           ordinarily given functional authority to prescribe the system of accounting
    throughout the company, but this specialized authority is really a
           delegation form the chief executive.

(35)     GANTT CHART:         A  technique for planning and control, developed

             by Henry L. Gantt, showing by cars on a chart the time requirement for the

             various tasks, or events, of a production or other programme. 

(36)      INDIRECT CONTROL:              Assuming high-quality managers make
             fewer mistakes requiring direct controls, perceive and anticipate problems
             and initiate appropriate actions to avoid or correct deviations.

(37)       INFORMAL ORGANIZATION:               Any joint personal activity or
             relationship without conscious joint purpose;  generally,  patterns of human
             behavior and relationships existing parallel with or lying outside the formal
             organization structure. 

(38)      INSTRUCTION:         An action by mangers which initiates, modifies, or
             stops an activity in the department under their control. 

(39)       JOB DESIGN:         The structuring of a job in terms of content, function,
             and relationships. It may focus on individual stions or on work groups. 

(40)      JOB ENRICHMENT:       Programme of building into jobs a high sense
             of meaning, challenge, and potential for accomplishment.

(41)     LEADERSHIP:          Influence, or the art or process of influencing people
             so that they strive willingly and enthusiastically towards the accomplishment
             of group goals.

(42)     LINEAR PROGRAMMING:    A technique for determining the optimum
        combination of limited resources to obtain a desired goal it is based on
             the ssumption that a linear relationship exists between variables and that the
             limits of variables can be determined.

(43)       LONG-RANGE  PLANNING:       Planning for a period of time in the future
             to foresee, as credibly as possible, the fulfilment of commitments being made
         today; planning to take into account the future impact of today’s decisions.
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(44)        MANAGEMENT AS AN ART:           The use of underlying knowledge
               (science) and application of it to realities in a situation, usually with blend
      or compromise, to obtain practical results; managing is an art bur
         management is more properly used to refer to the body of knowledge
               science __________ underlying this art.

(45)        MANAGEMENT AS A SCIENCE: Organized knowledge __________
               concepts, theory, principles, and techniques ___________ underlying the
       practice of managing; science systematically explains penomena in
               managing, as it does in any field.

(46)        MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT:             The process of individual
               growth in the full utilization of a person’s managerial capabilities.

(47)        MANAGEMENT TRAINING”              The provision of opportunities
       through various approaches and progrmmes to improve a person’s
               and proficiency in, the managerial task.

(48)        MANAGERIAL APPRAISAL:             Evaluation the performance of
               managers in their positions, ideally  evaluating performance in setting
               and achieving verifiable objectives and performance as a manager.

(49)        MANAGERS:            Those who under take the tasks and functions of
               managing, at any level in any king of enterprise.

(50)      MANAGERS BY OBJECTIVES:        Programmes of basing much of 
       managerial planning, operation, and appraisal on having each manager
      set objectives in verifiable terms (with the superior’s approval) and
               assessing his or her performance against the achievement of these objectives.
               Sometimes called management by objectives or”MBO”.

(51)       MAULERS  MOTIVES:            The drives, desires, needs, withes, and 
               similar forces that channel human behaviour towards goals, see expectancy
       theory of motivation, field theory of motivation, hierarchy of needs,
               hygiene  approach to motivation, job enlargement, job enrichment. 

(52)        OBJECTIVES, OR GOALS:     The ends toward which activity is aimed
               _____ the end points of planning.

(53)    OPERATIONAL RESEARCH:  The use of mathematical models to
          reflect the variables and constraints in a situation and  their effect on a
       selected goal, ordinarily thought of as using optimizing models; the
         application of scientific method in a problem situation with a view of
               providing a quantitative basis for arriving at an optimum solution in terms
               of goals sought. 
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(54)       ORGANIZATION:                    A  concept used in a variety of ways such
      as: (1) a system or pattern of any set of relationships in any kind of
             undertaking; (2) an enterprise itself; (3) cooperation of two or more persons;
             (4) all behavior of all participants in a group; and (5) the intentional structure
             of roles in a formally organized enterprise.    

(55)      ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT:        A systematic, integrated, and
             planned approach to improve the effectiveness of people and groups in an
             enterprise through the use of techniques for solving these problems.

(56)     ORGANIZATIONAL AUTHORITY:             The degree of discretion in
             organization  positions conferring on persons occupying these positions the
             right to use their judgment in decision-making.

(57)    ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT:          A  development  process
         embracing a wide variety of behavioral and  and management approaches 
       designed to make human behaviour and relationships in as organization 
          more effective, primarily through probing  behaviour  problems, attitudes,
      motives, and values of participants, and adopting such techniques as
             management of objective and revision of task structure to make coordination
             more effective.

(58)      ORGANIZATIONAL ROLE:      An organizational position designed for
      individuals to fill: To be meaningful to people, it should incorporate:
             (1) verifiable objectives, (2) a clear concept of the major duties or activities
        involved, (3) an understood area of discretion, or  authority, and (4) the
             availability of information and resources necessary to accomplish a task.

(59)   PERT (PROGRAM EVALUATION AND REVIEW TECHNIQUE):
        A time- event network analysis system in which the various events in a
         progrmme or project are identified, with te panned time for each, and are
             placed in a  network showing the relationships of each event to other events.
           Form the sequence of interrelated events, the path of those events in which
        there is zero “slack” time in terms of planned completion in the “critical
             path”. 
(60)      PLANNING:           Selecting missions and objectives_________  and  the
             strategies, policies, programs, and procedures for achieving them; decision
            -making; the selection of a course of action form among alternatives. 
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(61)        PLANNING PROCESS:                A rational  approach to setting and
               accomplishing an objective and evaluating alternatives in light of goals
               sought and against the environment of planing premises.  

(62)        POLICIES   General statements or understandings which guide thinking
               in decision-making. The essence of policies is the existence of discretion,
               within certain limits, in guiding decision-making.

(63)        PRWER:           The ability of individuals or groups to induce or influence
                the beliefs or actions of other persons or groups. Several kinds of power
                may identified such as legitimate power, expertness, referent power, reward
                power, and coercive power.

(64)         PROCEDURES:               Chronological sequences of required actions
                detailing the exact manner in which an activity must be accomplished. 

(66)        PROGRAMS:          A complex on goals, polices, procedures, rules, task
        assignments, steps to be taken, resources to be employed, and other
           elements necessary to carry out a given course of action and normally
               supported by capital and operating budgets.

(67)        PROMOTION:     A change within the organization to a higher position
               with greater responsibilities and usually requiring more advanced skills
               and knowledge than the previous position.

(68)        PROMOTION FROM WITHIN: The  practice fo making an  promotions
               in an enterprise form people within it, if it is possible to do so.

(69)        RATIONALITY:   Analysis requiring a clear goal,  a clear understanding
               of alternatives by which a goal can be reached, an analysis and evaluation
               of alternatives in terms of the goal sought, needed information, and a desire
               to optimize.

(70)        RECRUITMENT OF MANAGERS:              Attracting candidates for
          managerial positions in order to meet the objectives of the enterprise. 

(71)        RESPONSIBILITY:     The obligation owed by subordinates to their
               superiors for exercising authority delegated to them in a way to accomplish
               results expected.

(65)         PROGRAM BUDGETING:         A budgeting approach, used primarily
                by government agencies, emphasizing goals, the programs the to achieve
                them, a budgetary allocations designed to support such programms. 
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(72)         SERVICE DEPARTMENTS:      A grouping of activities that  might be
               carried on in other departments but are brought together in a specialized
           department for purpose of efficiency, control, or both. As such, service
          departments are operating departments, but but because they comprise
            specialists, they are often also used for staff advice and are often given
        functional authority. They are oftem mistakenly referred to as “staff 
               departments. 

(73)        SITUATIONAL APPROACH TO LEADERSHIP:           The  approach
               that studies  leadership on the premise that it is strongly influenced by the
               situation from which the leader emerges and in which he or she operates.

(74)       SOCIAL SYSTEM :         A system viewed as including only social
               elements, that  is, the int  eraction and behaviour patterns of people.

(75)       SPAN OF CONTROL:   See span of management.

(76)      SPAN OF MANGLEMENT :        The  phenomenon that there is a limit
               to the number of persons a manger can supervise, even though this limit
               varies depending on situations and the competence of a manger; the various
               situations, or underlying variables, including time available for supervision;
         training possessed by, and required of, subordinates, clarity of authority
              delegation; clarity of plans; rate of change in an enterprise; effectiveness of
          managerial controls; effectiveness of communication techniques; and the
         extent to which a situation requires personal face-to-face contact. Often

               referred to as”span fo control” (lxxviii)   

(77)        STAFF:           A  relationship in an organizational position where an
               incumbent’s task is to given some other person advice or counsel. 

(78)         STAFFING:            Filing, and keeping filled positions in the  organization
               structure through defining workforce requirements, inventorying workforce,
               appraising, selecting, compensating, and training.

(79)      STRATEGIES:           General programme of action and deployment of
               emphasis and resources to attain comprehensive objectives; the programme
             of objectives of an organization and their changes, resources used to attain
                these objectives, and policies governing the acquisition, use, and disposition
               of these resources; the determination of the basiclong-term objectives of an
            enterprise an the adoption of courses of action and allocation of resources

               necessary to achieve these goals. 
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(80)         RULES:        Required action or non action, allowing no discretion, e.g.;
              “Positively  no smoking”.

(81)       SCALAR RELATIONSHIP:          Authority relationships are said to be
              scalar when subordinates report to their immediate superiors and when their
              superiors report directly, as subordinates, to their superiors (i.e. In “scales”).
      In other words, the chain of command that runs form the top of an
              organization to its lowest ranks. 

(82)     SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT:       A term originally used as donating 

      the work and approach of F.W. Taylor and his associates in analysing

       management. It implies that the methods of  scientific inquiry, analysing,

        and summary can be applied to the activities of managers. It later implied

          time study and similar methods used by Taylor and his followers to analyse 

            activities of people in organizations. Basically, it sought to develop: (1) ways

              of increasing productivity by making work easier to perform, and (2) methods

      for motivating people to take advantage of labour-saving techniques it

           developed. It may be summarized as: (1) replacing rules of thumb with rules

     of science, (2) obtaining harmony rather than discord, (3) achieving

       cooperation rather than chaotic individualism, (4) working for maximum

             rather than restricted output, and (5) developing, workers to the fullest extent

              Possible. 

 
(83)       SUPERVISORS:        Same as managers, bur ordinarily used to apply to

              managers at the lowest level, or first line of managers. 

(84)      SYSTEM:       A set of assemblage of things connected or interdependent

           and interacting so as to from a complex unity; a whole composed of parts

            in orderly arrangement according to some scheme or plan. For any system,

     there must be boundaries that separate it from its environment see

           cooperative system; differentiation; elaboration, entropy; equivocality feed

              back; homeostasis, negative entropy; social system, social technical system.  

(85)        TACTICS:       Action plans by which strategies are implemented.
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(86)        TECHNOLOGY:             The sum total of knowledge of ways of doing

               things. It includes inventions, techniques, and the vast store of organized

               knowledge of  how to do things. 

(87)       THEORY:          A systematic grouping of interrelated principle and

               concepts which provides a framework for significant knowledge. 

(88)        THEORY X AND THEORY Y:    Assumption about the nature of  people

               as suggested by Douglas McGrego,. For example, Theory X suggests that

               people dislike work and will avoid it if they can. On the other hand, Theory

               suggests, for instance, that the expenditure of physical and mental effort in

               work is as natural as play or rest.

(89)         THEORY Z:       Several authors proposed theories using the latter Z”.
               More recently, theory Z refers to selected Japanese managerial practices
               adapted to the environment of the United Sates as suggested by  Willian
               Ouchi. For example, one of the characteristics of Type Z organizations is
               the emphasis on interpersonal skills needed for group decision-making. 

(90)        TRAIT APPRAISALS :           Appraising people, whether managers or
               non- managers, on the basis of personality traits and work-oriented
               characteristics.

(91)        VARIABLE BUDGETS:              Budgets constructed by distinguishing
               between period costs (costs that vary only with time or remain fixed over
               time) and variable costs (cost that vary to some extent with the volume of
               enterprise output)   and showing budgeted  expenses  of an organizational
               unit as they vary with volume.

(92)        ZERO-BASE BUDGETING:              Budgeting, in which enterprises”
               programme, are divided into “packages” comprising goals, actiities, and
          needed resources, and costs are calculated for each package form the
               ground up.
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